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Carl Nielsen (1865-1931) is the central figure in
Danish music after the Romantic period. Through
his music, his writings and his strong personality
he exerted a decisive influence on 20th-century
Danish music and musical aesthetics, and he was,
moreover, a source of inspiration for composers
in the other Scandinavian countries. He absorbed
and reformulated the best features of the musical
heritage, and he composed in nearly all genres.
His six symphonies are milestones in his
compositorial output.
In the 20th-century Nielsen’s music has often
been described as a reaction against the high and
late Romantic style; but this description is
incorrect, since it throws less light on the music
than on the fact that later generations adopted the
stylistic ideals of Nielsen, and since Nielsen
himself denied the possibility of revolution in art.
It was more in his attitude to music and to
musical craftsmanship that he differed from many
contemporary composers and became a source of
inspiration for posterity. It is of course possible to
trace in Nielsen’s compositions until around 1900
the influence of contemporary composers akin to
him in some way. His early songs show a logical
but deeply personal connection with the Danish
Lieder tradition of Heise and Lange-Müller. His
harmonic and contrapuntal style matured under
the influence of J. P. E. Hartmann’s and Brahms’s
chamber and piano music, Grieg’s piano pieces
and especially Johan Svendsen’s orchestral
works, and as a result of his own studies of 16th
and 17th-century polyphony. His suddenly
increasing use from the 1890s of chromaticism in
the middle voices was no doubt the result of his
first-hand knowledge (as a second violinist) of

Wagner’s operas.
Similarly, his approach to thematic development
and to structure seems to have been strongly
influenced by his admiration for Beethoven’s and
Franck’s chamber music and symphonies. Fairly
early on, however, he discovered his own
personal and unmistakable style, which he later
developed relatively undisturbed within its own
premises.
Nielsen started out from the Classical harmony of
the 18th and early 19th centuries, with its
preference for triads in the tonic and related keys
and for a relatively fast harmonic rhythm, and
these elements clearly marked his entire output.
But during the 1890s he developed his harmony,
apparently independently, to what might be called
“extended tonality”, where all 12 semitones could
be used within a tonally centred scale. Nielsen
used chromaticisms not in terms of the Romantic
idiom, as leading notes related to diatonic notes
and as expressive melodic anticipations, but as
autonomous entities directly related to the tonic.
This made possible the use of virtually all triads
within the key without obscuring the tonic, and
hence a rapid transition between keys. Above all,
his use of major and minor 3rds and 7ths as
nearly equals gives his music a characteristic
major-minor bearing together with a Mixolydian
colouring. A growing tendency of adding strokes
of modal tonality may be observed, as for
instance in the Sinfonia espansiva, and in later
works there are frequent polytonal and at times
atonal passages. Nielsen’s “extended tonality”
was primarily a melodic phenomenon, a means to
more intensive expression; it is in evidence in the
songs opp. 4 and 6 and (especially) 10, where the



subdued warmth of the diminished 7th often
appears at lyric climaxes. But since the “extended
tonality” was used in conjunction with a
Classically orientated harmonic rhythm based on
triads, the music was criticized from a Romantic
point of view for relying excessively on implicit
harmony.
Because of the fundamental role played in
Nielsen’s music by melodic and driving
(rhythmic) elements, his harmony at times
became a direct function of melody, as is clearly
heard in the latent unisono of the melodic-
rhythmic progression of the first 137 bars of the
Sinfonia espansiva. It is evident from Nielsen’s
manuscripts that he often conceived themes and
motifs as unharmonized melodies; this applied
generally to all his songs, but can also be seen in
connection with the opera Maskarade and
several instrumental works, such as the First and
Third Symphonies. His melody was increasingly
characterized by economy and balance in the use
of intervals, and he is well known for his remark
that “one must show the sated that the melodic
interval of a 3rd should be considered a gift from
God, a 4th an experience, and a 5th the supreme
happiness. Thoughtless over-indulgence
undermines health” (quoted in the article
“Musikalske Problemer” (“Musical problems”) in
his book Levende Musik (Living Music) 1925).
The repetition of a note or an interval, and the
figurative replaying of a central note (the
“perihelic principle”) are typical of his melodic
writing.
In Nielsen’s instrumental music the phrasing
evolved from a traditional four-bar symmetry in
the early works to the use of metrically free

phrasing in the later ones. Similarly, the rhythmic
driving elements, originally tied to his melody,
became an independent factor, as in the four last
symphonies. From the beginning his structural
technique was marked by a concentration on
motivic treatment, especially in the string quartets
and the symphonies, and he deliberately chose
short and concise developing motifs rather than
long, flowering themes, especially as main ideas.
His early developed sense of contrapuntal texture
was no doubt strengthened by his many years of
experience as a second violinist and chamber
musician, and was consolidated through Orla
Rosenhoff’s teaching and through his own studies
of polyphony. His delight in objective factual
knowledge and thorough craftsmanship,
characteristic of his relationship with his
surroundings and also expressed in his writings,
found its musical expression in structure. He
often advised his students to study counterpoint,
“not in order to become learned and complicated,
but on the contrary to achieve greater strength and
simplicity”. This is noticeable in his piano music,
for example in the independent motivic and
rhythmic treatment of the left hand, unusual for
the period. Similarly, while the emphasis in his
instrumental music shifted from chamber pieces
to orchestral (especially symphonic) works, its
linear structure and polyphony became
increasingly predominant, resulting in a
somewhat more restrained colouring. Perhaps this
is one of the main reasons why his music was for
a long time not appreciated abroad, where other
stylistic ideas prevailed. The homophonic
sections are often more traditionally orchestrated
than the linear ones, and from the Third



Symphony onwards, with the development of
group polyphony, the music is characterized by
an increasing concordance of orchestration and
texture.
While Nielsen generally used strophic form in his
vocal music, he developed a dynamic approach to
symphonic form early on. Starting from the
traditional sonata form he transformed it towards
a personal episodic form. By means of intensive
motivic treatment and the development of linear
structure, he linked his musical progression in
increasingly large structural sections which are
directly adjacent but at once separated by and
united through large curves of tension. Here again
the Third Symphony is the central work. In his
search for unity in both texture and structure, he
developed a capacity both for contrapuntal
synthesis of themes (especially in slow
movements) and for the derivation and variation
of motifs together with motivic and thematic
metamorphosis. This striving for cyclical
coherence is increasingly clearly reinforced in the
symphonic works by that particular tonal
disposition which from a dynamic point of view
is called “progressive tonality” or “emergent
tonality” (Robert Simpson), and from a static
point of view the “principle of interlocking tonal
structures” (Graham George), and which is the
formal result of the melodically determined
“extended tonality” which Nielsen developed
early in his career.
It is not surprising to note that in Nielsen’s
compositions the various musical genres run
somewhat parallel to his career as a musician
(violinist, chamber musician, orchestral violinist,
conductor, free-lance composer). Thus we find

that the dominance of compositions in small
forms and for chamber ensemble in the years up
to about 1900 is thereafter replaced by the
dominance of orchestral music and of simple
strophic songs. Although he had composed his
first orchestral piece in 1888 (first performed in
1893 under the title of Symphonic Rhapsody
and very much inspired by the orchestral style of
Johan Svendsen), Nielsen had in his early years
concentrated on songs and chamber music. But
gradually, and parallel to his employment as a
violinist in the Royal Orchestra under Svendsen’s
baton, he became aware of his gifts as a
symphonic composer. Nielsen’s First Symphony
was begun in Berlin in the autumn 1890, while he
was still composing his string quartet in F minor.
Both works are characterized by a symphonic
urge, and especially the First Symphony is
marked by a strong motivic concentration
inspired by Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. In his
diary of the 1st of November, 1890, Nielsen
wrote: “I have begun to memorize the C minor so
that I can write it down from memory; I don’t
know if it is possible for me, but I shall try. The
more one studies that symphony, the greater it
becomes. One might think that that score had
come down from Heaven!” (Nielsen’s Beethoven-
essays are still kept among his musical
manuscripts). In his diary of the 20th December,
1890, Nielsen wrote: “I have made a good start
on the Finale of the symphony.” Nielsen’s First
Symphony (FS 16) was given its first
performance on Wednesday the 14th of March,
1894, in Copenhagen as the opening number of
the first self-supporting concert given by the
Royal Orchestra conducted by Johan Svendsen,



Nielsen himself being a member of the second
violin group. The work was hailed as an
astonishing new symphony and was performed
several times during the following years in
Denmark and abroad. Score and parts were
published in print towards the end of 1894, much
to the envy of Nielsen’s friends among the young
Scandinavian composers, who were not paid for
their works by publishers, but had to pay
themselves to have their compositions published.
Besides the Beethoven-like motivic concent-
ration, especially in the first movement, the
symphony is partly influenced by the symphonic
style of the much admired Johannes Brahms,
whom Nielsen visited in Vienna on the 7th of
November, 1894, during another trip to Germany
and Austria, and to whom he gave the score. The
second movement is an early example of
Nielsen’s genuine and unsentimental Nordic
Romantic style.
During the period until the turn of the century
Nielsen developed and consolidated his personal
style. It was seen to be, and indeed was, markedly
different from much contemporary Romantic
music: it was founded on Classicism as regards
thematic formation, structure, cadential harmony
and harmonic rhythm, with melody and rhythm as
the primary elements, but nevertheless used
contemporary developments in chromaticism and
tone colour. Both admirers and critics of
Nielsen’s music now recognized his distinctive
genius, and from 1901 he was given an annual
state pension so that he would no longer have to
take private pupils out of economic necessity.
Nielsen’s compositions until 1908 are marked by
a particular interest in musical characterization.

This is perhaps shown most clearly in the opera
Saul og David (1898-1901), and is also evident
in the dramatic and stylistic opposite to this work,
the buffo opera Maskarade (1904-1906), which
anticipates the melodic style of the pioneering
popular Danish songs composed by Nielsen ten
years later. Moreover, such characterization is to
be found in the Second Symphony De fire
Temperamenter (1901-1902; FS 29), which,
following an idea in a primitive painting,
illustrates the four temperaments (choleric,
phlegmatic, melancholic and sanguine) in a
sequence of motivic variation from one
movement to the next. This work is the first clear
example of the special tonal disposition in
Nielsen’s symphonic works, which has been
called “progressive tonality”, and which is fully
developed from the Third Symphony and
onwards, where changes in tonality are brought
about by means of the dynamic and linear forces
in music. The tonal treatment in the Second
Symphony is more like static tonal plateaus,
interrelated throughout the four movements of the
cyclus (B minor, with accentuation of G major; G
major, with accentuation of E flat major; E flat
minor, with a middle section in E flat major and
accentuation of D minor, and ending in B flat
major; and D major going to A major after a
middle section in C minor). Only in the middle
section of the third movement (Andante
malincolico) a combination of tonal evolution
with linear and dynamic forces takes place,
resulting in the very climax of the whole
symphony, where the first motif from the first
(choleric) movement turns up again in augmented
shape in D minor, but misses its tonal goal by a



semitone through a lightning quick shift of
harmony and resignes to end up in B flat major -
a true musical expression of tragedy. The four
movements of the symphony are knitted tightly
together by the tonal coherence of the cyclus and
the above mentioned motivic quotation at the
climax, and by the fact that one little motif is
treated and varied as thematic germ in all
movements - four temperaments not in four
persons, but in one and the same. Nielsen finished
his composition only ten days before the first
performance of the work, which took place in
Copenhagen on Tuesday the 1st of December,
1902, at a concert given by the young music
society “Dansk Koncertforening”; Nielsen
himself conducted the premiere. A few days
before his death on the 3rd of October, 1931,
Nielsen wrote a long programme note on the
symphony, on the occation of a planned
performance of the work by Stockholms
Konsertförening. Nielsen’s note was reprinted
by Torben Meyer in his book Carl Nielsen.
Kunstneren og Mennesket (Copenhagen, 1947)
vol. I 188-190; an English translation was given
by Robert Simpson in his book Carl Nielsen.
Symphonist (London, 1952), 42-44 (revised
edition 1979, 53-55).

Nielsen’s Third Symphony, or Sinfonia
espansiva (1910-1911; FS 60), whose first
movement, in particular, has been acclaimed for
its rhythmic, thematic and tonal span and thrust,
definitively confirmed Nielsen’s position as the
most significant Danish symphonist. In this
symphony, and in the following three, we find,
that Nielsen’s themes and motives contain

melodic elements characteristic of his own
popular songs, a fact that has not hitherto been
realized, but which certainly contributed to the
growing understanding and accept of his
symphonic works. The name of the symphony
was derived from the first movement (Allegro
espansivo) and the expansive character of the
motivic material and treatment therein. After the
tension of the first movement follows the relaxed
Andante pastorale, with the addition of two
textless human voices in the concluding section;
these two voices are not meant to be solo voices,
but the singers should be placed in the
background of the orchestra in order to mix well
with the instruments. After the intermezzo-like
third movement with its rhythmic vivace
character follows the Finale with its
metamorphosis of thematic material from the first
movement. Each of the first three movements of
the symphony begins with a short introduction,
but the Finale does not. A glance in Nielsen’s
autograph manuscript shows, however, that
originally the Finale had a unisono introduction
of two bars, like a short prelude to a song, and
serving as a kind of bridge passage from the third
movement. Knowing this, the hymn-like or song-
like character of the main theme of the Finale is
perhaps even better understood. The symphony
was composed at a time, when Nielsen was busy
as a conductor of the Royal Orchestra and often
had to deputize with short notice for the principal
conductor Frederik Rung at opera performances
at the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen.
Nevertheless, he managed to compose a true
masterwork. The first movement was finished on
the 13th of April, 1910, and the Finale was



completed on the the 30th of April, 1911; the
symphony was given its first performance on the
28th of February, 1912, in Copenhagen, Nielsen
himself conducting the Royal Orchestra. The
success was evident, and the symphony was
subsequently performed in Amsterdam at Het
Concertgebouw under Nielsen’s baton two
months later, and three times at the Royal Theatre
during the month of May, 1912, in honour of
Nielsen. The work was published in 1913 by C. F.
Kahnt in Leipzig, who paid 5000 Marks for the
copyright - six times as much as Nielsen used to
get from his Danish publishers.
The Fourth Symphony, Det Uudslukkelige (The
Inextinguishable, 1914-1916; FS 76) seems to
be a focal point in Nielsen’s music. It was
composed at a time when he was also occupied
by composing simple Danish folk melodies, and
when he had to face severe problems on the
personal level; furthermore, the First World War
had begun. Although the Symphony is divided
into four movements, it is meant to be played in
one continuous stream. Much has been said and
written about Nielsen being influenced by the
impact of the First World War and of modern
tendencies in European music; and certainly he
told one of his former pupils that he was
composing a new symphony in which there
would be a duel between two sets of timpani - “it
is something about the war”. But the
expressiveness and the somewhat heterogeneous
style of the Fourth Symphony is much better
counted for, when one considers the fact that
Nielsen was at the same time composing simple
folk melodies and complex symphonic music,
and that his personal life went through a severe

crisis. In the Spring of 1914, he had resigned
from his job as a conductor at The Royal Theatre,
and a coinciding marital crisis nearly knocked
him out, as it did to his wife, the sculptress Anne
Marie Carl-Nielsen. The marriage was strong
enough, however, to survive the crisis, and
throughout life these two centrally placed artists
remained an invaluable support for one another,
both on a human and on an artistic level. In a
letter of the 3rd of May, 1914, before the war had
started, he wrote to his wife; “I have an idea of a
new composition, which has no programme, but
is to express what we know as urge for life or
manifestations of life, that is: everything that
moves, that can be called neither evil nor good,
neither high nor low, neither great nor small, but
only “That which is life” or “That which has the
will of life” - you know: just life and movement,
yet different, very different, but in a continuously
flowing connection, in one big movement, in one
stream. I need a word or a short title to tell that;
that is enough. I cannot quite explain what I
intend, but that which I intend is good. I felt it all
right through myself when I think it over, but
words can really do nothing here.” Like in The
Four Temperaments, we find in the Fourth
Symphony a small melodic motif to be the basis
of the whole work, a diatonically descending
melody accompanied in parallel thirds, treated
differently throughout the symphony, lyrically,
peacefully, tragically, and triumphantly, yet with
resignation. Nielsen finished the symphony on the
14th of January, 1916, and conducted its first
performance on the first of February, 1916, at
“Musikforeningen” in Copenhagen. In the
programme of the concert he wrote: “The



composer has tried through the title
“L’inestinguibile” to indicate in one word what
only Music itself is able to express fully: The
elementary will of life. Facing a task like this: to
express life abstractly, where other arts remain
unable, forced to use indirect means, to make
extracts, to symbolize, there and only there does
Music feel at home in its own original territory,
rightly in its own element, simply because it has
performed its task just by remaining itself. For it
is life there, where the others only represent and
paraphrase life. - Life is unconquerable and
inextinguishable, there is struggled, wrestled,
begotten and consumed to-day as to-morrow, to-
morrow as to-day, and everything turns back.
Once again: Music is life, and like it,
inextinguishable. The word that the composer has
placed over his work, might therefore seem
superfluous, the composer has, however,
employed it in order to underline the strictly
musical character of his subject. Not a
programme, but a suggestive guide into Music’s
own territory.”
In the Fourth and Fifth Symphony we find
Nielsen reformulating the traditional symphonic
form from inside, with an increasing use of
orchestral groups in polyphonically built
movements (“group polyphony”). The Fifth
Symphony (FS 97), in two big movements, was
begun in February 1921 and finished on the 15th
of January, 1922. Nielsen had to delay the
completion of the work in order to compose the
popular choral work Fynsk Foraar (Springtime
in Funen) in 1921. Seven structurally interrelated
motifs are used in the first section of the first
movement in various layers of the orchestral

sound, and in the second movement some of them
turn up again in new surroundings. In his pencil
manuscript score of the symphony Nielsen
scetched the idea of the work with the following
words: “Vague, resting forces - Alert forces”. He
conducted the first performance of the symphony
on the 24th of January, 1922, at “Musik-
foreningen” in Copenhagen, and during the
following years it was also performed in
Germany, Sweden and Holland. The first
movement was generally received as a
masterpiece, but the appreciation of the
symphony as a whole was rather moderate - the
performance in Stockholm on the 20th of January,
1924, caused a scandal. Nevertheless, Nielsen’s
Fifth Symphony was among the works performed
at the I.S.C.M. festival at Frankfurt am Main on
the 1st of July, 1927; the conductor was Wilhelm
Furtwängler, who performed it a second time on
the 27th of October, 1927, at the Gewandhaus in
Leipzig. The immense success of the symphony
at the performance given by the Danish State
Radio Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Erik
Tuxen, at the Edinburgh festival on the 29th of
August, 1950, opened the world-wide interest in
Nielsen’s music, especially his instrumental
music.
For the remaining ten years of his life, Nielsen
aimed at a mode of expression more like chamber
music, derived directly from the character of each
individual instrument. This tendency first became
apparent in his Wind Quintet (1922), his most
frequently performed chamber work, which was
followed by the Sinfonia semplice (1924-1925;
FS 116), with its sharper tonal conflict, by the
Flute Concerto, with chamber orchestra (1926)



and by the Three Piano Pieces (1928), which
border on atonality. The stylistic dichotomy
mentioned above was resolved in the sublime
Clarinet Concerto (1928). The Sixth Symphony
(Sinfonia semplice) was begun in August 1924;
the first movement was completed on the 20th of
November that year, and the three other
movements were composed in 1925. Nielsen
finished his score on the 5th of December, 1925,
and conducted the first performance in
Copenhagen on the 11th of December, 1925, at a
special festival concert given in his honour on the
occasion of his 60th anniversary six months
earlier. Much has been written about the
seemingly diversified nature of this last
symphony and its expression of despair; it seems
to have been, for a long time, the most difficult of
Nielsen’s works to understand. But Nielsen aimed
at a lighter vein and chamber style in this new
avant-garde symphony; and the careful and
unprejudiced listener will hear in this work, that
musical idioms characteristic of Nielsen’s style
throughout his mature life, turn up here again in
new ways, thus establishing an organic
connection to the previous compositions. Nielsen
always remained himself and did not believe in
revolution in music; and he was constantly
looking ahead.

Nielsen conducted his own symphonies several
times during his lifetime. Thus, on the 14th of
January, 1927, he conducted his Third
Symphony (Sinfonia espansiva) at the first big
orchestral concert given by the newly established
Danish State Radio Corporation. No tape was, of
course, taken of this performance; and

unfortunately, no other kind of recording exists of
Nielsen playing his own music or talking over the
radio. But some Danish musicians that got into
contact with Nielsen during his late years and
even played under his baton, have been able to
make tape and grammophone recordings of his
music and thus transmit part of Nielsen’s own
way of performing his music - although there is a
general agreement among old musicians, that
nobody could match Nielsen’s own performances
of his symphonies. The three conductors in the
present set of compact discs are among the
musicians able to transmit part of the Nielsen
tradition; and over the years, Nielsen’s
symphonies have been standard ingredients in the
programmes of the Danish Radio Orchestra.
Launy Valdemar Grøndahl (1886-1960) studied
violin with Nielsen’s friend and colleague Axel
Gade and was appointed violinist in the Danish
Radio Orchestra at its start in 1925. From 1926 to
1956 Grøndahl was permanent conductor af that
orchestra, often performing Nielsen’s music. On
the 19th of October, 1928, Grøndahl conducted a
whole Nielsen concert in the Danish State Radio,
and Nielsen made a note of the date in his diary.
Grøndahl’s last concert took place on the 7th of
June, 1956; on the programme was Nielsen’s
Second Symphony, included in this set.
Thomas Jensen (1898-1963) studied the
violoncello at the Music Conservatory of
Copenhagen, where Nielsen was his teacher of
music theory. 1920-1927 Jensen played the cello
in the Tivoli Orchestra, a few times playing under
Nielsen’s baton. From 1927 he lived as a
conductor in Aarhus, being one of the founders of
Aarhus Symphony Orchestra in 1935. He was



said to have a fairly precise memory of Nielsen’s
own tempi. Therefore, his recordings of Nielsen’s
music are of special interest. Three of these are
included in the present set; his recordings of the
Third and Fourth Symphonies are from original
tapes and are the only ones in existence.
Erik Oluf Tuxen (1902-1957) was, besides being
a conductor specially interested in new music, a
composer of incidental and film music; he also
had his own jazz band. From 1936 he conducted
the Danish Radio Orchestra. His performance of
Nielsen’s First Symphony took place on the 6th
of June, 1957, only two and a half months before
his early death.
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Violin Concerto Op. 33 FS 61 (1911)
Carl Nielsen began his studies at the Royal
Danish Music Conservatory in the hope of
becoming a violin virtuoso and a composer. In the
latter quest he was an undisputed success but he
was never to become a great instrumentalist. He
spent some years as a second violin in the Royal
Danish Orchestra, and even once appeared as
soloist in a couple of virtuoso pieces by Wieniaw-
ski and others, but a career as a soloist continued
to elude him. On the other hand he was very well
acquainted with the violin and its possibilities, as
the two violin sonatas (of 1895 and 1912) and
two solo pieces (Prelude with Theme and Varia-
tions from 1923 and Prelude and Presto from
1928) clearly demonstrate. The violin concerto -
he composed only one - is indeed a virtuoso
concerto, but not in the “old-fashioned” style. The
form is original, but the soloist gets scant oppor-
tunity to show off in spite of the considerable
technical difficulties. Like that of Brahms the
concerto is a symphonic concerto (Brahms’s work
has even been described as a concerto against the
violin rather than for it, and much the same might
be said of Nielsen). The concerto is in two move-
ments, or rather two parts, with each of the two
main parts split into two distinct but connected
subsections. The first movement begins with a
Prelude. The tempo signature is largo, the charac-
ter searching and diffuse. The allegro bears the
signature cavalleresco, which can only be trans-
lated as “chivalrously”. Nielsen, not a learned
man, did often fall for the temptation to make use
of colourful foreign terms, but in this particular
case the characterization fits the music perfectly.
There really is a chivalrous swagger to the main

theme of the allegro. Here the solo part is very
virtuoso, and the orchestra’s accompaniment
gives the soloist little opportunity to relax. The
second movement starts with an adagio in which
Nielsen’s melodic skills come to the fore. It leads
without break into the finale, a rondo, which
shows us a completely different world to that of
the allegro of the first movement. The mood is
subtle, capricious, humorous, but there is also room
for a sad little theme in G minor - even though
this, too, is reminiscent of what has been called
“the Nielsenian chicken run”. After the first per-
formance on 28 February 1912 one critic suggested
that some other Nielsen work be performed
between the two movements, owing to their
completely different styles. It seems that this idea
has been taken seriously on at least one occasion.
The soloist at the first performance was Peder
Møller (1877 - 1940), but it was Emil Telmányi
who introduced the concerto to a wider audience
and who made the first recording of it - the
recording that has now been transferred to CD.
The concerto has not so far achieved great
popularity with international audiences, and none
of the great international virtuosos has made it his
own. Yehudi Menuhin recorded it, but never
played it publicly, although in recent years both
Cho-Liang Lin and Dong-Suk Kang have
recorded it and played it at concerts.

Flute Concerto FS 119 (1926)
Nielsen composed the flute concerto specifically
for Holger Gilbert-Jespersen, thereby redeeming -
in part - a promise he had made to the members
of the wind quintet of the Royal Danish Orchestra
to compose a solo concerto for each of them.



(Sadly, only the flute and clarinet concerto were
ever completed). The concerto is in two move-
ments Allegro moderato - Andante and Allegretto,
and is in a lyrical and playful idiom of predominant-
ly lighter colours. It has been described as owing
a lot to Nielsen’s background on the island of
Funen - certainly the composer’s frequently grotes-
que sense of humour is much in evidence, as in
the trombone glissandi in the last movement. The
body of the concerto was composed during a stay
in Italy, but as so often was the case Nielsen had
trouble completing the score in time - in time,
that is, for the planned first performance. He there-
fore sketched a makeshift conclusion to the work
which was used at the first performance, which
took place in Paris on 21 October 1926 with
Gilbert-Jespersen as soloist and Telmányi conduct-
ing. The first performance in Denmark - complete
with the intended Tempo di Marcia conclusion -
took place in Copenhagen on 25 January 1927;
Gilbert-Jespersen was again the soloist.

Clarinet Concerto Op. 57 FS 129 (1928)
Nielsen’s clarinet concerto was composed for the
renowned Aage Oxenvad, for many years a mem-
ber of the Royal Danish Orchestra and the leading
Danish clarinettist of his time. Like the last of the
symphonies (Sinfonia Semplice, 1924-25) it is a
radically modernist work which nonetheless in its
melodic texture reveals the Carl Nielsen familiar
from earlier works, including the many songs.
The orchestral forces are modest: two bassoons,
two horns, side-drum and strings. The concerto is
in one movement but split into four sections. It
was first performed on 14 September 1928 at a
private concert at the home of some friends of the

composer, Carl Johan Michaelsen and his wife, in
Humlebæk. Oxenvad was the soloist, and Emil
Telmányi conducted. The composer’s friends
were enthusiastic, but the first public performance,
at the Odd Fellow Hall on 11 October the same
year, the tune was to change. The critic of the
Nationaltidende wrote on 12 October, “I volunteer
for the designation “uncomprehending idiot”
when it comes to this particular field of music...
the tonal impression was at such a remove from
all conceptions of beauty and sonority that even a
“contemporaneously” adjusted ear must have felt
pain at the experience... We are convinced that
there is no future for this work.” Ekstrabladet
wrote, “If this is to be the music of the future then
we do not believe coming generations are to have
a particularly good time of it in the concert halls -
but then we do not believe this work has any
future, either.” and Kristeligt Dagblad called the
concerto, “this difficult and in many respects
unappealing work.”
The concerto commences with the main theme
that is to reappear throughout the work, and
which is of the same character as the variation
theme in the finale of the sixth symphony. The
second section has the heading Poco adagio and
is a true Nielsenian tune. The third part is
something of a scherzo which finishes in march
rhythm before a cadenza leads into the finale, a
rondo. The concerto finishes with a sustained,
diminishing note from the soloist.
The critics were proved wrong (as they so often
are), for Nielsen’s clarinet concerto is now widely
seen as the foremost concerto for the instrument
after Mozart’s. Practically all the great soloists
have it on their repertoire.
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Little suite for strings Op. 1 FS 6 (1888)
The little suite for strings was not Nielsen’s first
composition but it was the first he officially
recognized at the beginning of his career. And it
is indeed an astonishingly mature and convincing
piece. By character it is Nordic romantic; the
tunes are charming and the writing for the string
orchestra first-rate. And success was immediate at
the first performance at the Tivoli concert hall on
8 September 1888 - in fact the second movement
had to be repeated.
The prelude is brief, just 46 bars, and dark and
serious of character. It is followed by a light and
graceful intermezzo, and then by a fiddler’s waltz
that reveals that Nielsen had not lost his roots in
the folk music of his childhood and youth. The
introductory theme of the finale originates in the
prelude, but the gravity is soon relieved by a
bright and energetic theme in A major. The suite
concludes with a final reminiscence of the theme
from the prelude.
The British composer musicologist Robert Simp-
son writes in his book “Carl Nielsen, Symphonist”
(1952 and later editions) that the Little Suite
reveals Nielsen’s sure sense of musical form. The
work has certainly maintained its popularity and
remains one of its composers most-played pieces.

Helios Overture Op. 17 FS 32 (1903)
Helios is the Greek for Sun, and indeed this over-
ture was composed in sunlit Greece where the
composer and his wife spent some time in 1903.
The inspiration was the sun’s daily progression
over the Archipelago as the Nielsens witnessed it
from the window of their hotel in Athens.
The first performance took place on 8 October

1903, the Royal Danish Orchestra playing under
the baton of Johan Svendsen. Nielsen explains the
idea behind the work by means of a verse which
the poet Einar Christiansen (Saul and David’s
librettist) wrote on his request:

Silence and dark - the sun rises with
joyful praise - wanders its golden path -
sinks silently into the sea.

Nielsen interpreted the sun’s passage across the
sky as a musical idea: the double basses’ introduc-
tory, sustained pianissimo note is a symbol of the
horizon. There are rustlings in the orchestra as the
sun rises to be greeted by the horns singing, in
unison, a characteristic Nielsen tune. The sun
reaches its zenith, symbolized by a trumpet
fanfare, and a fugato depicts the busy day. The
sun sets, to the accompaniment of fragments of
the morning song, and the overture concludes on
the “horizon” note.
The critics were not uniformly enthusiastic after
the first performance. For instance, the Danne-
brog wrote, “One is easily blinded looking into
the sun, and the task of painting it is such a
formidable one that you can burn yourself in the
attempt.” Adresseavisen’s critic made something
of a blunder when he wrote, “One admires in
particular the grandiose passages in which the com-
poser has the brass group play themes from Gade’s
‘In the east the sun rises’,” - a statement that can
only surprise those who know Gade’s work Elver-
skud, of which the mentioned hymn is a part.
For many years Helios was the traditional broad-
cast greeting to the new year, played straight after
the Copenhagen town hall bells had pealed
midnight.



A Saga Dream Op. 39 FS 46 (1907-08)
Saga-Drøm is one of Nielsen’s most attractive
shorter orchestral pieces and one of the relatively
few Danish works to have been inspired by the
Nordic sagas. Nielsen had read in Njal’s saga
about Gunnar of Hlidarende. On a ride with his
two brothers, Gunnar falls asleep, and dreams.
One of the brothers wants to wake him but the
other thinks Gunnar should be allowed to dream
in peace. Once awoken, Gunnar relates his dream
to his brothers: all three are attacked by wolves,
which tear one of the brothers to pieces before
Gunnar and the other manage to fight them off.
Later, the three brothers ride on, but then they are
indeed set upon by enemies, just like in the
dream, and one of the brothers is killed before the
others chase the attackers away.
Nielsen wrote a motto in the score: Now Gunnar
dreams. Let him enjoy his dream in peace.
The piece’s measured, solemn character is
probably partly responsible for its limited
popularity, but it still constitutes a milestone in
the composer’s output, and Nielsen the modernist
puts in an appearance in the peculiarly free
cadenza in which flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon,
carillon and the first violins alternately improvise.
Saga-Drøm got its first performance on 6 April
1908, with the composer conducting, and, not
surprisingly, one of the critics could not resist the
temptation: “Yes, why didn’t you let him enjoy
his dream in peace instead of putting it to music
and playing it for an honourable audience - the
work as such made a very poor impression.”

Pan and Syrinx Op. 49 FS 87 (1917-18)
Nielsen was never really at home with
programme music. Nevertheless, he did compose
a number of short pieces for orchestra which may
be described as programmatic, among them the
Helios Overture, A Saga Dream, the rhapsodic
overture An Imaginary Journey to the Faroe
Islands (1927) and Pan and Syrinx - all of them
built upon non-musical ideas.
It was in 1918 that Nielsen, inspired by Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, the account of the nymph
Syrinx’ transformation, composed this “Scene
from Nature”, as he himself called it, for
orchestra. In the programme notes for his
“Composer’s Evening” on 11 February 1918, at
which the piece received its first performance
(only five days after the score was completed),
Nielsen wrote: “Amongst satyrs and nymphs in
the wooded mountains of Arcady, Pan, the goat’s-
fooded god of the woods, catches sight of the
nymph Syrinx and pursues her with her dance and
his bleated adulation. Frightened by her unruly
suitor she flees to a forest lake where she, unable
to escape his pursuit, is turned into a rush by
sympathetic gods.”
Pan and Syrinx is clearly programmatic of form,
strictly determined by the progression of events in
the literary source. The work approaches French
musical Impressionism to a degree quite
remarkable for Nielsen, particularly the
exceptionally refined orchestration. Pan and
Syrinx may guardedly be called a Danish Prélude
à l’aprés-midi d’un faune, and it is worth noting
that Nielsen had in fact conducted Debussy’s
masterpiece some years earlier, at a concert of the
Royal Danish Orchestra on 4 March 1913.



Erik Tuxen



At the bier of a young artist  FS 58 (1910)
Nielsen was very close to the Neergaard family of
the Fuglsang estate on the island of Lolland. The
lady of the house was the daughter of the
composer Emil Hartmann, and when her brother,
the promising painter Oluf Hartmann, died in
1910, Nielsen composed for the funeral a brief,
intense piece for strings, which can be played
either by string quartet or by string orchestra.
“Music knows not of lament,” Nielsen wrote in
his essay “Words, Music and Programme Music”,
and indeed At the bier of a young artist is not an
expression of personal grief but more general and
impersonal in its message.

Hymnus Amoris Op. 12 FS 21 (1896-97)
“The idea of portraying different ages in praise of
the power of love, and of letting this power find
its consummation and transfiguration in a
reflection of the ethereal was my own, but I am
deeply indebted to Dr. Axel Olrik, who in such a
remarkable yet forceful fashion gave shape and
colour to my blurred outlines, and to Prof. J. L.
Heiberg, who further consolidated matters with
his Latin translation. I hereby offer both my
warmest thanks.”
“My choice of Latin I feel is defensible by
pointing out that the language is monumental and
raises one above those excessively lyrical and
personal sentiments which would be out of place
in a depiction by large, polyphonic choir of a
force as universal as love. Furthermore, the
language is more singable than Danish or
German, and finally - the strongest argument of
all - the text repeats are more bearable in Latin”.
Thus read Nielsen’s own comments to Hymnus

Amoris, his first work for choir with orchestra,
composed four years after the first symphony in
1896. Nielsen’s paean to love opens with a chorus
for three-part children’s choir, Amor mihi vitam
donat (Love gives me life), whereupon a choir of
mothers sings Amor tibi vitam dedit (Love gave
you life). A young man and a young woman sing
a duet to the text Amor est votum meum (Love is
my craving), leading into a four-part fugue to the
age of manhood, Amor est fons meus (Love is my
fountain) for male choir. A distressed woman
(solo soprano) sings, Amor est dolor meus (Love
is my sorrow), and after a repeat of the fugue for
male choir and an intermezzo for orchestra we
hear the tribute to love of old age: Amor est pax
mea (Love is my peace). The children’s choir
reappears at the close of the work as a heavenly
choir with soprano and tenor soloists, in an
apotheosis built upon the introductory theme.

Søvnen (The Sleep) Op. 18 FS 33 (1903-04)
The words to this, one of Nielsen’s most rarely
performed pieces, are by Johannes Jørgensen, one
of the foremost Danish writers of poetry of his
time. Nielsen did not simply compose the music
for one of Jørgensen’s poems but personally
requested the writer - who he did not otherwise
know - to write a poem on a subject he had
chosen. This of course would not be the normal
way of proceeding. The first performance took
place in the Music Society on 21 March 1905, the
day Nielsen was discharged from his duties as
conductor at the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen.
He himself conducted.
Like the poem, the work falls in three sections, of
which the first and last represent the calm sleep



and the central section the nightmare. The critics
were confused: “For a normally musical ear it can
be difficult to comprehend just what lofty ideal
the often feverish accumulation of shrill discords
is to serve. According to the words, one
movement it’s expressing “joyful praise”, the next
the choleric temperament, and then again
‘nightmare’.” Berlingske Aftenavis on 13
November 1905, after a performance the previous
evening). “He seems positively to want to make
his music ill-sounding - one feels profoundly
sorry for the poor choir.” (Dagens nyheder, 22
March 1905), and “Sweet-sounding it isn’t, but
then it isn’t supposed to be. This is King Vald...
no, sorry, Carl Nielsen’s wild chase” (Vort Land,
also on 22 March 1905).
The Sleep was never to achieve outstanding
popularity, but must nonetheless be considered
one of Nielsen’s most important vocal pieces.

Music for “Aladdin” FS 89 (1918-19)
The Royal Danish Theatre had asked Johannes
Poulsen to stage the romantic work Aladdin by
the poet Oehlenschläger, and he had come up
with a stupendous production that was to be
shown over two evenings. Nielsen had composed
the incidental music but soon realized that the
scenery and effects would drown out the music,
so he washed his hands of all responsibility for
the music and asked that his name be removed
from the playbill. For this reason the music was
not reviewed after the piece’s premiere in
February 1919. But later, Nielsen produced this
orchestral suite which has become one of his
most popular works.
The suite begins with the slow but steady Oriental

Festival March which in all its orchestral
splendour outdoes just about everything else
Nielsen wrote: oriental-sounding and yet Danish
and Nielsenian. Aladdin’s Dream and the Dance
of the Morning Mists are transparent poetry, and
the Hindu Dance is a successful piece of
orientalism, but The Market Place in Ispahan
bears the mark of a genius. Nielsen divides the
orchestra into four groups which make their entry
one by one and then play each their own music,
but all at the same time. The effect is one of
ordered chaos, a collage in which the composer
with a sure hand depicts the atmosphere and
noise of an oriental market. With this piece
Nielsen forced his way into the front row of the
avant-gardes - and without losing the popular
touch. The Prisoner’s Dance is heavy and sad of
expression; the Dance of the Negroes builds up to
sheer wildness.

Fynsk Forår (Springtime in Funen) (1921)
The lyrical humoresque Springtime in Funen was
commissioned for a choir festival on the island of
Funen. The subtle, touching words are by Aage
Berntsen.
This work was to provide Nielsen with his
greatest popular success. It has been performed
innumerable times and is in the repertoire of most
amateur choirs in Denmark.
The mild day is long and bright is the young
lover’s rather worried celebration of his chosen
one - for does she really reciprocate his feelings?
But then the beloved Ilsebil emerges from behind
the hedge with food for the cat. She smiles at
him, and it is as if the sun is shining straight into
his heart.



Music for “Moderen” (The Mother) (1920)
In connection with the reunification of Southern
Jutland with Denmark shortly after the end of the
first world war, the Royal Theatre commissioned
a festival piece from Helge Rode, the poet, who
produced the fairy tale-like “The Mother”, a piece
that was less than successful. Nielsen’s incidental
music was to prove more popular: it includes a
number of songs and a chorus, a march, some
preludes and three flute pieces.
My lass is as fair as amber is a declaration of
love to the blond Danish girl, but at the same time
a sign of respect for the emancipated, strong-
willed woman. The lover sings of the blond, blue-
eyed girl whose smile is like the sun in May -
even though she is perfectly capable of being
fiery and tough when her dimples are hidden by a
cloud. But when he looks into her eyes they turn
warm and soft, and he rests in her spirit as in two
welcoming arms: Princess Tove of Denmark!
The fog is lifting, for flute and harp, one of the
classics of the flute repertoire, and is despite its
brevity an excellent example of Nielsen’s
characteristic tunefulness and harmonics. So
bitter was my heart is the jester’s song of sorrow
after bereavement. The children at play and Faith
and hope are playing are for solo flute and flute
and viola respectively.
The prelude to the seventh scene is based on the
melody of the following chorus Like a fleet ready
to set sail whose text portrays Denmark as a fleet
of islands putting to sea. The sea may be harsh on
the Danish islands, but at the same time we hear
the name of Denmark ringing sweetly as on white
wings. The Danish flag flutters over the isles as
they set sail, and just as the Dane ploughs the

verdant earth, so he ploughs too the blue waves.
The green beech, the light summer evenings, the
song of the lark - and the Danish tongue, even
and mild and fair, speaking of the good earth that
puts bread on the table.
The March is a Danish-sounding equivalent to the
Oriental Festival March on “Aladdin”.

Music for “Tove” FS 43 (1906-08)
Nielsen composed incidental music to numerous
plays. Ludvig Holstein’s romantic drama “Tove”
had only a short run on the stage, but one of the
songs, We Sons of the Plains, a patriotic song,
remains popular to this day. The sons of the
plains have dreams in their minds, and the dreams
become songs which waft across the perfumed
land in the summer night through which the
bewitched Master Oluf rides.
Hunters’ Song is less well known. It sings of the
pleasures of hunting in the beautiful Danish
countryside.

Music for “Willemoes” FS 44 (1907-08)
L. C. Nielsen’s drama about the maritime hero
Peter Willmoes is today remembered only for this
splendid celebration of “the sea around
Denmark”. The sea, which surrounds Denmark to
all sides, has planted the urge to travel in the
Danish spirit, but the Danish marriner plying the
oceans knows that Denmark, his home, awaits.
The sea is like a mother - and therefore also
intransigent and strict!



Aksel Schiøtz and Svend Christian Felumb at Tivoli

Svend Christian Felumb
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Emil Telmányi, 1892 - 1988, born in Arad, Hun-
gary, made his debut at the age of 10. He studied
in Budapest with Jenö Hubay and H. Koessler
and toured Europe from 1911, appearing in Copen-
hagen for the first time in 1912 and more recently
in the United States. He lived in Copenhagen
since 1919, the year he made his conducting
debut there: since then he has conducted throughout
Scandinavia, Hungary, Germany, Poland, England
and France. He started his own chamber orchestra
in 1929 and taught at the State Academy of Music
in Århus from 1940 to 1969. In 1918, Telmányi
married Carl Nielsen’s daughter, Anne Marie. As
a violinist, Telmányi has attracted international
attention with his invention of the so-called Bach
bow, and has also made an important contribution
to the revision of Nielsen’s works.

Egisto Tango, 1873 - 1951, was Italian and al-
ready had a formidable reputation as a conductor
at La Scala, the Metropolitan and the Budapest
Opera, where he had directed the first performan-
ces of Bartók’s ballets and only opera, when he in
1927 appeared at The New Theatre in Copenhagen
at the head of an Italian guest appearance. He
returned in the two following years, now at the
Royal Theatre, where he was permanent guest
conductor from 1930 to 1932 and thereafter
permanently until his death. Besides opera he
conducted a series of concerts with the Royal
Danish orchestra and Radio Symphony. Whilst he
was initially best known in Denmark for his
performances of the standard Italian opera reper-
toire, he was to earn the gratitude of all Danish
musical life for his understanding of Nielsen’s
music, and the opera Maskarade in particular.

Poul Birkelund, born 1917, trained with the
illustrious Holger Gilbert-Jespersen at the Royal
Danish Music Conservatory in Copenhagen and
later with Marcel Moÿse in Paris. He made his
debut in Copenhagen in 1937. Between 1938 and
1943 he was a member of the Tivoli Symphony
Orchestra and between 1943 and 1967 of the
Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra - since 1944
as solo flutist. Birkelund was a co-founder of the
Copenhagen Wind Quintet in 1950, and of the
Poul Birkelund Quartet in 1954. In 1961 he
started teaching at the Royal Music Conservatory;
in 1966 he became a professor and was the rector
of the Conservatory from 1971 until 1975. In
1961 Birkelund helped start the series of chamber
music concerts at the Glyptotek Museum. He was
awarded the Carl Nielsen Prize in 1989.

Thomas Jensen, 1898 - 1963, trained at the
Royal Danish Music Conservatory from 1913 to
1915 with, among others, Carl Nielsen, and
furthered his studies in Dresden and Paris.
Between 1917 and 1919 he was the solo cellist of
the Hälsingborg Orchestra in Sweden, and from
1920 to 1927 he played in the Tivoli Symphony
Orchestra in Copenhagen. Thereafter he worked
in Århus as conductor of the Philharmonic Society
there and at Århus Theatre, and was in 1935 a
party to the founding of the Århus Municipal
Orchestra, whose principal conductor he was
until 1957. During the summer he conducted at
the Tivoli Concert Hall, between 1936 and 1948
as permanent conductor. Internationally, he earned
a reputation as one of the leading Danish conductors
of his time, appearing in London as early as in
1938 and later in Berlin, Sweden, Norway and the



United States. He conducted at the Edinburgh
Festival in 1954. From 1957 he was principal
conductor of the Danish Radio Symphony
Orchestra.
As a recording artist Jensen won widespread
recognition with recordings of Nielsen’s
symphonies, but he also recorded works by other
Danish composers and by Sibelius. He was
awarded the Carl Nielsen Prize in 1955. The
present recordings in this Danacord Carl Nielsen
Historic Collection, originating from concerts, are
of considerable interest partly as testimony of the
art of one of the most eminent Danish conductors
of the middle of the century, and partly by virtue
of their authenticy, Carl Nielsen having been one
of Jensen’s most influential teachers.

Ib Eriksson, born 1920, studied with Aage
Oxenvad and others. He made his debut in
Copenhagen in 1942 and was a member of
Telmányi’s chamber orchestra 1946 - 47, the
Royal Danish Orchestra 1944 - 48 and thereafter
of the Radio Symphony Orchestra. From 1956 he
was the conductor of the Amateur Symphony
Orchestra.

Mogens Wöldike, 1897 - 1988, was an organist
and musicologist but developed into one of the
leading conductors of his generation. He can take
particular credit for having founded, in 1924, the
Copenhagen Boys’ Choir, but he also conducted
for many years the Radio Symphony Orchestra
with which he left his mark as an authoritative
interpreter of Nielsen’s music. He was awarded
the Carl Nielsen Prize in 1957.

Erik Tuxen, 1902 - 1957, studied in Vienna and
Berlin and worked with the opera in Lübeck
between 1927 and 29. He first made a mark in
Denmark with his own jazz orchestra, and he
conducted the first Danish performance of
“Rhapsody in Blue”. He started conducting the
Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra in 1936 and
went on to perform with them in Edinburgh,
USA, Amsterdam, Flensburg and Bergen. He also
conducted orchestras in North and South America.

Ruth Guldbæk, born 1919, initially trained to be
an actor, but took up singing and furthered her
studies in Switzerland, Italy and Austria. In 1946
she came to the Royal Danish Opera in Copenhagen
and made her debut the following year as Zerlina in
Don Giovanni. She made guest appearances at
Covent Garden in 1951, 52 and 54.

Ellen Margrethe Edlers, 1919 - 1981, trained
with Signe Becker and Hertha Bjørvig. She had
her concert debut in 1949 and after studies at the
Opera Academy 1948 - 51 she was engaged as a
soloist by the Royal Opera in 1953 and remained
there until 1971.

Niels Brincker, born 1922, was during his child-
hood a member of the prestigious Copenhagen
Boy’s Choir. After two years at university he
joined the chorus of the Royal Danish Opera,
becoming a soloist there in 1954. Brincker has
performed as soloist throughout Denmark.

Niels Møller, baritone and later tenor, was born
in 1922. He trained with Anders Brems before
joining the chorus of the Royal Opera in 1948.



His debut as Figaro in The Barber of Seville, took
place in 1953. Møller has toured widely in Europe,
particularly in Wagner and Strauss - he regularly
sang in Bayreuth between 1960 and 1968. From
1977 to 1983 he was Director of the Opera at the
Royal Theatre in Copenhagen.

Holger Nørgaard, born 1917. After qualifying as
a doctor of medicine he trained his voice with A.
Garde, his debut concert taking place in 1945. His
opera debut in Fidelio took place in 1948. He has
appeared as soloist throughout Denmark.

Niels Juel Bondo, born 1924, joined the chorus
of the Royal Opera in 1949. He made his debut in
1952 and was permanently engaged in 1956. He
studied with Prof. Weissenborn in Berlin and with
Carl Ebert in Glyndebourne in 1957.

Johan Hye-Knudsen, 1896 - 1975, played the
cello in the Royal Danish Orchestra 1922 - 26
and was conductor at the Royal Theatre from
1925 to 1930 and from 1932 until his death. He
composed an opera and a symphony, but his most
important contribution was his many years as con-
ductor of opera and ballet at the Theatre, where
Wagner and Tchaikovsky were his favourites.
Hye-Knudsen also conducted numerous symphony
concerts with the leading Danish orchestras.

Svend Christian Felumb, 1898 - 1972, studied
at Copenhagen University, but learned the oboe in
Paris and made his Copenhagen debut on this
instrument in 1919. He played in orchestras in
Paris and New York and was a member of the
Royal Danish Orchestra from 1924 to 1947. He

started conducting in the Tivoli concert hall as
early as in 1932, and became head of music there
in 1947. He taught at the Royal Music Conservatory
in Copenhagen from 1932 to 1960, from 1953
with the title of professor.

Holger Gilbert-Jespersen, 1890 - 1975, studied
at the Royal Music Conservatory in Copenhagen
and in Paris. He played in the Royal Danish Orchestra
from 1927 until 1956 and taught at the Royal
Conservatory from 1927 until 1961, from 1959 as
a professor. As a chamber musician he played in
the Wind Quintet of the Royal Orchestra, in the
Danish Quartet and in the Wind Quintet of 1932.
He was awarded the Carl Nielsen prize in 1954.

Aksel Schiøtz, 1906 - 1975, was as an artist and
political figure a unique case in Denmark. He
made his debut late, in 1938, having first read
English and Danish to degree level and then gone
on to teach at a high school. At the same time,
though, he had trained his voice - with Agnete
Zacharias, John Forsell and Waldemar Lincke,
and one year after his debut he made his first
stage appearance as Ferrando in Cosí fan tutte at
the Royal Theatre in Copenhagen. But even
though he was later to appear in Hartmann’s
Liden Kirsten, and broke through internationally
when in 1946 he sang Male Chorus at the first
performance of Britten’s chamber opera The Rape
of Lucretia at Glyndebourne, alternating with
Peter Pears, it was not as an opera singer he was
to make his mark. In 1948 he toured the USA, in
1949 he appeared at the Edinburgh Festival, and
went on to perform in Europe, North Africa and
in the USA again. Illness was to restrict his career



somewhat in the years after the war, but after a
break he resumed his activities, though
increasingly as a teacher rather than performer.
In 1955 he settled in North America, taught at the
Music Academy in Toronto and later became a
professor at the University of Minnesota. Upon
his return to Denmark he was appointed professor
at the Danish Teaching College.
As a concert and Lied singer Schiøtz scaled
heights few others have reached, and during the
1940 - 45 German occupation of Denmark he was
to achieve a measure of political success as well.
His renditions of the Danish repertoire came to
stand as a symbol of national life and a
manifestation of resistance to the enemy
occupation forces. He gave concerts for audiences
numbering in their thousands, and his recordings
of Danish songs sold in large numbers and were
standard features of radio broadcasts. His diction
and interpretation elevated Danish song to a high
artistic level such as also characterized the rest of
his repertoire. The remaining Aksel Schiøtz
Nielsen recordings will be presented in Vol. 6.

Mogens Wenzel Andreasen
Translation Per Sommerschield



Detail from the poster for the first production of Maskarade



Carl Nielsen with Saul and David company in Gothenburg (Sweden) in 1928.
Kneeling at composer’s left, Kirsten Flagstad, who sang Mikal.



Carl Nielsen’s MASKARADE

Carl Nielsen was well aware that it would be to
expose himself to criticism from literary circles to
choose one of Holberg’s best and most-performed
comedies as the subject of his second opera, Maska-
rade. (It was also to be his last, as plans to set Ben
Jonson’s The Silent Woman never came to anything).
There were however a number of features of
Holberg’s play that fascinated Nielsen - not just
the comic situations and the accurately and subtly
portrayed characters, but also the political and
satirical elements.
It should not be overlooked that Nielsen was a
man of the people, and that he in his childhood
home and community had learned what abject
poverty can do to people. He had learned about
class differences and, without ever becoming a
man of breeding in the old-fashioned sense, had
made his way into the higher bourgeoisie by
virtue of his musical training and sheer talent.
In an analysis of Holberg’s play, the writer Vilhelm
Andersen wrote of the Henrik-figure, “Henrik is
the disturbance in a society that is in the process of
falling to pieces out of sheer modesty... He is
Holberg’s spirit, he is poetry... He is a proletarian,
a progressive force, a permanent fifth estate... He
is the personality, the soul of the piece and, in
actual fact, so bright a head against so dark a
background, he is at once comedy and tragedy”.
It is this popular rebel, whose rebelliousness is
further accentuated in Andersen’s libretto, who
captivated Nielsen. One of the opera’s defining
moments is at the end of the first act when Henrik
sings: We’re born without money, we’re swathed
in need, we thrive in our want and our moans,

then comes a master whose cane is his creed, it
plays on our backs, without heed to our groans.
Time passes and we grow on, working each day
of the year, forever slaving, toiling that we may
not die on the way. Then whirls by the motley
train of maskers with freedom that beckons to all,
from mighty king to miserable thrall - why
shouldn’t we join? Why freeze outside, when you
can join and forget need and misfortune? I’d like
to bring the whole world along, and that goes for
coachmen and horses as well! (CD 1 [15])
In Nielsen’s and Andersen’s setting Maskarade
becomes a comedy with a social bite, a story of
class structures and the generation gap. And yet it
remains an ingenious comic opera - and much
funnier than most others of its kind.
Nielsen gave much thought to the matter before
selecting the outstanding Holberg scholar Dr. Vilhelm
Andersen as librettist. When Nielsen first approached
him and asked him to consider writing the text for an
opera, his first reaction was to say, “Are you mad?”
But when it was explained to him that the subject
matter was to be a play by Holberg he replied, “give
me the details”. Nielsen did, and two weeks later
the libretto for the first act was ready.
In his book, “Carl Nielsen, a musicography”
(1949), the writer Ludvig Dolleris notes, “When
the deadline for the new season was reached, the
opera was still not quite finished. But Nielsen,
psychologist as he was, calculated that Johan
Svendsen, who had exclusive power over repertoire
decisions and who was well up in his years, would
not be as interested in new works as he would
have been earlier. And of course, Svendsen knew
Nielsen and what he stood for, so that approval of
this particular new opera would be a formality. So



a clean copy of the opera was drawn up, as far as
the composer had got, and without paying undue
attention to such formalities as musical context
and form, Nielsen completed the “score” with a
couple of concluding pages of ringing chords with
plenty of timpani, tremolo and general bombast,
drew in two thick lines, and the opera was finished.
Played from the score as submitted by the
composer, the opera would have been a joke, but
Nielsen had calculated correctly: the opera was
accepted, and he had time to go home and
complete it the way he really wanted it”.
The first performance took place at the Royal
Theatre in Copenhagen on 11 November 1906,
but a whole year before, on 11 November 1905,
the Prelude to Act II, Magdelone’s dance scene
and the Cock’s Dance had been performed at a
concert. In his review in Politiken Charles Kjerulf
wrote (12.11.05): “The Prelude was a bit clumsy
but the two dances were full of humour and colour
and - thank heavens - had a nice melody line”.
After the premiere of the full opera the reviews
were split. On 13 November 1906 Robert
Henriques wrote, “Nielsen has created a style of
comic opera,” but Julius Magnussen declared, in
Ekstra Bladet, “This is the sort of music that will
never become popular. Not one single tune will
be remembered by anyone”. Hagen Hohlenberg
wrote, “The style is neither old nor new, but
something in between... it never indulges the ear,
not flatters the voice or the instruments...
Everything is very Carl Nielsen. But exactly what
that means is exceptionally difficult to relate”.
But no critic had been able to prevent Maskarade
from becoming one of the most loved, and most
frequently performed, of Danish operas. Outside

Denmark its success has been more limited: it has
been given in semi-professional performances in
Britain and in the USA, has enjoyed some success in
Innsbruck in Austria, was never a success in
Germany but has been quite well received in Sweden.
It has been said, not unjustifiably, that Maskarade
declined dramaturgically from the first through to
the third act: there can be no doubt that the first
act is the most successful dramatically speaking.
The play is taut and logical and the music never
less than inspired. The second act is rather more
loose, whilst the third is in many places more of a
divertimento, the action often brought to a complete
standstill by the dances and songs (the pantomime
about Venus and Mars, the Cock’s Dance and the
Master’s ballad, for instance).
And yet it is perhaps in the third act that Nielsen
and Andersen, the librettist, best succeed in getting
their message across. The scene in which the masks
fall is a strangely sinister interlude in what is
otherwise a cheerful enough opera. The characters
are suddenly confronted with their own mortality -
and with the obligations they have been able to
leave behind them as long as they were masked.
Turn again to dust and ashes, urges the Master of
the Masquerade (CD 2 [ 8 ]). It is as if the whole
world stands still whilst a shiver runs through the
characters. The merrymaking is on hold for just a
moment before it - perhaps a bit artificially - again
is given free. It is the most profound psychological
scene of the opera, this demonstration of what
masking represents and means for the masked:
a necessary breathing hole in the daily rat race, a
reminder of who and what man is.
The opera’s musical style is, as the critic quoted
above put it, neither new nor old, but something



in between. Maskarade is a “number” opera, and
the different “numbers” are of differing musical
styles. The Overture is - consciously? - a Danish
parallel to Mozart’s Figaro-overture. Jeronimus’
ballad in the first act (CD 1 [10]) is a strophic song
which is deeply indebted to Nielsen’s many popular
songs (or rather, it is the very opposite that is the
case, for the composer’s production of popular
songs only really got under way after the completion
of Maskarade). Henrik’s scene, already mentioned
above, is a regular, “old-fashioned” operatic aria
(CD 1 [15]), whilst Leander’s little aria in the
second act, See, Henrik! See how the night (CD 1
[22]) and Leander’s and Leonora’s duet in the third
act, Incomparable maiden (CD 2  [ 2 ]) are of an
almost Puccinian sweetness.
But first and foremost, of course, the music is
inimitably Nielsenian.

Synopsis

Act 1. Leander and Henrik are asleep in their
alcoves. The hour is late, but they have been to the
masquerade and only came home at dawn. Leander
awakes and is reminded of the young girl with
whom he fell in love during the dance and whom
he is determined to marry. Henrik gives him a
warning: Jerominus has long since agreed his
marriage to Leonora, daughter of Leonard. Henrik
illustrates the consequences for Leander of not
doing what he is told with his improvised “Ember
Court scene” (CD 1 [ 5 ]). But Leander will not be
moved. His mother, Magdelone, enters (CD 1 [ 7 ]):
she is curious and wants to know what happened at
the masquerade. When her son expresses his
doubts about her dancing skills, she convinces him

with a little demonstration, the dance scene and
Folie d’Espagne. Leander sees that his mother can
serve as a useful co-conspirator and suggests that
she accompany them to that night’s masquerade.
But Jeronimus enters and smells a rat. He is angry
and forbids everyone from leaving the house.
Leander falls to his knees before his father and tells
him he has fallen in love and does not want to
marry Leonard’s daughter. This only makes the
older man even more angry: he throws them all out
and sings his song of the virtues of the olden days
and the present day’s lack of same (CD 1 [10]).
The arrival of Mr Leonard is announced; the two
old gentlemen circle around each other until
Leonard announces that his daughter doesn’t want
to marry Leander after all. She has met someone
else at the masquerade. Jeronimus determines to
put an end to this masquerade nonsense and puts
the servant Arv on guard to make sure no one
leaves the house in the evening. Then he sends for
his son and orders him to apologize to Mr Leonard
and follow his father’s wishes with regard to the
marriage. But Leander refuses: he wants to go to
the masquerade again. The act closes with an
argument, played out as a quintet.

Act 2. The playhouse where the masquerades take
place is situated just opposite Jeronimus’s house.
Arv is standing guard, and the watchman walks
past, singing his song. Henrik sneaks out, disguised
as a ghost, and frightens the superstitious Arv into
confessing to a number of minor misdemeanours
and one larger one: the stealing of the kitchen-girl’s
maidenhood. Henrik calmly removes his disguise,
and the unfortunate Arv has no choice but to let the
masquerade-bound conspirators leave the house.



Leonora and her chambermaid Pernille are also
going to the masquerade, as are Leonard and Magde-
lone, all of them disguised beyond recognition.
Jeronimus discovers that he has been tricked and
emerges furious from his house. The guilty are to
be found, and together with Arv he intends to go
into the playhouse to get them. But the watchman
stops them: only those in a mask are allowed in.
The pair have to hire costumes from a little stall by
the entrance: they enter the masquerade disguised as
Bacchus and Cupid.

Act 3. The dance is at its height, everyone is
masked, and only Jeronimus and Arv know who
each other is. Leander is courting Leonora, Henrik
Pernille, and Mr Leonard has an eye to Magdelone.
Jeronimus is searching for his rebellious family, but
is recognized by Henrik, who persuades the Master
to try to get him drunk. By way of entertainment
there is a pantomime and a ballet about the lovers
Mars and Venus, who are being pursued by the
scoundrel Vulcan, but only after the Cock’s Dance
(CD 2 [ 5 ]). Jeronimus, who has had too much to
drink, begins making advances to Venus, which
leads to a scuffle with the Dancing Master. At the
height of the feast, in comes corporal Mors - Death,
or the Master of the Masquerade, himself in
disguise. His men place an urn in the middle of the
hall, and the revellers throw their masks into it.
Leonora and Leander discover to their delight that
they have fallen in love with their real-life intended
ones; Jeronimus is placated and forgives one and
all. The party - and the opera - close with a festive
chain dance.

©Mogens Wenzel Andreasen 1994

The Three Temperaments

“Isn’t it strange that while I could very well
imagine several cuts and re-arrangements when
Maskarade, my later opera, was produced again
recently, I really would not like any changes
whatever in Saul and David. And I suppose the
reason is that when you’re having fun, you’re not
so strict about things, but when it concerns
something noble and tragic, like here, you tend to
be more cautious and think more carefully”.
The words are Carl Nielsen’s and appeared in an
interview with the Copenhagen daily Politiken on
26th February 1929, on the occasion of the
premiere the following day of Poul Wiedemann’s
and Johan Hye-Knudsen’s new production at the
Royal Theatre of Saul and David. The composer
himself had been the musical director of the
previous performances of the opera of which there
had been thirteen during the seasons of 1902 -
1912, including the first performance on 28th
November 1902. Nielsen had been pre-occupied
with the composition for a number of years before,
and during the period 1898 - 1901 in particular; his
study of counterpoint was to leave its mark on a
number of other works too from these and the
following years (for instance the chorus piece
Hymnus Amoris, the string quartet in E flat major,
the Second Symphony and the Helios overture),
sharpened by means of melodic line and pregnancy
of motif and rhythm. These aspects of the com-
poser’s style are reflected on the dramatic level in
the Second Symphony, which he called The Four
Temperaments and which appeared right afterwards.
Many are the elements of melody, rhythm and or-
chestral sound that these two works have in common.



Nielsen evidently found the subject for his opera,
and drew up the plot, himself; he then asked the
writer (and later manager of the Royal Theatre,
1899 - 1909) Einar Christiansen to write a libretto,
in prose. Christiansen’s text was ready as early as
January 1899, whereupon Nielsen began composing
in earnest. As his work proceeded he made a
number of alterations to the libretto, for reasons
musical as well as dramatic. The scale and nature
of these alterations become apparent on comparison
of the text actually sung in the opera, which
corresponded to Nielsen’s own hand-written
libretto (now to be found in the library of the Royal
Theatre) with Christiansen’s original libretto. The
latter was published independently by Gyldendal
in 1902 to coincide with the first performance of
the opera, with the following note on the reverse
of the title page: “The present text was written in
January 1899”. Christiansen’s real reason for
wanting his own, original version before the public
is not known, but it is to be noted that in his
memoires, Scenes from my Life and Danish
Theatre History (1930), his collaboration with
Nielsen on Saul and David, this unparallelled
work in Danish opera, is barely mentioned.
The plot of the opera is based on the story in the
Old Testament’s First Book of Samuel about the
proud King Saul’s jealousy of David, the young
shepherd with a gift for song who, as a result of
Saul’s disobedience to the Lord’s Commandment,
is anointed his successor by the prophet Samuel.
The frame of the story is partly the Israelites’
struggle against the Philistines, in which David
plays a decisive part, and partly, as a lyrical
contrast, the love - warmly portrayed by Nielsen -
between David and Saul’s daughter Mikal. There

is little real development of the characters in the
text which is more of an epic than of a dramatic
nature and which may be said to lend itself more
to oratorio than to opera, as will be evident from
other - earlier and more recent - composers’ work
with the same material. To this must be added
that the protagonist Saul, in accordance with
Samuel’s prophecy, is paralysed by the Lord’s
wrath almost at the beginning of the story, so that
the action has practically played itself out before
it ever really gets started.
But Nielsen had made up his mind he wanted an
opera. With the grasp of a true musical dramatist
he had his opera get straight to the point, starting
in the middle of the action, without any beating
about the bush, with an overture - mindful, one
presumes, of his own experience and Verdi’s last
two operas Otello and Falstaff, which had received
their Copenhagen premieres in 1898 and 1895
respectively, with Carl Nielsen sitting among the
second violins of the Royal Danish Orchestra.
Naturally the chorus would have to play a major
part in any such opera, and indeed the choral
settings are among the work’s chief pleasures. But
at the same time the choruses are motivated
elements to the story and their presence in the
opera therefore legitimate. The great fugue-chorus
in the third act, God is our witness (CD 3 [24]) is
somewhat static and oratorio-like, but even it
functions as a dramatically justified fermata. But
what is crucial to the work in operatic terms, given
the epic nature of the material, is that Nielsen with
his music contrives to expose shades and shifts in
his principal figures’ moods and characters that are
not immediately discernible in the text. The all too
obvious contrast between Saul and David, for



instance - almost as black against white, which is
perhaps what makes the subject so immediately
appealing - is modified and elaborated on by
Nielsen’s music. This applies to the richly faceted
orchestral writing which, as with Wagner, albeit in
another sense, is imperative for a proper understan-
ding of the work; and in particular it applies to the
motifs and rhythms, subtly varied of character,
which are ascribed to the different figures.
At the two extremes are Saul’s rhythmically and in
terms of intervals, short and angular phrases, and
David’s long, lyrical, stepwise melodic lines with
something of a naïve, folkmusic ring to them (which
were to bring later audiences in mind of Nielsen’s
later, more popular works). To these two is to be
added Mikal, Saul’s temperamental daughter whose
despair in the second act is depicted as if the com-
poser had let himself be influenced by sweeping
melodic curves of Italian opera (this scene was in fact
composed in Italy), but who otherwise largely makes
use of the same means of melodic expression as
David: her beautiful love duet with David at the end
of the first act is an emotional lyrical climax which
only Nielsen’s warmth and genuine, sensual but at
the same time chaste romantic tone could achieve.
Although Saul and David occasionally borrow
motifs from each other, and thereby expression and
character as well, they remain two well-defined
temperaments. The opera’s third temperament
enters the story by virtue only of the music: it is the
prophet Samuel in his capacity of emissary of the
Lord. It was the Lord who, through Samuel,
threatened Saul and threw doubt and defiance into
his mind and it is between Samuel and Saul - and
in Saul’s mind - that the true drama of the opera is
played out. This assertion cannot be substantiated

in the text, for Samuel appears only in three short -
if crucial - scenes. But Nielsen, by putting so much
musical emphasis on Samuel’s utterances, in-
geniously gets around the dramatic shortcoming
which the Saul of the story, in all his paralysis,
represents.
An almost choral-like tone is evident in Samuel’s
motifs, sometimes majestic and sometimes of a
more plain, popular expressiveness which we
today give a nod of recognition. And maybe even
Nielsen’s contemporaries appreciated the musical
association in the accompaniment to Samuel’s
prophecy in the first act, whose short, repeated
bass motif quotes the introduction to Niels W.
Gade’s stroke of genius from Elverskud, the
morning hymn I Østen stiger Solen op; what is
more important, however, is that Samuel’s musical
utterances both melodically and expressively are
idiomatically half-way between the two extremes
David and Saul and that they make use of a
vocabulary of motifs that later was to prove
typical of Nielsen’s mode of expression, and
indeed, created a style in Danish popular singing.
So strongly does Nielsen project the figure of
Samuel in the opera that he allows his opposite
number Saul to assume certain musical features
that are related to Samuel’s motif system at places
where Saul’s personality shows signs of develop-
ment. One example is the big atonement scene in
the third act, where Saul embraces David (Here in
my arms, at my heart CD 3 [23]), but most impres-
sive are the two great monologues by which Saul
addresses the Lord himself (the striking scene in
the first act, I would rebel against Thee CD 2 [19])
probably inspired by Iago’s Credo in Verdi’s
Otello, and in the mourning scene in act four, See



how greedily the earth laps his blood! CD 3 [37])
It would seem to be legitimate to speak of “The
Three Temperaments” when discussing Nielsen’s
Saul and David - one of the most distinctive and,
in spite of its epic theme, forceful of Danish operas;
large sections of it seem to have been composed -
and are musically championed - “Sub specie
aeternitatis”.

©Torben Schousboe 1986

Synopsis

In Act 1 we are in Saul’s house in Gilgal. War with
the Philistines is imminent and inevitable and the
people are waiting and pressing anxiously for the
offering that is to secure victory. The ritual is to be
conducted by Samuel for whom they have been
waiting for seven days. Finally Saul decides to
perform the ceremony himself, despite the warnings
of his son Jonathan. Immediately, Samuel does
arrive, and pronounces that Saul shall be punished
for his disobedience to God, and the kingdom
taken from him. Saul is left alone, and in his
monologue, sick at heart and in mind, he turns
against God. Wicked is God, and wicked am I. For
wicked he made me CD 2 [19]. Now Jonathan
leads in his friend David, so that his singing and
playing may soothe Saul. Saul is pleased and
invites David to stay at his house. Act 1 ends with
a tender scene, as David and Saul’s daughter,
Mikal, confess their love for each another, a love
felt from a distance, long before this meeting.

Act 2 opens with a splendid martial prelude - one
of the most popular sequences in all of Carl

Nielsen’s music. We are then again in Saul’s hall.
David is playing for Saul, but they are interrupted
by Abner who reports that the Philistine host is
massed on the other side of the valley, and not only
is it ten times stronger than before, but it is headed
by the terrible giant Goliath, who mockingly has
offered to meet any man of the opposing side in
combat, and let the outcome of their duel decide
the victory. David immediately volunteers. Mikal
implores him, for the sake of their love, to stay, and
even Saul feels that the odds are unfair, but in the
end he agrees and offers David his weapons. David
declines them as too heavy, and goes forth to the
battle armed only with his sling. Mikal and her
maidens escorts him to the gates. With dread now,
Mikal imagines the terrible fate that may have
befallen her lover. But soon a horseman is seen in
the valley. It is Jonathan with the joyful message
that David has slain the giant. Now follows the
feast of celebration; the people rejoice and praise is
heaped upon David and his young bride. But as the
phrase Saul slew thousands, David ten thousands is
sung, Saul is again plunged into melancholy,
jealousy, paranoia CD 3 [13]. Jonathan suggests
that David sing for Saul to soothe him once again,
and David sings a song in praise of God. Saul raves
madly, and accuses David: Hypocrite, you praise
the Lord, but mean yourself! Never shall the king’s
daughter ornament your bed. Be banished, away
from my house! CD 3 [16]. Saul throws his spear at
David, who nimbly steps aside with the concluding
words: Vengeance belongs to God. We shall meet
again, King Saul!...

In Act 3 Saul has set up a camp at the foot of the
rocky hill of Hachilah in the desert wilderness of



Ziph. David is reported to be hiding out in the
vicinity, and Saul is out to capture the outlaw. Saul
and Abner and their warriors are asleep. Only Mikal
and Jonathan are awake. In the opening duet, as
they gaze out into the moonlit night, their thoughts
are with David, Jonathan’s friend, Mikal’s lover;
they wonder where he may be at this very moment.
At the conclusion, they retire to their tent to go to
rest. Soon after, David and Abisai appear at the top
of the hill, and cautiously make their descent into
the camp. David now removes Saul’s spear and
water-cruse from his pillow. He then again retreats
up the hill, and from there awakens the camp, as he
proclaims that he could have killed Saul but did not.
Saul is impressed by this argument and again
repents. He and David pledge their friendship and
loyalty anew. But the celebration is interrupted by
the arrival of the prophet Samuel. He has come to
anoint David King of Israel, as his final duty before
he dies. From his litter, Samuel performs the ritual
and having concluded his very beautiful and melodic
farewell, And so it is done! My task is at an end,
and my struggle has been fought, he falls back on
his cushions and dies CD 3 [28]. This is the signal
for Saul’s fury to break loose once again. He com-
mands his men to seize David the rebel, but Mikal
shields David. Saul orders the soldiers to kill both
of them, but they dare not, and Mikal and David
depart, as Saul sinks back, enraged and powerless.
Act 4 is in two scenes. The Philistines have massed
their forces for a new attack on Israel, and in his
despair Saul, accompanied by Abner, seeks the aid
of the Witch of Endor. Saul bribes the witch to
conjure up the spirit of Samuel in the hope that
Samuel will help him. But Samuel offers him no
encouragement. On the contrary, he tells Saul that

his time is running out, and that David will soon
take over. Now follows an interlude of battle music
which in turn leads to the anguished cries of the
retreating Israelites CD 3 [34]. In the final scene
Jonathan lies mortally wounded, and Saul, realising
that all is lost, commands Abner to kill him, so that
he will not fall into the hands of his enemies. But
Abner refuses and Saul in a scene of great power,
again reproaches God for the fate he is allowed to
suffer: Thou grim old mocker, that laugheth at my
sufferings, I splatter blood on Thy heaven! With
these words Saul thrusts himself upon his sword
and dies. Now David and Mikal come down from
the hills, and once again the warriors and the people
rejoice: David, in thee now is Israel’s hope, thou
shalt found God’s promised Kingdom on earth!.
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Frans Andersson as King Saul



Frans Andersson 1911-1988. Crown in “Porgy
and Bess” (Royal Theatre debut 1943); Cologne
Opera 1952-61; guest appearances Vienna State,
State Opera and Komische Oper, Berlin, Covent
Garden and Bayreuth. Title roles include Don
Giovanni, Boris, Mathis der Maler, Holländer and
Macbeth; in addition Escamillo, Galitzki,
Amonasro, Scarpia, Mephistopheles (“Faust”),
Klingsor, Kurwenal, Telramund, Alberich and
many others, including Nielsen’s Saul.
Kammersänger Berlin State 1957.

Christen Blanke 1914- . A member of the
Denmark’s Radio Chamber Chorus 1949-74.
Non-choral activity included frequent character
parts, including Mozart in Rimsky-Korsakov’s
“Mozart and Salieri”.

Niels Juul Bondo 1924- . Sang in the Opera
Chorus, made his debut in 1952, was engaged by
the Royal Theatre in 1956. Has sung a great
number of bass parts in a very extensive repertoire,
for instance Sarastro in “The Magic Flute” and
Sparafucile in “Rigoletto”. Also oratorio singer.

Holger Byrding 1891-1980. Byrding was a
student of Valdemar Lincke and trained at the
Royal Danish Academy of Music from 1913 to
1915, was taken on by the Royal Theatre in 1916
where he made his debut as Gremin in “Eugen
Onegin”. He was appointed “Royal Singer” in
1935 and taught at the Academy from 1943, from
1953 as a professor. Toured in Scandinavia. His
most important parts: the king in “Lohengrin”,
the Landgrave in “Tannhäuser”, King Marke in
“Tristan”, Pogner and Hans Sachs in “Meister-

singer”, Basilio in “The Barber of Seville”, the
title role in “Falstaff”, Amonasro in “Aida”, Iago
in “Otello”, Mephistopheles in “Faust” and
Jeronimus in “Maskarade”.

Ellen Margrethe Edlers 1919-1981. Studied
privately in Copenhagen and was accepted by the
Opera Chorus in 1946. Debut recital 1949.
Attended the Opera Academy 1949-51 and was
then engaged by the Royal Theatre, where she
made her debut in 1952. Among her roles were:
Donna Elvira in “Don Giovanni”, Despina in
“Cosí fan tutte” and the Female Chorus in “The
Rape of Lucretia”. Toured abroad.

Inge Frey 1912-1985. Debut Royal Theatre as
Nicklausse (“Tales of Hoffmann”) 1939, moved
to Jutland in 1948 and was for the next 20 years
an active member of the Jutland Opera Company,
her roles there included Carmen (1949) and many
other major mezzo parts. Frequent appearances in
radio opera.

Launy Valdemar Grøndahl 1886-1960 studied
violin with Nielsen’s friend and colleague Axel Gade
and was appointed violinist in the Danish Radio
Orchestra at its start in 1925. From 1926 to 1956
Grøndahl was permanent conductor af that orchestra,
often performing Nielsen’s music. On the 19th of
October, 1928, Grøndahl conducted a whole Nielsen
concert in the Danish State Radio, and Nielsen made
a note of the date in his diary. Grøndahl’s last
concert took place on the 7th of June, 1956.

Ruth Guldbæk 1919- , initially trained to be an
actor, but took up singing with Rena Pfiffer and



Else Schøtt and furthered her studies in Switzer-
land, Italy and Austria. In 1946 she came to the
Royal Danish Opera in Copenhagen and made
her debut the following year as Zerlina in “Don
Giovanni”. She made guest appearances at Covent
Garden in 1951, 52 and 54, and was awarded the
honorary title of “Royal  Singer” in 1955.

Marius Jacobsen 1894-1961. Studied at the Royal
Academy of Music; made his debut in 1927 as
Rodolfo in “La Bohème”. Until his retirement in
1956 sang a great number of Italian tenor parts but
also Walther von Stolzing in “Meistersinger”. Also
sang operetta (“White Horse Inn”), and directed
them at Frederiksberg Theatre and The New
Theatre, Copenhagen. “Royal Singer” in 1946.

Thomas Jensen 1898 - 1963, trained at the Royal
Danish Music Conservatory from 1913 to 1915
with, among others, Carl Nielsen, and furthered
his studies in Dresden and Paris. Between 1917
and 1919 he was the solo cellist of the Hälsingborg
Orchestra in Sweden, and from 1920 to 1927 he
played in the Tivoli Symphony Orchestra in
Copenhagen. Thereafter he worked in Århus as
conductor of the Philharmonic Society there and at
Århus Theatre, and was in 1935 a party to the
founding of the Århus Municipal Orchestra, whose
principal conductor he was until 1957.
Internationally, he earned a reputation as one of
the leading Danish conductors of his time,
appearing in London as early as in 1938 and later
in Berlin, Sweden, Norway and the United States.
He conducted at the Edinburgh Festival in 1954.
From 1957 he was principal conductor of the
Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra.

Georg Leicht 1902- . Born in Stavanger, Norway;
studied at the Opera Academy in Copenhagen
(Albert Høeberg and Vilhelm Herold). Debut
recital in Copenhagen 1928. Sang at the Royal
Theatre from 1934, making his debut as the
Speaker in “The Magic Flute”. From 1944 stage-
manager; recital and oratoria singer.

Niels Møller 1922- . Baritone debut Royal
Theatre 1953 as Figaro “The Barber of Seville”,
tenor debut 1959 as Bacchus “Ariadne auf Naxos”.
Head of Opera Royal Theatre 1977-83.Repertoire
includes Luna, Pelleas, Shuisky, Erik (“Holländer”),
Tannhäuser and Herod (“Salomé”). Bayreuth
appearances 1961-5. Farewell as Herod 1975.
Frequent radio opera productions late 50’s and
early 60’s, including Loke and Siegmund.

Einar Nørby 1896-1983. Trained with Vilhelm
Herold at the Opera Academy 1925-27, and then
with Valdemar Lincke and in Paris. Engaged at the
Royal Theatre 1928, where he made his debut as
Mephistopheles in “Faust”. “Royal Singer” 1939.
From 1955 taught at the Funen Academy of Music
and was Chairman of the Society of Music Teachers
1956-60. Sang practically all the bass parts in the
Royal Theatre’s repertoire and achieved
exceptional success as “Porgy”.

Ingeborg Steffensen 1888-1964. A student of
Borghild Langgaard, made her debut at a Copen-
hagen recital in 1909, at the Royal Theatre in 1915
as Anna in “Der Freischütz”. Sang at the Theatre
1919-56, toured Scandinavia, Berlin, Prague, Vienna.
“Royal Singer” 1931. Wide-ranging repertoire; she
sang practically all the great alto parts in the Royal



Theatre’s repertoire.
Otte Svendsen 1918- . Debut Royal Theatre as
Rodolphe. Additional Italian repertoire includes
Calaf, Pinkerton, Cavaradossi, Des Grieux, Don
Carlos, Riccardo (“Ballo”), Radames, Duke
(“Rigoletto”) and Turiddu. Also Hoffmann, Lenski,
Dmitri, and many others. Guest appearances
German, Swiss and Swedish opera houses. Has
appeared as both Jonathan and David in Nielsen’s
“Saul and David”. “Royal Singer” 1959.

Thyge Thygesen 1904-72. Studied at Copenhagen
University with, among others, the voice professor
Viggo Forchhammer, and then in Paris. Was
admitted to the Royal Theatre’s drama school,
made his acting debut in 1931 at an open air
theatre in Copenhagen. In 1933 sang Lorenzo in
“Fra Diavolo” at the Royal Theatre, to which he
was appointed in 1936. Toured extensively,
reaching as far afield as the Teatro Colón in
Buenos Aires. Directed at Iceland’s National
Theatre 1958-59 and at the Norwegian Opera
1959. “Royal Singer” 1946; teacher at the Royal
Academy from 1956.
Sang the big Italian tenor parts (Rossini, Verdi,
Puccini), Don José in “Carmen”, the title role in
“Faust” and many Wagner parts. Also appeared in
concert with, for instance, Mahler’s “Das Lied
von der Erde”, He was one of Denmark’s
internationally renowned tenors.

Mogens Wedel 1915-1990. Debut Würzburg
1942 as Pistola (“Falstaff”), Heidelberg 1950-51,
Basel 1951-55, Royal Theatre from 1955. Parts
include Sarastro, Heinrich (“Lohengrin”),
Daland, Il Re (“Aida”), Varlaam. Concert
appearances include Luzern Festival 1951-52.



Royal Danish Orchestra Wind Quintet
Holger Gilbert Jespersen, flute Aage Oxenvad, clarinet Hans Sørensen, horn

Knud Lassen, bassoon Svend Christian Felumb, oboe.



                          Erling Bloch Quartet                                                         The Koppel Quartet

                                  Emil Telmányi                                                                                        Kai Laursen



Carl Nielsen was already an experienced
musician by the time he commenced training as a
violinist at the Royal Danish Academy of Music.
His father, who was a village musician and ran
his own small orchestra, had introduced his
young son to the cornet and violin, and in his
early ’teens Nielsen joined the regimental band in
Odense where his elder colleagues took care not
only of his theoretical lessons, but also looked
after the lad in loco parentis. He was introduced
to classical music through the unlikely good
offices of a café musician with whom he performed
sonatas and other works for piano and violin.
Hence Nielsen was exposed to chamber music
from an early age, and during his years in the
Odense military band he made his efforts at
composing for the medium: some string quartet
movements and other small pieces. After com-
pleting his formal education his passion for the
quartet continued, both as a composer and as an
active musician, but no satisfactory explanation
has yet been given of why he abruptly ceased
writing for string quartet relatively early in his
career - around 1906 - leaving only four completed
works in the genre.
Much the same may be said of Nielsen’s violin
sonatas. As a capable violinist himself he had the
necessary technical knowledge to write idiomatic-
ally for the instrument, and yet he composed only
two sonatas for it (incidentally the only works in
his entire oeuvre to be given that appellation), and
these some 17 years apart, the last dating from
1912.
Yet the instrument still held a considerable place
in his affections, for ten years later he composed
two solo works for it. Though clearly inspired by

Bach’s solo sonata and partitas, Nielsen also
experiments in technique and the virtuoso
dimension as had Eugéne Ysaÿe in his six solo
sonatas. Nielsen’s close friendship with the
Danish violinist Peder Møller allowed him to
carry his technical demands to a level otherwise
not possible were his own more limited abilities
his sole point of reference.
The Wind Quintet is probably Nielsen’s most
important, and certainly most played, chamber
work, it was written at a time when the wind
quintet was not generally in favour with com-
posers. This makes the Danish master’s contribution
so much more significant, not only in his native
country (where his example has since been
followed by a host of composers), but also overseas.

Wind Quintet, Op. 43 FS 100 (1922)
The Wind Quintet is probably Nielsen’s most
frequently heard chamber work, and indeed one
of the most popular of all his works. This is
equally true outside Denmark, and a number of
foreign ensembles have recorded the Quintet. It is
the first major Danish work of its genre and in a
sense it founded a school insofar as wind quintets
have become something of a speciality of Danish
composers in this century.
The first performance took place on October 9th
1922; the players were Svend Christian Felumb,
Paul Hagemann, Knud Lassen, Aage Oxenvad
and Hans Sørensen. The work was dedicated to
these five upon publication the following year.
The work is in three movements: Allegro ben
moderato, a pastichelike minuet and finally a
Prelude and Theme with Variations, for which
one of Nielsen’s own hymn tunes forms the basis



for the variations. The different variations explore
the possibilities of the five instruments, each of
which are given a chance to blossom out both
individually and together with the rest of the
ensemble. The prelude to this movement, wild
and capricious of expression, is the least
accessible section of this work.
Nielsen took much pleasure in his work on the
quintet. “I have been working hard on my new
quintet, and am enjoying it so much that it should
be completely finished in a couple of days. How
strange to be praised for doing what one can’t
help doing, for what is actually pleasurable!”, he
wrote to his wife in April 1922. The critics were
also happy with the work: “An important work
from beginning to end. It has the mark of
classicism”, wrote Politiken on October 10th
1922. “The solo variations for bassoon and horn
were quite astonishing. Nothing like this has been
done before” (Socialdemokraten).

Serenata in vano, FS 68 (1914)
Serenata in vano (“serenade in vain”) is a piece of
functional music dating from May 1914.
Members of the Royal Orchestra were touring the
country with, among other things, Beethoven’s
Septet, but were in need of a shorter piece to fill
out the programme, and this piece was written
with the participating players in mind (though the
Beethoven Septet also requires violin and viola).
The serenade can be regarded as programme
music depicting the unfortunate musicians’ futile
efforts at gaining the attention of a lady with their
music, and their dejected shuffling home afterwards
(the Tempo di Marcia section).
The piece was a success at its first performance in

Copenhagen, which coincided with the presen-
tation of a book of songs by Nielsen and Laub on
April 13th 1915: “A witty and amusing serenade,
which was played truly con amore”, wrote Vort
Land, though the Nationaltidende thought it “an
odd little work”.

2 Fantasy Pieces for Oboe and Piano,
Op. 2 FS 8 (1889)
The oboe was Nielsen’s declared favourite
instrument, so it is curious that he only gave it
this one little work. The romance is an expressive,
wistful tune whilst the humoresque despite its
minor key is capricious and droll. The pieces
were first performed by the dedicatee, Olivo
Krause, and Victor Bendix on March 16th 1891.
“Just like everything else from this quarter they
bear witness of real talent in their composer”,
declared Politiken the next day.

String Quartet (No. 3),
E flat major Op. 14 FS 23 (1897-98)
It is at once both sad and strange that Nielsen
should have written no more than four string
quartets, and that he ceased working in this genre
as early as in 1906. As a violinist and a composer
with a mastery of large-scale form, he was well
positioned to become the pre-eminent composer
of quartets in Scandinavia. It is doubtful that he
ever realized his potential in this field, and it is
thought-provoking that whereas in Nielsen’s own
time these quartets - and particularly that in F
minor (No. 2) - achieved a fair number of per-
formances abroad, nowadays foreign ensembles
seem reluctant to take any of them on to their
repertoires.



The opus 14 quartet received its first performance
on May 1st 1899 by Anton Svendsen, Ludvig
Holm, F. Marke and Ejler Jensen, and was pub-
lished the following year by Wilhelm Hansen
bearing a dedication to Edvard Grieg. After a
performance a few years later, Hother Ploug
wrote in Illustreret Tidende (on November 24th,
1901): “A remarkable piece, like everything else
from this quartet. Here we have a young Danish
composer with a grasp of form and shaping
comparable to that of Johan Svendsen, and yet
people are repelled by it. In one respect, of
course, this is understandable: when one is
brought up on romances and romancelike music
one loses one’s responsiveness to more demand-
ing material”. The critic of Kristeligt Dagblad felt
obliged to “confess to my total lack of under-
standing for the least bit of it: to me it sounded
like a confusion of notes with neither meaning
nor coherence”.
The quartet is in four movements, the third of
which, an Allegretto pastorale, is an intermezzo
stylistically reminiscent of the scherzo movements
in Brahms’ symphonies, which of course serve
more as intermezzi than as scherzi in the Beet-
hoven sense. In a letter to his wife, dated May
26th 1921 and sent from Helsinki, Nielsen noted:
“The Breuning-Storm Quartet have done a lot for
me. To honour me, these four people laid on an
extra morning concert (outside the Festival) to
which all the artists were invited to tea. They
played my E flat Quartet (No. 3), and it was a
huge success. Sibelius was beside himself over it,
and the ovations I am now the subject of are
getting quite tiring”.

String Quartet (No. 1),
G minor Op. 13 FS 4 (1887-88, later revised)
Despite not being Nielsen’s first work in the genre
(several student pieces have recently been discover-
ed), the G minor quartet is the first one the com-
poser prepared to recognise as representative of
his art. Though on first hearing the work’s passionate
melody and rich harmony it may sound somewhat
traditional, a more detailed scrutiny quickly
reveals many typical Nielsen hallmarks: the com-
poser abhorred romanticism in general, hence one
must beware of confusing the composer’s tonal
language with the basic attitude underlying it.
In many ways similar to the celebrated Little
Suite for Strings (Nielsen’s official Op. 1 com-
posed immediately after the quartet), the latter
work’s higher opus number is attributable to the
composer withholding it for some ten years pend-
ing revision. Hence it appears to postdate even
the second quartet Op. 5, written two years later.

String Quartet (No. 2),
F minor Op. 5 FS 11 (1890)
The F minor quartet was written only shortly
before the 1st Symphony and hence we find here
an altogether more mature Carl Nielsen. In
common with its predecessor, the second quartet
too is passionate in mood, though the musical
language is far more personal. Thanks to it the
young composer from the “distant north” as it
was then considered, began to gain recognition in
Europe, and especially in Germany (even though
the renowned violinist Joachim, who was in the
audience for the first performance, professed to
find much that was “frightful” in it). It remains
one of Nielsen’s best-loved chamber works.



String Quartet (No. 4),
F major Op. 44 FS 36 (1906)
On November 30th 1907 Nielsen’s F major
Quartet was performed for the first time.
Originally it had been given opus number 19 and
the nickname “Piacevolezza”, for the expression
mark above the first movement “Allegro piace-
vole”, that is, agreeably, pleasantly, easily. How-
ever, the quartet was later revised, and at its
reappearance on March 27th 1919 it had been
given opus no. 44, and lost its name.
It was published by Peters in Leipzig in 1923
bearing a dedication to the “Copenhagen String
Quartet”, which in Denmark was known as the
Breuning-Bache Quartet.
The last of Nielsen’s quartets is with its four
movements - at least outwardly - classical in
form. And yet like so many Nielsen works it was
met with little sympathy by both the public and
the press. On December 1st 1907 Charles Kjerulf
wrote in Politiken, “If what those four gentlemen
sat there playing last night in all earnestness is to
be considered beautiful and good music, well,
then Messrs. Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert and
their ilk - Wagner and Tchaikovsky too, for that
matter - the lot of them, including our own
people, with Hartmann and Gade up front, then
they have all been taking us in - using misleading
trade descriptions, in effect. And then sciatica is a
musical treat - for it, too, is very disagreeable.”
Nielsen himself had a higher opinion of his
qualities as a composer of quartets; of the F major
quartet he wrote to a friend: “Today we have
played my new quartet, and it sounds as I had
expected. I feel I have now really come to terms
with the true nature of string instruments. It is

curious, however, how one must coax and nurse a
creature a delicate as a string quartet for many
years before she gives up. Only now do I feel I
am becoming intimate with its yielding, chaste
character”.

Romance, (from Op. 2 FS 8)
Opus 2, Carl Nielsen’s first declaration of love to
his avowed favourite instrument, the oboe, is here
arranged for violin by Emil Telmányi and has
also been arranged for violin and orchestra by
Hans Sitt.

Violin Sonata (No. 1),
A major Op. 9 FS 20 (1895)
Carl Nielsen started his musical career as a
violinist, and he obviously became quite proficient
on his chosen instrument. On November 29th,
1891, at which time he was a member of the
Danish Royal Orchestra, he appeared as a soloist
at one of the then current popular concerts,
prompting the critic Charles Kjerulf to write in
Politiken: “The technique and temperament
evident in the young ciolinist Carl Nielsen’s
performance of the Romance from Wieniawski’s
second concerto and Vieuxtemps’ Air Varié gave
rise to wild enthusiasm”. But whatever dreams
the young Nielsen may have harboured of a
career as a virtuoso were abandoned; instead he
stayed on as a member of the second violin group
of the Royal Orchestra for a number of years.
However, his relationship to the violin is reflected
in a number of important compositions for that
instrument: two sonatas with piano accompani-
ment, a concerto and two major works for violin
solo.



The A major sonata was composed in 1895 and
dedicated to the French violinist Henri Marteau,
who frequently appeared in Copenhagen. It
received its first performance, by the violinist
Anton Svendsen and the pianist Johanne Stockmarr,
at the second chamber music soirée of the Neruda
Quartet on January 15th, 1896, and the critics
were unsympathetic. “Strange and dislocated  ...
this is beyond criticism”, wrote Charles Kjerulf,
and Robert Henriques wrote in Dannebrog, “Fear
of not being sufficiently interesting diverts Mr.
Nielsen from natural paths”. Berlingske Aftenavis
said bluntly: “Even with the best possible will it
was impossible for the undersigned to understand
the least bit of what the work had to say”. And
comments to subsequent performances ran in the
same vein: “A virtually morbid craving to com-
pose music different and more modern than
everyone else’s” (Kjerulf), and “Perhaps it is the
reserve of future generations to discover anything
beautiful and natural here where we find only
contrived oddities”, wrote Nationaltidende - in
fact prophetically.
Certainly the sonata has many characteristics that
at the time must have seemed very newfangled,
but it also bears witness of a lyrical spirit that
never falls into the trap of sentimentality. There
are three movements: Allegro glorioso, Andante
and Allegro piacevole e giovanile (the last of
which signatures is characteristic of the composer’s
preference for the more obscure Italian expression
marks!); the outer movements are in the key of A
major and the middle one in C sharp minor.
Despite the lyricism that pervades the work as a
whole, however, this music cannot be termed
immediately accessible.

Violin Sonata (No. 2), Op. 35 FS 64 (1912)
Nielsen initially described his second violin
sonata as being in the key of G minor, but upon
the sonata’s publication in 1919 any mention of
key had been removed from its title, a fact that
says a lot about the development in Nielsen’s
music. Though his composing never became
actually atonal, his handling of tonality did
become increasingly free in time - a development
that, incidentally, was evident already in a much
earlier G minor work, the first symphony, which
both begins and ends with C major chords.
The sonata has three movements and in fact G
minor is about the only key that does not manifest
itself clearly in the work. The first movement, for
instance, ends in E flat major, and the finale
begins in B flat major and ends in C major. The
musical idiom is considerably more advanced
than that of the first sonata, with a number of
harsh collisions between the various parts of the
counterpoint. The sonata ends very strikingly:
two deep B flats are hammered out on the piano
through eighteen bars. What did Nielsen mean?
He is quoted as having said whilst working on the
sonata, “It’s strange that there are so few ways of
bringing a piece of music to a conclusion. Basical-
ly, you only have the sub-dominant and dominant”.
The sonata was composed during 1912 and
received its first performance on April 7th 1913
by Axel Gade (the son of Niels W. Gade) and
Henrik Knudsen. It was accorded a mixed reception,
bearing witness of the critics’ difficulties in
perceiving the composer’s intentions with his
music. He himself wrote of the sonata in a letter
to his wife, sent from Amsterdam on May 20th
1920: “Last night Emil (Telmányi) and (Artur)



Schnabel played my sonata very well at the 3rd
chamber music concert, and it was a great
success. People wanted me to make an appearance,
but I sat all alone and in hiding at the back of the
hall and didn’t want to, because I had my grey
suit on and neither evening dress nor coat. My
sonata is the best piece that has yet been played at
the Festival - I don’t say that out of conceitedness
but because it’s true: I sat quite soberly and
critically and reached that conclusion”.

Prelude and Theme with Variations
for Violin Solo, Op. 48 FS 104 (1923)
Prelude e Presto
for Violin Solo, Op. 52 FS 128 (1927-28)
Despite his being a close friend and source of
inspiration for Nielsen, the violinist Peder Møller
was not the dedicatee of the composer’s two solo
works for violin; they were reserved for his Hun-
garian-born son-in-law Emil Telmányi, one of his
generation’s leading violin virtuosi. They are
amongst the composer’s least performed works
which is curious since they possess the musical
substance and pose technical challenges that
should stimulate many of today’s highly trained
violinists. The idiom is entirely characteristic of
the composer and as fruits of his maturity they
assume a fundamental position in his entire output.

©Mogens Wenzel Andreasen
Translation Per Sommerschield

The Royal Danish Orchestra Wind Quintet
were the dedicatees of Nielsen’s Wind Quintet
and gave its first performance, although in Holger
Gilbert Jespersen’s absence the flute part was
played by Paul Hagemann. Nielsen himself was
very enthusiastic about the quintet’s playing and
about the players themselves, and he promised
each of them a concerto for his particular instrument.
Sadly, he only managed to keep his promise as far
as the flute and clarinet concerti were concerned.

Svend Christian Felumb, oboe, 1898 - 1971,
studied at Copenhagen University but learned the
oboe in Paris and made his Copenhagen début on
this instrument in 1919. He started conducting in
the Tivoli concrt hall as early as in 1932, and
became head of music there in 1947.

Christian Christiansen, piano, 1884 - 1955, was
the son of a musician and studied the piano and
composition at the Royal Academy of Music in
Copenhagen, and later in Berlin. He made his
début in Copenhagen in 1906 and was appointed
teacher at the Royal Academy - where he became
closely associated with Carl Nielsen - the same
year. From 1947 to 1954 he was the director of
the Royal Academy, from 1949 with the title of
professor. He held a number of honorary
positions in music, and was the composer of
songs and chamber music.

The Erling Bloch Quartet was founded in 1933
and named for the initiator, Professor Erling
Bloch. The quartet’s recordings of Nielsen’s
string quartets are among the earliest recordings
of the composer’s chamber music.



The Koppel Quartet was one of the leading
quartets of the postwar period. Its members were
drawn principally from the Royal Danish Orchestra,
where Julius Koppel (born 1910), brother of the
composer and pianist Herman D. Koppel, was
leader in the viola section. The quartet, which
also comprised his wife, Else Marie Bruun, made
an inestimable contribution to the dissemination
of Nielsen’s four published string quartets.

Emil Telmányi, violin, 1892 - 1988, born in
Arad, Hungary, made his début at the age of 10.
He studied in Budapest with Jenö Hubay and
toured Europe from 1911, appearing in Copen-
hagen for the first time in 1912 and more recently
in the United States. In 1918, Telmányi married
Carl Nielsen’s daughter, Anne Marie. As a violinist,
Telmányi attracted attention with his invention of
the so-called Bach bow, and he also made import-
ant contribution to the revision of Nielsen’s works.

Gerald Moore, piano, pre-eminent international
accompanist.

Victor Schiøler, piano, 1899 - 1967 was the son
of the composer and Liszt pupil Victor Bendix
(1858 - 1926). Victor Schiøler’s own credentials
as a piano virtuoso were impeccable. Though
trained as a doctor, he never neglected his career
as a concert pianist, making especially the big
romantic repertoire his own. In his younger years
however he also championed Danish music,
giving first performances of works by Rued
Langgaard and Niels Viggo Bentzon.

Kai Laursen, violin, born 1924. Few musicians
have contributed more to Danish musical life than
the violinist Kai Laursen. As leader for many
years of the South Jutland Symphony Orchestra
he was soloist in a multitude of Danish violin
concertos, many of them now forgotten: Emil
Hartmann, Ludvig Holm, August Enna, Rued
Langgaard and others.

           Christian Christiansen

                                                    Victor Schiøler
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Cml Nielsen began his musical career in the ranks
oI his father ' .  [o lk music group. His insrruments
were the cornet and the violin, and the comet was
to become the means of his access to professional
music, fbr at the age of fourteen he became a
member of a military band in Odense.

Four years later, when he entered the Royal
Danish Academy of Music in Copenhagen, it was
with the violin as his main instrument. He also
studied theory and composition. And for the first
several yetrs of his professional career he was a
second violin in the Danish Royal Orchestra,
where he was later to become second principal
conductor.

Contemporary appraisals of Nielsen's violin
playing are polite but no more than that. He was
no viiluoso, but instead gave expression to his
klowledge of violin technique through a number
of works for the instrument: two sonatas with
piano, a concerto with orchestra and two pieces
fbr unaccompanied violin.

With the piano things were rather more
difficult. Naturally, during the course of his studies
at the Academy he was also given piano tuition,
but there is little to suggest it interested him very
much and his playing is said to have been poor.
There ile stories of his struggles with Chopin's
Etudes which were apparently painful to witness.

Unsurprisingly, the piano is fr removed
ftom the centre of Nielsen's composing, and most
pianists have kept clear of his piano works which
have been described as unpianistic and clumsy.
There is some truth to this, but this is not to say
that the best of Nielsen's piano wdting is not
great musrc, nor does it mean that the best of the
miniatures de anything but infinitely chaming:

bagatelles which do not pale in comparison with
say, Gdeg's Lydc Pieces, if not pianistically then
certainly musical l )  and art ist ical l l .

Humoresque-Bagatelles Op. I I FS 22 (l 894-97)
These six miniatures can be seen as puallels to
the Piano Pieces for Children by Nielsen's
contemporary, Fini Henriques. In fact, the latter's
"Picture Book" appeued later than the Nielsen, in
l 899.

Several of the Humoresque-Bagatelles can
be played by beginners, by chil&en, whilst others,
such as "The Spinning Top", require greater skill.
The first piece, "Goddag! Goddagl" ("Hello!
Hellol") is a shoft, sweet introduction to the
anthology. "The Spinning Top", with its lightning
fast scales in the right hand, places considerable
demands on the pianist, and the image of the
spinning top is very evocative. "A little slow
waltz" is slightly ironic in character, a sideways
reflection on Chopin's waltzes, perhaps. "Sprclle-
manden" ("Jumping Jack") makes with its wry
rhythm quite grotesque an effect, whilst "Dukke-
Marsch" ("Dolls' March"), an upright and
rhythmic miniature march, is quite unwarlike.
Finally, "Spillevarket" is a convincing imitation
of an old-fashioned music box.

5 Piano Pieces Op. 3 FS 10 (1890.,
These five small pieces can be played by beginners
and the slightly more advanced, but the themes
ue decidedly for grown-ups. "Folketone" ("Folk
tune") is serious, the key is A minor and the
yearning melody has a hint of the Nordic folk
element to it. The motif is treated as a canon
between the left and right huds. "Humoreske" is



also in a minor key, despite its title's promise of
more meniment, and it too is reminiscent of folk
music, even though Nielsen's inimitable style is
much in evidence in the melody and particularly
in the harmonics. "Arabeske" bears as a motto a
quotation from J. P Jacobsen, a poet Nielsen held
in high esteem: "Hast thou in gloomy fbrests
wandered? Knowst thou Pan?" (fiom Jacobsen's
poem, "An Arabesque"). The music here is like a
lament, if one broken olf here and there by some
thing a little more defiant. (Another composer to
draw inspiration from Nordic literature, Frederick
Delius, set this same poem to music in an epony-
mous work for baritone and orchestra). "Mignon ',
in the rather unusual key of E flat minor, is romantic
and impassioned of expression, whilst "Alfedans"
("Elves' Dance"), later transcribed for orchestra
in the music to Drachmann's "Sir Oluf rides..." is
of a lightness worthy of Mendelssohn and quite
reminiscent of another Danish "Elves' Dance":
that by Henriques in his music to Drachmann's
"V6lund Smed" (1898). Full-blooded romantic
Henriques may have been, but he was not adverse
to drawing a little inspiration from his colleague
Nielsen!

Chaconne Op. 32 FS 79 (1916)
A chaconne is a set of variations built over an
orfi?a/o (stubbornly repeated) bass theme. The
form is an ancient one and was often used in earll'
as well as high baroque music. Nielsen took great
interest in early music and on several occasions
drew inspiration from the great renaissance master
Palestrina. This piece however is his version of
the baroque chaconne, which he would have known
from Bach's organ pieces. The theme, whose key

is uncertain - marked by Nielsen's love of early
sacred music, but predominantly in D minor is
played lirst in the left hand. The following nine
teen variations ile increasingly unrestrained
compued to the original theme, and indeed the
chr.onnc lbrm a: \uch- bul  the ent i rc piece
emanates Nielsen's irepressiblc creativity. The
conclusion is a filigree piece of dampened, rapid
scales in the right hand, leading into the concluding
pianissimo.

Theme and variations Op. ,10 FS 8 I (l 917)
The Variations were composed immediately after
the Chaconne. Whereas the variations in the latter
are l inked b1 almost impercept ib lc pr.sager.  in
opus 40 they appear as clearly dcfined individual
pieces increasingly removed from the original
theme. By variation no. 7 the composer has all
but arived at a completely new theme which he
then uses as point of departure for the tbllowing
three variations. Nielsen himself spokc of
vadations no. 15 as an image of a man struggling
with his back to an iceberg and then staggering
off, exhausted fiom the effort. Before embarking
on the Variations Nielsen had been studying the
piano music of Brahms. and whilst few wil l be
reminded of Brahms whilst listening to this
particulil set, there are aspects of the variation
technique which point backwards to the great
German master.

Suite for Piano ("Lucifer"),
Op. z l5 FS 8l  (  1919 20)
Duing l919 and 1920 Nielsen spent a good deal
of time in Gothenburg, where he was engaged to
conduct the symphony orchestra. This is where



the Suite op. 45 was composed, and Nielsen
himself gave it the tiile, "Lucifer", a title which
was immediately misunderstood. Nielsen, who
had a predilection for lesser-known foreign voca-
bulary, had chosen "Lucifef' for its original, Latin
meaning, "lightbringing". The title is then not to
suggest a satanic connotation to the music, which
is a pastice on the movements of the broque
suite and whose individual sections are very freely
formed and very characteristically Nielsen. At the
climax of the first movement there is a struggle
between the themes in the left and right hands,
whilst the second movement demonstrates that
Nielsen was not untouched by the magic of the
sonorities of French impressionsm. The third
movement is a dramatic adagio full of conflict,
whilst the fourth and fifih movement are like rest-
ing places, two almost Brahmsian intermezzi. The
finale is in a fiendish mood which does rather
bring the more popular meaning of the name Luci-
fer to mind. The movement's material is presented
immediately: a rising fourth, a knocking rhythm
and a triplet figuration. It is the fourth and the
rhythm that bring the movement, and the work, to
a conclusion. in forte fortissimo.

Symphonic Suite Op. 8 FS l9 ( I 894)
Symphonic Suite was Nielsen's first large scale
piano work. There is no question that Brahms was
the prime source of inspiration for this erly work.
Nielsen showed the score to one of the great pia-
nists, composers and theoreticians of the time,
Busoni, who played the piece for his students. But
when Nielsen asked him if he would allow the
students to rehetrse the piece, Busoni replied, "that
I can't do: it just isn't orchestrated for the piano".

The suite certainly is rot easy to play, and
there tre textural problems that are difficult to
resolve on the piano. Often one is left thinking
one is listening to the piano transcdption of an
orchestral piece. Nielsen gave the suite a motto,
in Geman: "Ach, die zi,irtlichen Herzen! Ein
Pfuscher vermag sie zu riihren." ("Oh, the tender
hearts! Even a bungler can stir them") - something
of an anti-romantic statement.

The first movement is called "Intonation', is
quite massive and kept in a sustained&re, which
makes considerable demands on the player. The
following movements are less bombastic but still
rather unpianistic of nature.

3 Piano Pieces Op. 59 posth. FS l3l (1928)
Nielsen's last large piano piece was long consider-
ed something of a musical impossibility. Here he
is right up on the banicades of the avant-gtrde,
flifiing with twelve-tone music just as he did in
the sixth symphony, though without ever quite
submitting to Schcinberg's theories. At one stage
he calls on the player to strike a number of keys
with clenched fist, in imitation of a bass drum.
The first piece alternates between broken chords
and counterpointed passages and concludes very
curiously under the key signature molto patetico
quosi parodico, a section to which the composer
gave the following clue: "A fuddled mm trying to
regain his lost dignity and balance by means of a
lamppost." The second piece is very different
with its pure major chords, D major leading into
C major and E flat major, whilst the third altemates
between tonal and free tonal sections. It is here
that Nielsen deploys a theme that makes use of all
the notes in the half tone scale. The theme is part



of a loosely fbrmed fugue, which was however
not described as such by the composer.

Piano Music for Young and Old
Op.53 FS 148 (1930)
After a discussion in the Music Teachers' Society,
tbr which Nielsen held a keynote speech in Decem-
ber 1929. the composer took up the teachers' chal-
lenge and wrote his 24 five-tone pieces in all the
keys. The result turned out to be music of great
pedagogical values and considerable artistry but
also very personal music, for even in these brief.
f leeting pieces the inimitable Nielsen style is ever
prcsent. The work is perhaps not to be l istened to
at one stretch: these small pieces are fbr study at
home at the piano. where they give great pleasure.

O M o,qe trt Weuae I Anclre qs en

Hennut D. Koppel

Etvirul MOller

A nte S kj o I d Ro srtt u.t.; en
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Carl Nielsen was primarily a violinist. First a
member and later conductor of the orchestra of
the Royal Theatre he naturally tumed to composing
chamber music, symphonies, songs and operas.

Apparently he himself had never thought of
writing for the organ but on a hint from his friends
he set to work in the last years of his life.
However, he began to study classical orgm music,
especially by Bach's forerunners, and in a surpdsing
ly short time he had composed 29 little preludes,
most of which look like studies, in order to find
out how best to write for the organ. Several of
them seem to be drafts for the work Carl Nielsen
may already have had in mind: the large-scale
fantasia Commotio which was to be his swan song.

"Commotio", which means movement, is
wdtten in an entirely fiee fbm rather closely
modelled after the toccata of the Baroque and,
like it, made up of vrying episodes, from impe-
tuos passages and tremendous chords to canonic
or fugal sections and gently sounding melodies of
a pastoral character.

The piece falls into two main sections like
the prelude and lugue of the Baroque, the first of
which may lrgely be regarded as based on a G
minor tonality which turns to G major as the
dominant of C major, the principal key of the
second section.

There tre no indications as lo registration
but the composer has suggested the fundamental
character of each of the sections ud the dynamic
changes they undergo. These dynamic fluctuations
proye that "Commotio", however well it may be
written for the instrument, cannot lay claim to be
in every single detail in accord with the true nature
of the organ'as we find it in the classical organ music.

The character of the piece is symphonic.
Therefore jt cannot be regrded as a tribute to the
organ refom movement which showed up in
Denmark in the latter half of the twenties.

Carl Nielsen did not concern himself with
the problems arising out of a performance of his
piece on an organ of classical type where every
dynamic change is at the same time a change of
color. He assumed that "Commotio" would be
played on organs of a modified modem type which
still have the many vrieties of tone color in 8-
and 4ft. pitch which make possible a gradually
increasing and decreasing dynamic without
abrupt change of color.

In order to give an idea of the resources which
were at Cill Nielsen's disposal when he worked
out his "Commotio" we give here the disposition
of the organ in the Christiansborg Chapel built by
Marcussen & Reuter in 1828.

The organ, placed behind a screen in a gallery
high up near the cupola of the neo-classical build
ing. had mechanical key and stop action. Manual
2 (the uppemost manual) and manual 3 (the lower
manual) could both be coupled to the Great, but
because of the unfavorable placing of their wind
chests the coupling had almost no influence on
the volume of the sound. The same was true
about the swell effect of manual 3 due to an old-
fashioned mechanism (a "horseshoe swell")
working by stages which did not permit a gradual
increasing and decreasing of the sound. There
were no pedal couplers and the compass of the
manuals went from C to f3, that of the pedal from
C tO dI,



The disposition of the

Manual I

Quintatijn 16
Principal 8
Quintatdn 8
Quint 5 1/3
Spitztlijte ,1
Octave 4
Octave 2
Sesquialtera
Rauschfldte 2+l l/3
Siffldte I
Trumpei 8

Manual 2

Bordun 16
Principal 8
Rohrfldte 8
Octave 4
Rohdldte 4
Quint 2 2/3
Octave 2
Terz 1 3/5
Dolcian 8

Mtrcussen & Reuter Organ

Manual3 (Swel l)

Principal 8
Gedackt 8
Viola da gamba 8
Fldte 4
Fugara ,+
Waldfliite 2
Fagott 8

Pedal

Untersatz 32
Principal l6
Subbass 16
Gedackt 8
Cel lo 8
Octave 8
Octave 4
Nachthom 2
Posaune l6
Fagott 16
Trumpet 8

The dispostion of the Holtkamp Organ

Great Swell

Quintidena 16
Principal 8
Gedackt 8
Octave 4
Spirzflote 4
Quinte 2 2/3
Superoctave 2
Mixlure 4 rks
Schad 3 rks
Dulzian 16
Trumpet 8

Riickpositiv

Copula 8
Principal 4
Rohrfldte 4
Nazard 2 2/3
Doublette 2
Foumiture 3 rks
Cromome 8

Geigenprincipal 8
Rohrfliite E
Ccmshorn 8
Gemshorn celeste 8
Octave Geigen 4
Gedackt 4
Fhutino 2
Larigot I 1/3
Sesqui latera
Plein Jeu 4 rks
Bassoon l6
Fagott 8
Rohrschalney 4

Pedal

Principal 16
Subbass l6
*) Quintadena l6
Octave 8
Bourdon Dolcc 8
Choralbass 4
Hohlfldte ,1
Nachthom 2
Mixture 3 rks
Possaune l6
*) Dulzian 16
Trumpet 8
Clarion zl
Cornet 2

The organ in Batell Chapel, placed in a gallery to
the lefi side of the altar, was built in I 95 I by the
Holtkamp Orgm Company ofCleveland, Ohio. It
has 45 stops on three manuals and pedal, but two
of the pedal stops marked with an asterisk +) are
transmissions from the Great and 4ft. clilion is an
extension of the 8ft. trumpet.

The organ has electdc key and stop action
and all the pipes but those of the Swell are
unencased. the compass is C to a3 in the manuals
and C to 91 in the pedal.

QFinn ViderL



Galina Werschenska, 1909 - 1995, studied at the
Conservatoire in Leningrad with Glazunov and
others. She made her debut in 1926 and subsequent-
ly perfomed in Scandinavia, Poland, Germany
and Holland betbre settling in 1930 in Denmrk,
where she has given recitals and played with the
leading symphony orchestras. She has also been
active as a teacher.

France Ellegaard, bom I 9 I 3, made her debut in
Pilis, at the age of six, and studied at the Conserva-
toire therc from 1922 to 1933. She first appeared
in Copenhagen in 1927 and went on to play in
most European countries, often as soloist with an
orchestra. She lived in Sweden from 1943 to 1948
and in 1949 mmied the Finnish painter Birger
Carlstedt.

Arne Skjold Rasmussen, l92l-1980, studied at
the Royal Danish Academy of Music with,
amongst others, Johanne Stockmarr After
graduating in l94l he trained privately with
Christian Christiansen, who had been close to
Nielsen, and Edwin Fischer. He made his debut in
Copenhagen in 1944, became a teacher at the
Academy in 1942 and a professor in 1959. Skjold
Rasmussen was one of the leading authorities on
Nielsen's piano music and wrote extensively on
the subject, fbr instance in "Cul Nielsen in the
oentenary ofhis birth" (Copenhagen, 1965).

Herman D. Koppel, bom 1 908, studied the piano
at the Royal Danish Academy of Music with,
amongst others, Rudolf Simonsen, atrother Nielsen
admirer Hc has given countless concerts at home
and abroad, often of his own works but also of

those by Nielsen which he indeed played for the
composer as a young man.

Eyvind Moller, bom 1917, graduated from the
Royal Danish Academy ofMusic in 1939 and
went on to study privately with Victor Schi6ler,
Folmer Jensen and Edwin Fischer He made his
debut in Copenhagen in 1941 and became a teacher
at the Academy in 1955. He has appeared as soloist,
rccompanist and chamber mu\ician at coneen\ in
Denmark, France, Britain, Sweden and Norway.

Niels Otto Raasted, I 888- I 966, was one of
Denmrk's leading sacred music specialists and a
keen composer. He trained at the Royal Danish
Academy and later with Karl Straube and Max
Reger. Between 1919 and 1924 he was organist at
Vor Frue Cathedral, Copenhagen, and in 1925
founder and chairman of the Bach Society. Until
1961 he was on the board of the Society for the
Publication of Danish Music and also held a
number of other honorary posts.

Grethe Krogh, bom 1928, graduated with the
organist diploma from the Royal Danish
Academy in 195 I and later studied with Finn
Videro and with Andr6 Marchal in Paris. From
I 955 to 1960 she taught the organ at Arkansas
University and has since then been a highly
acclaimed soloist in Denmark and abroad.

<)Mogens Wenzel Andreasen
Translation Per Sommerscbield



For more than a generation Finn Videro was
reguded as primas lnlerparas among Danish
orgmists and enjoyed intemational esteem.

A profound knowledge of organ history,
dispositions and registration, and lifeJong and
steady study and practice of organ technique
combined, of course, with marked talent - all
these elements contributed to the explanation of
Finn Viderp's unique playing, characterized by
rhythmic strength, flexibility and precision, and
his ability to make the instrument sound at its best.

Finn Viderp gave more than 800 organ recitals
and broadcasts in the Scandinavian countries, Eng-
land, The Netherlands, Spain, Germmy and the
U. S. A., and has given master classes in organ at
Helsinki 1 950, Bergen (Norway) and Andover
(Mass., U. S. A.), Detmold (Germany) 1956, Des
Moines (Iowa, U. S. A.) and New York 1960, the
Intemational Bach Seminu at Varde (Denmrk)
1972, and Bach Seminar at Oslo (Norway) 197.1.

Videro received a number of prizes. e. g.
Grand Prix de I'Acad6mie du Disque frangais
1959, The Hariet Cohen Bach-Medal 1961, The
Buxtehude Prize I 964, Ludvig Schytte's Memo-
rial Prize 1970, and the Gramex Prize 1973. He
was a lifelong honorry member of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia Fratemity and Pi Kappalambda.

Finn Videro was bom at Fuglebjerg on
Zealand on the l5th ofAugust, 1906. In 1926 he
passed the organists' examination of the Royal
Danish Music Conservatory in Copenhagen and
was subsequently appointed organist at the Geman
French Reformed Church 1928. Jagersborg
Church 1940, Trinitatis Church 1947, and St.
Andreas Church lqTl  {a l l  in Copenhagent.

Having taken the MA in musicology at the

University of Copenhagen in 1929, he taught music
theory 1935 - 1945 and gave lectures on organ
and harpsichord music 1949 1974 at the university.

From I 968 he taught the organ at the Royal
Danish Music Conservatory in Copenhagen.

He has written a number of articles on per-
fomance practice of the music of the l6th and
lTth centuries, and has published editions of organ
music, hymn tunes, folk songs and choral music,
and a highly esteemed OrgeLskole (.wtth Oluf Ring,
1933, 2nd edition 1963). He composed music for
afury play (Guldskoene 1945), two cantatas (D?n
pmskindede Brudgom 1937, and Kory Hedningers
Frelsermand 1938), choral music, songs. piano pieces,
and various organ music (Passacaglia 1946, Three
Chorale Partitas 1952, fiee preludes, and three
collections of chorale preludes I 946, 1966 and
I 980). His thorough studies of Gregorian chant
have resulted in the publication of his adaptions of
Gregorian melodies to Danish texts in Det Dqnske
Antifunale i-ii (197 l. 1977). ln 1 964 he was awud-
ed the honorary Doctor's degree in Theology at
the Academy of Turku (Finland).

Finn Viderg died on March thc l3th, 1987.

Finn ViderO was visiting professor of organ and
acting university organist at the Yale University
1959 - 1960. His recording ofNielsen's "Commotio"
comes from one of the recitals that he gave during
that period. The work was composed in the Spring
of 1931, and Mder6 was one of the first to play it i
indeed, on the l4th of June, 193 l, he played the
"Commotio" to Nielsen himself and some of
Nielsen's friends at a private recital in the Church
of St. Nicolai in Copenhagen.

ATorben Schousboe



Carl Nielsen



Ludvig Holstein, Carl Nielsen, Mrs Johs. V. Jensen. Mrs Ludvig Holstein and L.C. Nielsen; 1913



Aksel Schiøtz 1906 - 1975

Aksel Schiøtz was born in Roskilde, Denmark,
1906. M.A. in modern languages after studies at
the University of Copenhagen 1924-30. Married to
Gerd Haugsted 1931.

Aksel Schiøtz had a fine mezzo tenor voice
which he loved to display, at parties or in church.
Mogens Wöldike, the choral conductor, made him
a tenor member of the Copenhagen Boys’ and Male
Choir, and he was entrusted with oratorio solos.
Schiøtz’s first song recital was in 1936.

In 1938 Aksel Schiøtz was discovered by His
Master’s Voice, London. The much admired
recorded legacy is revived in this CD series.

On April 9th, 1940, Denmark was seized by
Hitler. An international career in Lied and oratorio
must be postponed. However, the records had made
a reputation for Schiøtz in Denmark. He became
the best loved classical singer ever, equally popular

with high and low. He appeared in opera and
operetta, and had recitals all over the country at full
houses. With his artistry he made a fine contribut-
ion to the democratic and moral stand called for by
the times.

After the war the old ties with British musical
life were succesfully taken up. With Gerald Moore
Schiøtz recorded “Die schöne Müllerin” and
“Dichterliebe”, and he appeared in the first
performances of Britten’s “The Rape of Lucretia”
at Glyndebourne.

Aksel Schiøtz survived a tumor acusticus
operation in 1946, but half his face was left lame.
Could he ever sing again? Common sense said no.
But, contrary to all reason, Aksel Schiøtz
succeeded by sheer will-power to fight his way to a
come-back recital in 1948, a moving event.

The sheen of the voice had gone. As a singer,
now a baritone, he was perhaps now best
appreciated by musicians and connoisseurs –
Casals, Pears, Sascha Schneider among them –
who rated artistic truth above original beauty.

In 1955 Aksel Schiøtz enters a new career,
that of professor in art song, at universities in
Minnesota, in Toronto (1958-60), and in Colorado
(1960-68). Master classes are held all over North
America, contributing to his reputation as a
teacher.

A job as professor in Copenhagen is offered
to Aksel Schiøtz in 1968. Though Aksel Schiøtz is
pleased by the calling, it turns out that Denmark
does not know how to make good use of his artistic
and educational potential.

Aksel Schiøtz dies in 1975.



Roots

In December 1923, Carl Nielsen’s 5th symphony
and his “Springtime in Funen” were new music.
Even so Aksel Schiøtz, as a teenage chorister, had
the experience of participating in a school
performance of the choral piece. His music master,
Hakon Andersen, was up-to-date.

During the war it was proposed that a
recording be made of “Springtime in Funen”, with
Schiøtz as the tenor soloist. Unfortunately the idea
was not realized. But we do have two recordings of
the song “The Gentle Day”, in which the naïve
expression of young love is realized so disarmingly
by Aksel Schiøtz [11] and [22].

Carl Nielsen’s vocal music, and indeed the
style and spirit of it, early became second nature to
Schiøtz. He never doubted where he had his
musical roots. And when he grew as a professional
singer into the spheres of oratorio and the romantic
lied (Scandinavian as well as Austrian-German), he
carried with him the essential freshness and
moderation he had found in Carl Nielsen’s songs.
Understood like that, it is fair to describe Aksel
Schiøtz as a singer with Danish qualities, classical,
intimate, unexaggerated.

It is not surprising that Schiøtz, when given
the chance, should begin his career as a recording
artist with Carl Nielsen. His first published 78-
record (HMV X 6065) paved the way for about a
hundred recordings alone during 1938-40, most of
them in fresh Danish repertoire. The language
barrier would make such recordings “domestic”, of
course, but would it really have been better to have
recorded him in the same trivial items already
much duplicated in the international catalogue?

For me this CD is the essential Aksel Schiøtz.
Nor is it possible to imagine a selection that

introduces songs by Carl Nielsen more convincingly
than this one, and I hope that it will give joy to
many listeners abroad. A small number of items
with orchestral accompaniment appear together at
the end. Otherwise the songs are presented in the
order in which they were recorded. It is easily seen
that there is a 1938 series, and that most of the
remainder make up a 1940 series. The latter benefits
from the progress in singing technique which Aksel
Schiøtz acquired from his lessons with John Forsell
in Sweden. On the other hand the early recordings
have an irresistible freshness, that very same sense
of health and joie de vivre which makes Carl
Nielsen’s music so important for many of us.

Emotion Set Free

Carl Nielsen chose texts for his first published
songs in the posthumously issued poetry by Jens
Peter Jacobsen (1847-85), one of the great Scandi-
navian writers of the period. Carl Nielsen felt drawn
by the imaginative power of Jacobsen’s poems.
Two of the songs met with lasting success [13] and
[14], both are set in some distant age of chivalry,
though obviously modern in their ambiguity.

“Genre-painting” is really a miniature tone
poem, it deals with immaturity versus maturity in
emotion and art. The melismas on “stars” and
“roses” carry an undertone of ridicule. It is not
adult to try to express feelings in an obsolete
idiom. In angry impatience the boy suddenly turns
into a man, becoming at one with his desire. That is
honest nature, and therefore nature accepts it.

Musically Carl Nielsen transforms the Beck-
messerish stammering on “ro-o-o-o-ses” into the
gripping flowing “over the hills and far away”.
Aksel Schiøtz is at his very finest here. The open
baritonal voice on “blew out his desire” is beautiful.



One is justified in seeing this song as prophetic for
Carl Nielsen the composer.

Carl Nielsen gave to the piano accompaniment
a leading role in “Irmelin Rose”. The ambiguity of
the argument comes out there. To quote Schiøtz,
“With every verse the accompaniment grows more
complicated and the song more intense.” (This
poem was set by many composers, including
Delius, who favoured Jacobsen and Holstein, just
as Carl Nielsen did. There is a huge contrast
between Delius’s swooning style and Carl Nielsen’s
“Marziale. In high spirits”. They must have read
the poem very differently.)

I quoted Schiøtz from the Danish edition of
“The Singer and his Art”. Schiøtz also comments
on a couple of the Holstein songs,

Songs like “Tonight”, “Song behind the
Plough”, and “Irmelin Rose” all have a strong,
independent accompaniment, yet the singer’s voice
comes out clearly and with authority. Especially in
the first one, “The golden-white twilight”, the
singer has a blessed feeling of being carried
forward by the piano voice, like being one of the
parts in a string quartet! In “Song behind the
plough” the ploughman’s mind is full of the young
wife he shall be with at sunset. The eight hoofs
trampling along monotonously are illustrated in
the brilliant piano voice and curb his impatience.

Ludvig Holstein and Carl Nielsen were
friends, and verses and music are in close harmony.
Apart from the song about the kite, which is
undiluted Darwin, the point of view is “evolutio-
nist” in a broader, modern sense. In fact this poetry
wears its hundred years well. So does the music.
These Schiøtz recordings have been with me
through half a century, and never did they fail to
enchant and refresh. Historically they are part of a
batch of pre-war recordings, also including the

wind quintet, the first gramophone effort to make
Carl Nielsen’s music wider known.

A Score of Danish Songs

It was Thomas Laub, reformist of the music for the
Danish Lutheran service, who invited Carl Nielsen
for a joint venture. Much fine poetry, deserving to
live on in the people as songs, lacked tunes or only
had feeble ones composed for them. The idea
proved very fruitful for both composers. “A Score
of Danish Songs”, part one, came out in 1915,
followed by part two in 1917. 22 songs carry the
signature TL, 23 CN.

During those years Carl Nielsen’s views on
songwriting changed. As in his other music from
that time he became more radical. He entered a
quest for simplicity. This is apparent in the three
songs from the first volume Aksel Schiøtz recorded
in 1938 – [ 2 ], [ 3 ], [10]. To these could be added
the April Song [ 9 ], although it came out much
later. There is also a second recording from 1940 of
the Oehlenschläger song [16]. (Personally I favour
the 1940 for the way the tune is spun out in such a
fine legato).

Another personal favourite is the “April
Song”. At the age of nine I learnt the tune at
school. It worked very well, sung in unison in class
(though the capricious piano part is important
when performed by a soloist). A week later we
were introduced to Niels W. Gade’s tune. My
amazement and confusion I remember vividly.
How on earth could two tunes in their different
ways fit the same poem so well? By luck we now
have a Schiøtz recording of the Gade (see vol. 8).
The singer captures all the romantic grace there,



just as well as he sings Carl Nielsen’s humorous
tune here. Those smiling and resigned undertones,
there’s the special Schiøtz magic for you!

Jeppe Aakjær was “poet and peasant” (he
preferred peasant for farmer). Some of the most
popular Carl Nielsen songs have texts by Aakjær.
[ 2 ] is a typical sample. “Jens, the Roadman” is
earlier, from 1907. It owes its simple style to the
social point of the song, and to the character. The
tune, much to the disgust of Carl Nielsen, became a
plague, turning up regularly in waltzes and polkas.
Schiøtz gives it back its original purity.

Songs for a people

“Denmark, a thousand years” was at first a
“Shakespearean” choral song. In commeration of
Shakespeare’s death Helge Rode had written an
appropriate text to the tune of “God save the King”.
The year being 1916 Rode became uneasy about it
and asked Carl Nielsen to make a new tune to fit
the words. Delighted with the majestic tune another
poet who had been present in Elsinore wrote his
text for it, and this is what Aksel Schiøtz sings here
in fine ringing tones.

“The Mother” is an occasional play celebrating
the reunion in 1920 of Southern Jutland and its
Danish population with Denmark. Half a century
of harsh Kaiser rule had ended. “The bard” is a
symbolic character. In his songs he gives expression
to emotions of the time. The “big tune” is “As a
fleet ship-shape and ready”. It is heard here sung
by Schiøtz as part of a special record set prepared
for schools in the other Scandinavian countries.
(Dybbøl Mill was, and still is, a national symbol.
For many weeks an out-numbered Danish force put
up a defense here in 1864. The mill was shelled to
a gravel pile.)

“The bard’s lament” is a dark-toned, powerful
song. Its imagery refers to the many South Jutlanders
who were killed in war wearing hated German
uniforms. Strung out between despair and hope this
lament is among Schiøtz’s most remarkable
recorded achievements.

The bard’s song about the Danish girl may be
heard as a love song. However, “Princess Tove”
also symbolizes Danish character, weather, nature
– sour as well as sweet. There are two recordings.
The second, from 1940, is complete and has the
original orchestral accompaniment [20]. Still, it
does not make the first recording superfluous – it



comes first on the CD.
“The Danish Song” is one of Carl Nielsen’s

most popular songs. Events in 1940 made it that.
When the country had been occupied by a hostile
army, Danes gathered in groups or in large crowds
to sing together. I believe they needed to feel that
they were a people with the same “inner fortress”.
On those occasions Carl Nielsen’s song was a
favourite choice. Aksel Schiøtz’s recording is from
those days, and one can somehow hear him leading
a singing crowd, just as he did in the summer of
1940  [12].

At the end

two tracks turn up which few have heard, because
the original record is rare. This 1943 issue nearly
duplicates Schiøtz’ first one from 1938. Not
succesfully, I think. The brightness and spirit are
missing. In addition, although the copy used is
perfectly centered, there is some pitch wavering.

A failure then. Why not exclude it? Because
listeners will want to hear for themselves. In the
Schiøtz editon the only wilful act of deception has
been the removal of a bad entry from the chorus in
“Ulver and Vænelil”.

Aksel Schiøtz was one of the last important
gramophone artists of the 78s era. Wax cutting
demanded alert concentration, a discipline which
suited Schiøtz well. He thrived on the “now or
never” excitement which was part of the studio set-
up in those days. He had the scholar’s keen mind
and good taste. The expressiveness of his voice was
finely grained, so that emotions were heartfelt and
believable. He was a unique gramophone artist.
The evidence is now before us.

Thanks to Dr David Fanning, whose fine study of
Carl Nielsen’s 5th symphony was recently
published, for his kindly reading the notes and
translations.

©Arne Helman



[ 1 ] Prinsesse Tove

Min Pige er saa lys som Rav
og Danmarks gyldne Hvede,
og Blikket er saa blaat som Hav,
naar Himmel er dernede.
Prinsesse Tove af Danmark!

[Min Piges Smil er Sol i Maj
og Sang fra Lærkestruber,
og Smilehullet viser Vej
til Sindets gyldne Gruber.
Prinsesse Tove af Danmark!]

Min Pige kan vel være haard
mod dem, hun ilde lider,
da har hun Ord, som hidsigt slaar
og lidt for hidsigt bider.
Prinsesse Tove af Danmark!

Det Smilehul gaar bag en Sky,
og farligt Øjet graaner;
men Smilet bryder frem paany
og Blikkets Bølger blaaner.
Prinsesse Tove af Danmark!

Thi ser jeg i de Øjne ind,
de bliver vege, varme.
Da hviler jeg i hendes Sind,
som i to bløde Arme.
Prinsesse Tove af Danmark!

Helge Rode

note: in the recording with orchestra [20] the poem is complete, in the 1938 version [ 1 ] the second stanza is
not sung.

Princess Tove

My girl is fair as amber
and as Denmark’s golden wheat,
her glance is blue as the sea
when heaven is down here.
Princess Tove of Denmark!

[The smile from my girl is sun in May
and singing from tender larks’ throats,
and the dimple guides me to
her inner golden hollows.
Princess Tove of Denmark!]

My girl may turn against
those she does not care for,
then she has words to strike and hurt,
too much, I think, of temper.
Princess Tove of Denmark!

The dimple goes behind a cloud,
the greying eyes mean danger,
but beams will break through clouds anew,
and the eyes are blue waves playing.
Princess Tove of Denmark!

For as I look her in the face
those eyes will weaken warmly
and hold me in a rapt embrace
as close as soft arms round me.
Princess Tove of Denmark!



[ 2 ] Sundt Blod

Jeg bærer med smil min byrde,
jeg drager med sang mit læs;
jeg er som den vilde hyrde,
der genner sit kvæg på græs.

Se, duggen driver fra norden
hen over det bøjede korn,
mens solen stiger af jorden
imellem oksernes horn!

Jeg ser over tindrende marker
og langt mod den blånende fjord,
jeg stirrer på sejlende arker,
men finder ej tolkende ord.

Jeg slænger skalmejen for munden;
jeg trækker så lang dens lyd,
at kilderne klukker i lunden,
og bukkene bræger af fryd!

– Hvor kan I dog gruble og græde,
så længe Guds himmel er blå!
Mit hjerte skælver af glæde,
blot duggen dynker et strå.

Jeppe Aakjær

Healthy Blood

I carry my burden with a smile,
I pull my load with a song,
I am like the primitive herdsman
leading his cattle to graze.

Look, from the north dew is drifting
in waves over the yielding corn,
while the sun rises from the ground
between the oxen’s horns.

I look across glistening fields
and far out towards the lightening fiord,
I gaze at the sailing clouds
 – how could all be put into words?

I take the shawm to my mouth
and draw out a tone so long
that springs in the wood will chuckle
and the rams will bleat overjoyed.

How can anyone brood or wail
with a sky as blue as this!
My heart trembles with joy
at the dew dropping on a straw.



[ 3 ] Hiemvee

Underlige Aftenlufte!
Hvorhen vinker I min Hu?
Svale, milde Blomsterdufte:
Siig, hvorhen I bølge nu!
Gaaer I over hviden Strand
Til mit elskte Fødeland?
Vil I der med Eders Bølger
Tolke hvad mit Hierte dølger?

Matte Sol! bag Biergets Stene
Luerød du synker ned.
Og nu sidder jeg allene
I min dunkle Eensomhed.
Hiemme var der intet Field!
Ak, saa er jeg ude vel?
Skal i Nat ei barnligt blunde
I mit Herthas grønne Lunde.

Tager ei min Sang for andet,
End et ufrivilligt Suk.
Længselsfuldt heniler Vandet,
Aftnen er saa blid og smuk.
Mangen saadan Aftenstund
Sad jeg i min kiære Lund.
Mindet vender nu tilbage;
Det var Aarsag i min Klage.

Adam Oehlenschläger. Halle, Tyskland 1805

Homesickness

Magical evening breeze!
Where do you beckon me?
Cool and mild scents of flowers:
Tell me, where are you waving now!
Will you pass white shores
and go to my beloved country?
Will you there with your waves
express what my heart conceals?

Hazy sun! behind the stony mountain
you sink away flaming red.
And now I am sitting alone
in my dark solitude.
At home there was no mountain!
Alas, so must I be outside?
Shall not sleep as a child to-night
in my Hertha’s green groves. (= Zealand)

Do not take my song for more
than an involuntary sigh.
Longingly the (river’s) water hurries by,
the evening is so soft and beautiful.
Many such an evening
I was in my dear grove.
Memory comes back now;
that is the cause of my lament.



[ 4 ] Sang bag Ploven

I Solen gaar jeg bag min Plov.
Jeg nikker til den grønne Skov,
hvor du, min Lykke, gemmer dig.
Mit Hjerte lér og gemmer sig
og gemmer sin Lyksalighed
til Sol gaar ned, til Sol gaar ned.

Min Lykke vaagner ung og ny
som Lærkesang ved Morgengry.
Hver Aftenstund den smykker sig.
Men kun for mig du smykker sig.
Og Nætternes Lyksalighed
er Dagens gyldne Hemlighed.

Jeg pløjer op det gode Muld.
men ingen ser det gyldne Guld,
som i mit Hjerte gemmer sig.
Jeg gemmer mig; jeg gemmer dig;
jeg gemmer vor Lyksalighed
til Sol gaar ned, til Sol gaar ned.

Ludvig Holstein

[ 5 ] Sjælland

Vi Sletternes Sønner har Drømme i Sind,
de vaagner og bliver til Sange,
de stiger af Sommernattaagernes Spind,
som Lærkerne flyver af Vange.

De brister af Længsel en Dag i April
som Crocus og blaa Hyacinther,
og bryder som Vaarsolens sejrende Smil
igennem den smeltende Vinter.

Song behind the Plough

In the sun I walk behind my plough.
I nod and greet the green trees
where you, my happiness, are hiding.
My heart laughs and hides itself
and hides its bliss
till sunset comes, till sunset comes.

My happiness wakes up young and new
as singing larks at dawn.
Every evening it adorns itself.
But just for me you adorn yourself.
And the blissfulness of nights
is the golden secret of the day.

I am ploughing up the good mould.
But nobody sees the gleaming gold
which is hidden in my heart.
I am hiding me. I am hiding you.
I am hiding our blissfulness
till sunset comes, till sunset comes.

Zealand

We sons of the plains harbour hidden dreams,
they wake up and turn into songs,
they rise from the webs of the summer night’s mist
as larks flying up from the meadows.

They are bursting with longing some April day
like crocus and blue hyacinths,
and like the spring sun’s victorious smile
they will break through the melting winter.



Saa sejler de over det duftende Land,
hvor Vaarsæden pibler af Jorden,
og hilser med Jubel bag Skovenes Rand
den blinkende Stribe af Fjorden.

Og skælver i Foraarets fløjtende Lyd,
som triller fra Haver og Lunde,
og stjæler letsindigt Forventningens Fryd
fra løndomsfuldt smilende Munde.

Det er ikke Morgen, det er ikke Nat,
sært Tankerne vildes i Taagen.
Højt hamrer et Hjerte og fjernt i sit Krat
er Sommernatsangeren vaagen.

Hr. Oluf red over Elverbro
i Midsommernatten den hvide,
da snubled hans Ganger paa fire Guldsko –
Hr. Oluf hvorhen vil I ride?

O, Trolddom i Sommernattaagernes Spind!
O, Minder, som kogler og frister!
Vi Sletternes Sønner har Drømme i Sind
og ved ikke selv, naar de brister.

De ligger og venter Forløsningens Stund
og længes at blive til Sange,
som Lærker i Kløvermarktuernes Bund,
før Dagningen lyser i Vange.

Ludvig Holstein

Then they sail over the fragrant land
where the seed from the soil is peeping,
they joyfully greet, behind the woods,
the gleaming stripe of the water.

And tremble in the spring’s fluting sound,
warbling from the groves and the gardens,
and steal lightheartedly the longed-for joy
out of secretly smiling mouths.

This is not like dawn, this is not like night,
thoughts lose their way in the mist.
Loudly hammers a heart and in its distant brush
the summer night singer is awake.

Sir Oluf rode over the bridge of the elves
in the midsummer night, so white,
then his steed stumbled on four gold shoes –
Sir Oluf, say where are you riding?

O magic in the summer night’s web!
O memories tempting and bewitching!
We sons of the plains harbour hidden dreams
and know not when they are bursting.

They are calmly awaiting delivery,
longing to turn into songs,
as larks in the clover meadows deep
before dawn over the lea is breaking.



[ 6 ] Jægersang fra “Tove”

Glenten styrter fra Fjeldets Kam
med Solskin over sin røde Ham.
Som Ild er Vingen, dens Næb som Rav,
saa sejler den over det salte Hav.
Smaafisk plasker med Finnen fro,
saa frit gennem Bølgen han glider –
Glenten kroger sin skarpe Klo
og planter den i hans Sider.

En skal lege og en skal slaa,
de store Fugle æde de smaa.
Glenten spiler sin Ham paany,
saa sejler han hen over Kirkeby.
Duerikken i Bejlerrus
gaar rundt og rundt om sin Frue –
Glenten kommer med Brask og Brus,
som Enke sidder Fru Due.

En skal kurre og en skal slaa,
de store Fugle æde de smaa.
Glenten spiler sin Ham igen,
saa sejler han stolt over Heden hen.
Lærken kimer til Solnedgang,
saa langvejs klinger dens Trille –
Glenten møder til Aftensang
og brat blev Sangeren stille.

En skal kvidre og en skal slaa,
de store Fugle æde de smaa.
Glenten lystrer sin egen Lov,
den skrev han efter sit Sinds Behov.
Smaafisk, Lærke og Duerik
fik hver sin Lod og sin Vane.
Glentehannen har Glenteskik,
og Sejren følger hans Bane.

Ludvig Holstein

Hunter’s Song

The kite dives from the craggy mountain
with sunshine over its red feathers.
The wing is as fire, the beak as amber,
so it sails over the salty sea.
The small fish plays and shows its fin,
glides so free through the water –
the kite’s sharp claw is ready
and bores into its side.

Some must play and some must strike,
the big birds must eat the small.
The kite stretches its feathers
and sails over village farm.
The pigeon in suitor’s rapture
walks circling round his wife –
the kite comes in lightening rush,
Mrs pigeon is now a widow.

Some must coo and some must strike,
the big birds must eat the small.
The kite stretches its feathers
sailing proud over heath-land.
The lark chimes for sunset,
the trill is heard so far.
The kite arrives for vespers
and then the singer is silent.

Some must twitter and some must strike,
the big birds must eat the small.
The kite obeys his own law,
he wrote it to suit his needs.
Lark and pigeon and small fish,
each has its own lot and habit.
The kite cock acts as a kite
and victory follows his flight.



[ 7 ] I Aften

Det gyldenhvide Himmellys. De tavse, sorte Skove.
Og rundt i Havens Gange staar de stille Træer og sove.
Og Duggen daler kølig-mild og fugter Kind og Pande –
I Aften var det godt, min Sjæl, at staa mod Dødens Strande!

I Aften var det godt, min Sjæl, i Fald du kunde glide
paa blød og hastig Vingeflugt mod Lysets Hav, det hvide!
Og svinde hen i stille Lys og gylden Fred derinde,
og dø deri – befriet fra din Drøm og fra dit Minde!

Ludvig Holstein

Tonight

The golden-white twilight from above. The silent, dark woods.
And in the garden the trees are standing in quiet sleep.
And the dew falls coolly-mild, moistening cheek and forehead –
tonight it would be well, my soul, to head for the shores of death.

Tonight it would be well, my soul, to glide
on soft and quick wings towards the sea of light, the white!
And fade in quiet light and golden peace within,
and die in this light – freed from dream and memory!

[ 8 ] Sommersang

Fyldt med Blomster blusser
Æbletræets Gren.
Atter blaaner Himlen
dyb og varm og ren.
Over Markens Blommer
brummer Honningbien,
honningtung og ør – –
Ak, saa blev det Sommer!
Vandrer du langs Stien
drømmende som før?

Summer Song

Full of blossoms blushes
the branch on the apple-tree.
The sky is blue once more,
deep and warm and pure.
Over flowers in the field
the bumble-bee is buzzing
honey-loaded, dizzy – –
Ah summer has come!
Do you walk along the path
dreamy as before?



Blomsters blide Dufte
bæres vidt om Vang.
Gøg fra fjerne Skove
kukker Dagen lang.
Hørte du i Dalen,
hvor de klare Kilder
klinger gennem Krat,
Sang af Nattergalen,
lange Løb af Triller
i den lyse Nat?

Vestens Brise bruser
gennem Korn og Græs.
Slettelandets Bølger
lover rige Læs.
Himlens milde Byger
deres gyldne Grøde
bringer fjernt og nær – –
Blomsterstøvet ryger,
dufter dig i Møde
over Rug, som drær.

Ak, saa blev det Sommer.
Smægtende paany
Skønhedsdrømmen stiger
op mod Himlens Sky.
Svanehvid den svømmer
som et dejligt Smykke
i det dybe Blaa – –
Hele Jorden drømmer
om et Dyb af Lykke,
som den ej kan naa.

Ludvig Holstein

Soft fragrance of flowers
is smelt near and far.
From distant woods the cuckoo
calls all day long.
Did you hear in the dale
how clear springs
ripple through the thicket,
song from the nightingale,
long runs of trills
in the twilight night?

A western breeze rustles
through corn and grass.
Waves on level country
promise rich loads.
Mild showers from the sky
give a golden harvest
everywhere in sight – –
Pollen from the flowers
meets you as a sweet smell,
a burst of pollen from the rye.

Ah summer has come.
The dream of beauty
once more rises wistfully
towards clouds and sky.
White as a swan it swims
as a lovely jewel
in the deep blue – –
All nature is dreaming
of a happiness deeper
than can be reached.



[ 9 ] Aprilsvise

Grøn er Vaarens Hæk,
Kaaben kastes væk,
Jomfruer sig alt paa Volden sole;
Luften er saa smuk,
deres Længelssuk
kendes let paa deres Silkekjole.

Nu har Viben Æg,
Pilen dygtig Skæg,
og Violen smaat paa Volden pipper;
Gaasen sine smaa
lærer flittig gaa,
Skaden vindigt med sin Hale vipper.

Aftnen driver paa,
mens de skønne gaa.
Bare de dem ikke skal forkøle!
Hvilken yndig Strøm!
Barmen bli’r saa øm,
man mit Hjerte kan paa Vesten føle.

I den tavse Nat,
som en stor Dukat,
Maanen stænker Guld paa alle Grene.
Ak, de skønne svandt
jo fra hver en Kant!
Det er tungt, man skal gaa hjem alene.

Poul Møller

April Song

Green is springtime’s hedge,
cloaks are cast aside,
maidens enjoy the sun on the green mound.
The air is so nice,
their longing sighs
can be seen on their silk dresses.

The lapwing now has eggs,
the willow grows its beard,
and violets on the mound are peeping.
The goose is teaching
her young ones to walk,
The magpie is busy moving its tail up and down.

Evening gets close,
while the beauties walk,
hopefully they won’t catch a cold!
What a lovely stream,
the breast feels so sore,
I can feel my heart through the waistcoat.

In the silent night
as a big ducat
the moon sprinkles gold on all the branches.
Alas, the beauties left
from everywhere in sight!
It is sad walking home alone.

(note: the mound was the city limit of Old
Copenhagen.)



[10] Af Sted!

Der henne paa Vejen kommer en rødmosset
Bondedreng, som synger ret af Hjærtens Grund. –
Under sin Vandring spillede Drengen Bold med sin
Hat, imedens han med gennemtrængende Røst
sang følgende Ord:

Farvel, min velsignede Fødeby!
Min Moders Gryde ryger i Sky,
min Faders Kvie gumler i Stald,
min Søsters Hane sover paa Hald.
Jeg vil løbe min Vej!

Lerstampede Gulv, hvor med Skjorte paa
jeg lærte krybe, jeg lærte gaa!
Nu kedes jeg plat ved saa stakket Gang,
og Stuen bliver mig alt for trang.
Jeg maa løbe min Vej!

For det første den rygende Grød jeg flyr
og synger op udi vildene Skyer:
Hurra, blaatrøjede danske Knøs!
hejs Pjalten i Vejret, og Skuden øs!
snart vi flyver af Sted.

Poul Møller, fra “En dansk Students Eventyr”

[11] Den milde dag er lys og lang

Den milde dag er lys og lang
og fuld af sol og fuglesang,
og alt er såmænd ganske godt,
når blot, når blot, når blot,
når blot vor nabos Ilsebil
vil det, som jeg så gerne vil,
vil lægge kinden mod min kind
med samme varme sind,

Off!

On the road appears a ruddy peasant boy, singing
heartily. The boy is kicking his hat like a ball
before him, while he sings the following words in a
penetrating voice:

Farewell, dear village where I was born!
My mother’s food lets steam in the air,
my father’s heifer is munching in the stall,
my sister’s cockerel is asleep on the shelf.
I will run away!

Stamped floor of clay where in baby shirt
I learnt how to crawl and then how to walk!
Now I am bored by such a restricted life,
and the house is much too narrow for me.
I must run away!

So now the steaming porridge I flee
and sing in the sky at the top of my voice.
Hurrah, you Danish lad in blue vest!
Hoist the rag in the air, and bail out the tub!
Soon we’ll fly our way.

The gentle day is bright and long

The gentle day is bright and long
and full of sun and birds in song,
and in a way all’s fine again,
but when, but when, but when,
but when will neighbour’s Ilsebil
desire what I so dearly will,
to lay her cheek against my cheek
in spirit warm and meek,



vil række mig sin lille hånd
med samme redebonne ånd,
vil lukke øjet som til blund
og give mig sin mund!
Ja, dagen den er lys og lang,
og der er nok af fuglesang,
men jeg er bange, Ilsebil,
vil ikke det, jeg vil.

Bag hækken kommer Ilsebil –
mon det er mig hun smiler til?
Hun bærer mælk i klinket fad
og giver katten mad.
Å se, nu smiler hun igen,
min Ilsebil, min egen ven –
det er som selve solens skin
faldt i mit hjerte ind.

Aage Berntsen, fra “Fynsk Forår”

[12] Den danske sang

Den danske sang er en ung, blond pige,
hun går og nynner i Danmarks hus,
hun er et barn af det havblå rige,
hvor bøge lytter til bølgers brus.
Den danske sang, når den dybest klinger,
har klang af klokke, af sværd og skjold.
Imod os bruser på brede vinger
en sagatone fra hedenold.

Al Sjællands ynde og Jyllands vælde,
de tvende klange af blidt og hårdt,
skal sangen rumme for ret at melde
om, hvad der inderst er os og vort.
Og tider skifter, og sæder mildnes,
men kunst og kamp kræver stadig stål,
det alterbål, hvor vor sjæl skal ildnes,
det flammer hedest i Bjarkemål.

will let me hold her little hand,
so sweet consent I’ll understand,
will close her eyes in silent bliss,
give me her mouth to kiss.
The day is ever bright and long
with quite enough of birds in song,
but I’m afraid that Ilsebil
will not do as I will.

Behind the hedge comes Ilsebil,
can such a smile mean what I will?
She carries milk in broken dish
to please the cat’s best wish.
But look, just now she smiles again,
my Ilsebil, my own true friend –
it is as sunshine’s golden spell
into my heart just fell.

The Danish song

The Danish song is a fair young woman,
she’s humming about in Denmark’s house,
a child she is of this sea-blue nation
where beech trees listen to the sound of waves.
The Danish song has from the deepest well
a ring of bells and of sword and shield.
Towards us comes, as solemn wing-strokes,
a saga music from heathen time.

The grace of Zealand and the might of Jutland,
the pair of strains sounding soft and strong,
must be in the song if it shall be true
as to what we are, and to what we hold.
And ages pass, and customs soften,
though art and struggle still need steel.
The beacon where our minds burn purer
has hottest fire in “Bjarkemål”.



Så syng da, Danmark, lad hjertet tale,
ti hjertesproget er vers og sang,
og lære kan vi af nattergale,
af lærken over den grønne vang.
Og blæsten suser sin vilde vise,
og stranden drøner sit højtidskvad,
fra hedens lyng som fra stadens flise
skal sangen løfte sig ung og glad.

Kai Hoffmann

[13] Irmelin Rose

Se, der var en Gang en Konge,
Mangen Skat han kaldte sin,
Navnet paa den allerbedste
Vidste hver var Irmelin,
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sol,
Irmelin Alt, hvad der var dejligt.

Alle Ridderhjelme spejled
Hendes Farvers muntre Pragt,
Og med alle Rim og Rythmer
Havde Navnet sluttet Pagt:
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sol,
Irmelin Alt, hvad der var dejligt.

Hele store Bejlerflokke
Der til Kongens Gaarde foer,
Bejlede med ømme Lader
Og med blomsterfagre Ord:
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sol,
Irmelin Alt, hvad der er dejligt!

So, Denmark, sing, let the heart speak freely,
for hearts come out well in verse and song,
and we can learn from nightingales,
from the rising lark over meadows green.
The wind will blow its wild ballad,
and the beach will sound its solemn tale,
from Jutland’s heather, from city asphalt
our song shall rise, joyful and young.

(note: “Bjarkemål” is an early heroic epic)

Irmelin Rose

Once upon a time there was a king,
many treasures did he possess,
the name of the very best,
as everyone knew, was Irmelin,
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin all that was lovely.

All the knights’ helmets mirrored
the gay splendour of her colours,
and with every rhyme and rhythm
the name had made a pact:
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin all that was lovely.

Large crowds of suitors
arrived at the king’s castle,
courted with tender gestures
and with flowery words.
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin all that is lovely!



Men Prindsessen jog dem fra sig
(Hjertet var saa koldt som Staal),
Lastede den Enes Holdning,
Vrænged ad den Andens Maal.
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sol,
Irmelin Alt, hvad der er dejligt!

J. P. Jacobsen

But the princess scared them away
(the heart was as cold as steel),
criticized the carriage of one,
mocked the diction of the next:
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin, all that is lovely!

[14]  Genre-painting
The page was in the turret high
gazing far away,
composing a love poem
about his heart aches,
could not collect the pieces,
was fumbling
now with stars, now with roses,
nothing would rhyme with roses –
in despair he reached for his horn,
gripping his sword in anger
blew out his desire
over the hills and far away.

First printing of Genre-painting 1875



[15] Havets Sang fra “Willemoes”

Havet omkring Danmark, vort moderlige hav,
blåt som vore øjne og blidt som vore drømme,
– minderige strømme,
som stryger mildt mod kyst. –
Længsel har du lagt i vort bryst!
Vi vandrer din vej, vi lyder din lov;
vi pløjer dine enge med kølens ranke plov.
Du vugger os i verden, så vide som vi vil. –
Dig elsker vi, o hav, og dig vi hører til!

Havet omkring Danmark, vort moderlige hav,
gråt som vore vilkår og grønt som vore løfter,
– skumbesatte kløfter,
som kløver ø fra ø, –
dådfuldt har du lært os at dø!
Vi vandrer din vej...

Havet omkring Danmark, du moderlige hav,
stridt som vore viljer og stolt som vore sejre,
– brynjeklædte lejre,
som larmer under strand. –
Hæder skal vi høste vort land!
Vi vandrer din vej...

L. C. Nielsen

[16] Underlige Aftenlufte se [ 3 ]

[17] Hymne til Danmark

Danmark, i tusind år,
længer end saga når,
vor stammes arv,
hærget og frugtbargjort,
hjemstavn og verdens port –
lær os at råde stort
så rig en arv!

Song of the Sea

The sea around Denmark, our motherly sea,
blue as our eyes and soft as our dreams,
– streams rich in memories
mildly stroking the shores. –
Longing you laid in our breast!
We wander your way, we obey your law.
We plough your meadow with straightest keel.
You cradle us in the world, as far as we will. –
We love you, oh sea, and we belong to you.

The sea around Denmark, our motherly sea,
grey as the conditions and green as our promises,
– foaming clefts
dividing isle from isle, –
you taught us how in action to die!
We wander your way...

The sea around Denmark, our motherly sea,
hard as our wills and proud as our victories,
– armour-sparkling camps
noisily heard on shores. –
Honour shall we gather for our land!
We wander your way...

[16] Magical Evening Breeze see [ 3 ]

Homage to Denmark

Denmark, a thousand years,
ancient as saga stem
our heritage,
harried and prosperous,
homeland and ocean gate,
grant us grandly to rule
rich heritage!



Danmark, imod dig slår
atter en stormfuld vår
med liv og død.
Strid eller arbejdsdag;
her kræves hårde tag.
Løft os, vort gamle flag,
i liv og død!

Danmark, i tusind år
søhavn og bondegård
og fri mænds arv.
Brug du os, hvor du kan,
tag du os, mand for mand!
Stå skal vort fædreland
som fri mænds arv!

Valdemar Rørdam

[18] Jens Vejmand

Hvem sidder dér bag skærmen
med klude om sin hånd,
med læderlap for øjet
og om sin sko et bånd,
det er såmænd Jens Vejmand,
der af sin sure nød
med hamren må forvandle
de hårde sten til brød.

Og vågner du en morgen
i allerførste gry
og hører hamren klinge
påny, påny, påny,
det er såmænd Jens Vejmand
på sine gamle ben,
som hugger vilde gnister
af morgenvåde sten.

Denmark, against you strikes
once more a stormy spring
with life and death.
Fighting or working day,
strong strokes are taken here.
Lift us, our ancient flag,
in life and death!

Denmark, a thousand years,
port, farm, the heritage
of free men all.
You use us where you can,
you take us man by man!
Stand firm our heritage
of free men all!

Jens, the Roadman

Who’s there behind the screen
with rags tied round his hand,
with eye-patch and with one
wooden shoe in bad repair?
Why, that is Jens, the Roadman,
from dire necessity
with his hammer he must change
the hard stones into bread.

And if you wake one morning
at earliest break of day
and hear the hammer-clicks,
again, again, again,
why, that is Jens, the Roadman
on old and tired legs,
who is hewing wild sparks
from morning-wet stones.



Og ager du til staden
bag bondens fede spand,
og møder du en olding,
hvis øje står i vand, –
det er såmænd Jens Vejmand
med halm om ben og knæ,
der næppe ved at finde
mod frosten mer et læ.

Og vender du tilbage
i byger og i blæst,
mens aftenstjernen skælver
af kulde i sydvest,
og klinger hammerslaget
bag vognen ganske nær, –
det er såmænd Jens Vejmand,
som endnu sidder dér.

Så jævned han for andre
den vanskelige vej,
men da det léd mod julen,
da sagde armen nej;
det var såmænd Jens Vejmand,
han tabte ham’ren brat,
de bar ham over heden
en kold decembernat.

Der står på kirkegården
et gammelt frønnet bræt;
det hælder slemt til siden,
og malingen er slet.
Det er såmænd Jens Vejmands.
Hans liv var fuld af sten,
men på hans grav – i døden,
man gav ham aldrig én.

Jeppe Aakjær

And if you drive to town
behind the farmer’s well-fed pair,
and if you pass a greybeard
with watery old eyes,
why, that is Jens, the Roadman,
with straw round leg and knee,
who knows not how to find
some shelter against the frost.

And when on your return
through hail and gusts of wind,
while the evening star shivers
with cold in south-west,
and if you hear the hammer,
when the carriage comes near,
why, that is Jens, the Roadman,
who is still sitting there.

And so he paved for others
the difficult road.
But when it was near Christmas
his arm would not obey.
For that was Jens, the Roadman,
the hammer fell from hand,
across the heath they took him
one cold December night.

On the churchyard can be seen
an old and rotten board.
It is tilting rather badly,
and the paint cannot be read.
Yes, that is Jens, the Roadman’s.
His life was full of stone,
but on his grave they gave him
not even one, his own.



[19] Sangen om Danmark

Som en rejselysten Flaade
ankret op ved Jyllands Bro
under Vejrs og Vindes Naade
ligger Landet dybt i Ro.
Haardt gaar Hav mod Bro og Stavn,
møder Danmarks stille Navn.
Hør, hvor blidt det klinger!
Hvor vi stod, og hvor vi gik,
kom dit Navn, som sød Musik,
blødt paa hvide Vinger.

Havombruset yngler Landet.
Tusind Øer gik af Havn,
lod sig bære bort af Vandet,
for at bære Danmarks Navn.
Muntert frem til Livets Dyst
gennem Mulm og straalelyst.
Hil jer vore Skibe!
Flaget blaffer rødt og hvidt.
Her er Danmark, dit og mit,
med sin Kølvandsstribe.

Hør det! Husk det, alle Danske!
Klar og frodig er vor Aand.
Sproget slutter som en Handske
om en fast og venlig Haand.
Værn med Vid, hvad helt er vort.
Sig kun Sandhed, jevnt og kort,
gladest ved det Milde.
Danskens Lov i Strid og Fred
være Ret og Billighed,
som Kong Volmer vilde.

The Song about Denmark

As a fleet ship-shape and ready
anchored up by Jutland’s quay
at the winds’ and weather’s mercy
lies the land in peaceful calm.
Rough goes sea ’gainst quay and bow
meeting Denmark’s quiet name.
Listen to its mild sound!
Where we stood and where we went,
came your name, as music sweet,
soft on white wings floating.

Land and sea breed many children.
A thousand islands left port,
were carried over the water
carrying Denmark’s name.
Cheerfully entering the struggle of life
through pitch-darkness or sun-lit.
We greet you, our ships!
The flag flies its red and white.
Here is Denmark, yours and mine,
with its wake of fervent foam.

Hear this! Remember, every Dane!
Clear and vigorous is our spirit.
The language fits like a glove
round a firm and friendly hand.
Hold on, with wit, to what is ours.
The truth tell, truth single and brief,
happiest at mildness.
The Danish law in strife and peace
should be just and reasonable,
as King Valdemar bade.



Vinterklart og sommerbroget,
morgenmuntert, skumringssvøbt,
ligefremt og latterkroget,
smilbestraalet, taaredøbt.
Det er Danmarks frie Sprog,
uden Tryk af fremmed Aag
frejdigt Freja taler.
Eget Brød til egen Dug,
Danmarks Hvede, Danmarks Rug,
Dybbøl Mølle maler.

Helge Rode

[20] Prinsesse Tove se [ 1 ]

[21] Klagesang

Saa bittert var mit Hjerte,
saa mødig var min Fod,
saa syg og ensom var min Sjæl,
da jeg ved Maalet stod.
De sultne Krager skriger vildt,
hvor sorte Storme gaar.
Kom Vaar!

Kom Danmarks blide Sommer.
Kom blomsterbroget Vang.
Kom gylden Dag og Sølvernat.
Kom søde Fuglesang.

Men Træets nøgne Grene
er i fortvivlet Trods
strakt op mod Mørkets vilde Hær,
som gaar henover os.
Nu falder Spurven død til Jord
og Mulden gør sig haard.
Kom Vaar!

Winter-clear and summer-coloured
morning-cheery, twilight-wrapp’d
straightforward and laughter-crooked
lit by smiles and tear-baptized,
such is Denmark’s freeborn tongue.
Foreign yoke now cast away
Freïa speaks out freely.
Our bread on our cloth,
Denmark’s wheat and Denmark’s rye
Dybbøl Mill is grinding.

[20] Princess Tove see [ 1 ]

Lament

So bitter was my heart,
so tired was my foot,
so sick and lonesome was my soul
when this place I reached.
The hungry crows wildly caw
where the black storms go.
Come spring!

Come Denmark’s gentle summer,
come flower-coloured lea.
Come golden day and silvery night.
Come sweet singing of birds.

The trunk and naked branches
in obstinate despair
stretch towards the wild host of the dark
passing high above us.
Now the sparrow falls dead to the ground
and the mould is hardening.
Come spring!



Kom Danmarks blide Sommer.
Kom blomsterbroget Vang.
Kom gylden Dag og Sølvernat.
Kom søde Fuglesang.

Men fattigst fryser Korset,
som et froststivnet Raab,
de tomme Hænder bærer kun
paa et korsfæstet Haab.
Urolig er de Dødes Søvn,
de mindes deres Saar.
Kom Vaar!

Kom Danmarks blide Sommer.
Kom blomsterbroget Vang.
Kom gylden Dag og Sølvernat.
Kom søde Fuglesang.

Helge Rode

[22] Den milde dag se [11]

[23] Magdelones dansescene

Magdelone
Er der nogen hjemme?
Min hjerte Søn! Hvordan gik Maskaraden?

Leander
Saa Mamma ved –

Magdelone
Jeg hørte det paa Gaden.
Kan gamle Koner ogsaa komme der?

Leander
Ja, der er Indgang for enhver.

Come Denmark’s gentle summer,
come flower-coloured lea.
Come golden day and silvery night.
Come sweet singing of birds.

But poorest freezes the cross
as a frost-stiffened cry,
the empty hands only hold
a crucified hope.
Uneasy is the sleep of the dead,
they remember their wounds.
Come spring!

Come Denmark’s gentle summer,
come flower-coloured lea.
Come golden day and silvery night.
Come sweet singing of birds.

[22] The gentle day see [11]

Magdelone’s Dance Scene

Magdelone
Is that you, Leander?
My dearest son, was it fun masquerading?

Leander
So, so you know – ?

Magdelone
I heard it from a neighbour.
Are older women free to join in there?

Leander
Yes I think that anyone can go.



Magdelone
Ifald det Ord, min Søn, kan staa til Troende,
Saa kender jeg en saadan gammel Kone,
Som endnu ej har slidt sit Danselær af Skoene.

Leander
Og denne gamle Kone?

Magdelone
Er –

Henrik (afsides)
I, du hellige Abelone!

Leander
Er – ?

Magdelone
Din Moder, Magdelone.

Leander
Se, se! Men, med Forlov, kan Mamma danse?

Magdelone
Om jeg kan danse?
Jeg kunde svare dig med en Romance.
(synger og danser tillige)
En Cinquepas, en Galliard,
Den har jeg lært at træde,
Og lader se min Kunst og Art,
I andre skulle kvæde.

Leander og Henrik (afsides)
Hun lader se sin Kunst og Art,
Det er baade til at le og græde!

Magdelone
If what you say is true, is really true, my son,
then there’s an older woman, I can tell you,
who’s still in shape and still can tread a merry
dance or two.

Leander
Who is this older woman?

Magdelone (bashfully)
It’s –

Henrik (aside)
Ooh, my master will sure disown her!

Leander
It’s – ?

Magdelone
Your mother, Magdelone.

Leander
I see! But, pardon me, are you a dancer?

Magdelone
Am I a dancer?
Well, I could answer you with a romanza.
(singing and dancing)
A cinquepas, a galliard,
my studies have been zealous,
and I can show the style and art
to make all others jealous.

Leander and Henrik (aside)
She’ll let us see her style and art,
in both a sad and comic fashion.



Magdelone
Da jeg var ung, var Dans min største Glæde.
(figurerer og synger)
En Polskdans var mig ingenting,
I Ungersk hvirvled jeg omkring,
En Skotsk jeg skar med Skørters Sving
Og Hop à la campagne.
Men frem for alt jeg traadte let
En Rigaudon, en Menuet,
En Contretemps, en Passepied,
Og skal det være, kan jeg
Endnu Folie d’Espagne.

Leander og Henrik (afsides)
Se her Folie d’Espagne!

Magdelone (figurerer)
Folie d’Espagne med din Fod
Skal spilles, som du triner
Til Skriftestol at gøre Bod
Med gravitetske Miner.
Men skønt den dølger stolt sit Mod
Bag Ærbarhedens Gardiner,
Den røber dog et heftigt Blod
Og Kærlighedens Piner.

Leander og Henrik (afsides)
Ha, ha! Ha, ha! den Spas er god.
Hun tripper og hun triner
Og slaar paa Tromme med sin Fod,
Mens vi staar her og hviner.

Henrik
Ak, gode Frue! Nok en Folie!

Magdelone
When I was young, and dancing was my passion,
(strikes poses and sings)
a polonaise went with a swing,
a czardas was a simple thing.
I’d even dance the Highland fling
and leap à la campagne. (stamps her heels)
I loved to do a pirouette,
a rigaudon, a minuet,
a contretemps, a passepied, (out of breath)
and if I have to,
then I may Folie d’Espagne.

Leander and Henrik (aside)
Hurrah, Folie d’Espagne!

Magdelone (strikes poses)
Folie d’Espagne, place your foot
with delicate comportment,
you then advance the other foot
with dignified deportment.
But while I cloak my inmost mood
behind a proud demeanour,
it cannot tame the hectic blood
that boils in my interior.

Leander and Henrik (aside)
Ha, ha! Ha, ha! Her action’s good;
her tripping an achievement.
She taps the beat out with her foot,
and gives us entertainment!

Henrik
Ah, gentle mistress, one more Folie
(very entreating) One more Folie, one more Folie!



Magdelone (sætter sig i positur)
Folie d’Espagne med din Fod...

Henrik (ude af sig selv)
Ak, du dejlige Folie!

Vilhelm Andersen

[24] Sang bag Ploven se [ 4 ]

[25] Jeg bærer med smil se [ 2 ]

Magdelone (takes up position again)
Folie d’Espagne, place your foot
with delicate comportment...

Henrik (beside himself)
Ah, wonderful Folie! Tra-la-la-la, tra-la!

[24] Song behind the plough see [ 4 ]

[25] I carry my burden see [ 2 ]

                               Jeppe Aakjær                                                                        J.P. Jacobsen

Vilhelm Andersen, translation by Reginald Spink.
Copyright©Estate of Reginald Spink. Printed with permission from The Carl Nielsen Edition and Edition
Wilhelm Hansen AS, Copenhagen.



Aksel Schiøtz with Svend Chr. Felumb
at the Tivoli Gardens

Arne Helman, M.A., researched and edited the
Schiøtz edition, selected the original copies used,
and supervised transfers.

Notes and translations, unless otherwise
indicated, are by the editor, ©1998.
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The Collection

Carl Nielsen did not think highly of recordings. He called
the gramophone and the radio “mechanical” as opposed to
“living” music. Tinned music, lacking life and flavour, was
his verdict. Apart from a handful of songs, the only piece of
his recorded during his lifetime is a “Cockerels’ Dance”
from Berlin 1924. This has been included here as an
appendix and seems to bear out his dismissal.

The songs in this set, including a couple of pre-electric
records, tell a different tale, though. These records were
good for their day, in terms of sound and presence, and
nothing has been spared to present the original qualities as
truthfully as possible.

It may be of interest to the listener to know how this
final volume was edited. Having chosen performances from
the top drawer of all Carl Nielsen songs available in early
recordings, we found that this added up to about 2 hours.
Fair enough. However, we decided to make good use of the
extra playing time available, and to collect on two CDs all
Carl Nielsen song recordings by two singers, Einar Nørby
and Aksel Schiøtz (presumably the only one of these
singers with a gramophone reputation abroad. – Anybody
complaining about inevitable duplication of some songs is
looking a gift horse in the mouth! Many listeners will like
the idea of alternative versions, we suppose. In any case it
is advisable to treat the Schiøtz/Nørby CD as the two
separate recitals they indeed are.

This being gramophone history the tracks appear
chronologically according to artists and dates of recording.
With a few modifications this seemed to make a good
listening order. Apart from the Schiøtz records all items are
being reissued for the first time.

As in this early recording collection as a whole, we are
close to the source. The performers were Carl Nielsen’s
friends and colleagues, or were tutored by such friends.
Among obvious instances is the classical recording of the
Woodwind Quintet with the original players (minus one),
friends from the Royal Orchestra for whom the work was
written. Or take Christian Christiansen, the piano player,
heard on several song recordings here. He was the one Carl
Nielsen took advice from at work on piano composition.

Later Arne Skjold Rasmussen had the benefit of Chr.
Christiansen’s teaching, including the points and intimate
musical humour of the sessions with CN. No doubt this
contributed to the – in the opinion of many – unsurpassed
excellence of Skjold Rasmussen’s performance of the late
piano music.

Emil Telmányi, Hungarian born master violinist, has
described in detail about studying the works with the
composer. This comes through, in letter as well as spirit, in
Telmányi’s recordings of the violin concerto and the
sonatas. As CN’s son-in-law Telmányi became an important
link to other performers.

Only after WW II did CN’s music achieve lasting
international recognition. Because of that the first
recordings of the symphonies were all made by Danish
musicians who rose to the occasion with love and
enthusiasm. From that period also come live performances.
I was present at some of those concerts, and I can testify to
a special glory, inspired, I believe, by the appreciation of
young Danish audiences who did not share early
reservations (“Oh, dear me, what is he up to now, our little
Carl Nielsen!”)

In this final volume we also have to do with
congeniality between the composer and those contemporary
poets he loved best. And with a musical idealism Carl
Nielsen shared with a fellow composer, Thomas Laub.
Together they brought out a celebrated collection of songs,
and as a natural tribute one of Laub’s contributions has
been included.

The listener may be aware of a magical circle. There is
love for Carl Nielsen, the man, and for his music, in these
“family performances”. Also the loves poets and singers
had in common with him: the countryside in spring and
summer, their “language of hearts”, joy in living.



The Singers

Vilhelm Herold, t (1865-1937). When not singing in other
European cities, Herold would attract a full house at the
Royal Opera in Copenhagen. His fine tenor voice and his
stage presence made him our most popular singer of the
time. Carl Nielsen conducted at his farewell performance in
1915. The part of David had been composed for Herold,
and the songs in the play “Tove” were dedicated to him.
The “Hunter’s song” is sung dramatically, with much
contrast. At the same time (1909) Herold recorded “Jens,
the Roadman” having introduced the song on a tour, which
contributed to the fast-spreading popularity of that song.
Helge Nissen, bb (1871-1926), was the first Samuel in
“Saul and David” and the first Henrik in “Maskarade”. He,
too, had splendid acting to go with his firm, rounded voice.
In 1909 he was Sachs at Covent Garden.
Anders Brems, tenor-baritone (1877-1974). His Odeon
record, of which the exact date is not known, was made
within months of the first performance of “Magical
Evening Breeze” at a special Carl Nielsen/Laub concert in
1915. Quite often he performed in songs and choral works
by CN.
Johannes Fønss, bb (1884-1964). The greater part of his
career was abroad, in Germany and more distant parts of
world, primarily as a Wagner singer. He recorded the
Smallholders’ Fighting Song as early as 1921. The repeat of
1941 is in much better sound.
Agnete Zacharias, s (1889-1975), is perhaps remembered
best as a teacher. She assisted Mogens Wöldike with the
Boys’ Choir of Copenhagen. She was also Aksel Schiøtz’s
first teacher, preparing him for his first recital, a modest
one, in 1936.
Einar Nørby, bb (1896-1983). Nørby was Henrik for the
first time in 1931, Samuel in 1934. Fortunately his Henrik
features in the radio performance of “Maskarade” included
in this series. Among the many other parts of Nørby’s long
career at the Royal Opera, many hold a special, fond
memory of his Porgy during the war. His was the first
Porgy outside USA. He is also remembered for many
oratorio performances with Mogens Wöldike. At the
twilight of Nørby’s career Beecham invited him to record

the Delius/J. P. Jacobsen “Arabeske”.
Nørby’s manly, warm voice suits his selection of CN

songs excellently. As can be heard, the simpler, “folkelige”
songs are in the forefront. – He was a man of many talents
and cultural interests, and his personality, unaffected, wise,
humorous, is fondly remembered.
Aksel Schiøtz, t (1906-75). Schiøtz was, in more than one
sense, a master of modern languages. His love for the
words of a song was no less than that for the music. His
appealing singing voice was placed close to his natural
speaking voice, and this was a singer ideally suited for
Lieder repertoire. Schubert was an early love never to fade.
But at the same time he was brought up on Carl Nielsen and
Thomas Laub, and his unaffected, though finely detailed
style, may be influenced by those song composers. As seen
from the dates, most of his CN records were made within a
couple of years, early in his gramophone career (1938-40).
Not without reason they are thought of as classics. Every
single word comes over naturally, and the fine shadings of
musical phrases bring out the character of text and tune
alike. He and the microphone were good friends, so that
nothing was lost.

During the war Schiøtz was, after the old king
Christian X, a torchbearer for a people in troubled times.
He was singing CN and other Danish songs all over the
country, a demand intensified by the war, certainly, but a
musically qualified one. After the war, when a near-fatal
tumour altered everything for him, his artistry and war
effort should have been better and sooner rewarded. His
complete 1933-1946 recorded legacy will be available on
11 CDs. (Danacord DACOCD 451 - 460).
Georg Leicht, bb (b.1902) has small parts in the vol. 3
“Maskarade”. Thyge Thygesen, t (1904-72) is Leander in
that performance. A tenor voice with a nice lustre gave him
a fine career in opera, home and abroad. During the war he
made some happy records of Danish songs. These
recordings are not at all well-known. Three CN songs are
included here.
Edith Oldrup, s (b.1912). A singer of the Royal Opera, her
girlish, pure voice made for success in many parts.
Concentrating on records she made during the war, one
treasures the one with Solvejg’s songs. The voice is so right
for them. Then a beautiful series of songs by C. F. E.



Weyse, and recorded at the same time, the two songs
included here, a treasurable record, too. – Käthe Bruun
Bielenberg, s (1907-79) had her debut in Berlin in 1929,
married a Dane, and after years of family life she resumed
her career here as a concert singer. Her “Summer Song”
was her only CN song on records.

Coming to about 1950, a young generation of singers,
it is unfortunate that what CN we have here, in each case is
just a single song: Else Margrethe Jeppesen - later
Gardelli by marriage to the conductor - ms (1921-71),
Niels Brincker, t (b.1922), Randi Teglbjerg, s and Gerda
Fleischer, s (b.1920) certainly had the right kind of style
and voice, but the old 78s were sent into retirement, so no
more recorded CN songs for many years.

The Conductors

Frederik Schnedler-Petersen (1867-1938) was for many
years the conductor of the Tivoli summer concerts (1909-
35). On many occasions Carl Nielsen’s music was
performed by him.
Georg Høeberg (1872-1950). Høeberg conducted at the
Royal Opera until 1930. After that he appeared as a
symphonic conductor, mostly abroad. Wagner was at the
centre of his musical universe, and Høeberg was, among
Danish musicians, firmly rooted in a celebrated German
conducting tradition.

It is known that he studied CN’s 4th symphony with
the composer. Perhaps that was true of the 5th, too. Anyway
Høeberg’s performance of that symphony is remarkable.
The orchestra was young, the acoustic dry, the recording
hardly digital. Still, the string playing and the orchestral
sound overall are not like anything heard nowadays. This is
the earliest performance of a CN symphony extant. It dates
from 1933, and it is Frederik Heegaard of the Danish Radio
to whom we owe it.
Thomas Jensen (1898-1963). Sensitive and modest he was,
but once on the rostrum he was a changed man. Intense
musicality would take over, and whether it was the high
spirits of H. C. Lumbye (“The Danish Johann Strauss” of
Tivoli fame) or the surge of Sibelius and Carl Nielsen, there
was the true kind of inspired vitality in his interpretations.

This issue completes CD availability of CN’s
symphonies in Thomas Jensen’s classical interpretations. .
But the present no 2 is not the well-known 1947 recording.
This one, never issued before, dates from March 1944.
(HMV 2CS 2396/2403). The test pressings were rejected
due to wartime noise level. New technology can clear that
up, however. Even if the performance is basically like that
of the remake, there are differences in tempi and phrasing,
to justify the publication. And it may be held that in terms
of recorded sound the 1944 is finer detailed than the
somewhat strident 1947.
Mogens Wöldike (1897-1988) was a pioneer. He created
his Palestrina Choir to revive vocal polyphony. He created
his Copenhagen Boys’ and Male Choir to give truer
performances of oratorios. And he pioneered stylish
chamber performances of baroque concerti.

After 1934 the Palestrina Choir became the Madrigal
Choir of the Danish Radio. Of his many recordings it seems
relevant to mention those of CN’s choral works with
orchestra. He also recorded the Motets, but this one is a
radio tape of a work that was inspired by and written for
Wöldike’s choir.

It should also be mentioned that Wöldike, to CN’s
complete satisfaction, arranged many of the songs for four-
part voices. Curiously these versions have never been
recorded. They are lively and fresh, and some songs are
really better suited for choir (or a crowd!) than for a single
voice.

During his long life Wöldike was one to inspire and aid
many young artists in the spirit of Carl Nielsen and Laub,
of which he himself was a true representative. Niels
Brincker was one of “his” boys, and Aksel Schiøtz owed
much to Wöl-dike’s mentorship (starting as a tenor member
in his choirs).
Johan Hye-Knudsen (1896-1975) had a long career at the
Royal Opera. But he was also for many years a popular
conductor of the University Male Choir, commonly called
“Studentersangerne”. The record of “Evening Mood”, one
of CN’s most beautiful nocturnes, harks back to CN’s
funeral in 1931. The same artists performed it then, the last
strains heard, as the body of a man much loved was
lowered into the grave.



The Poems Rendered in English

My girl is fair as amber
and as Denmark’s golden wheat,
her glance is blue as the sea
when heaven is down here
Princess Tove of Denmark.

My girl may turn against
those she does not care for,
then she has words to strike and hurt,
too much, I think, of temper.
Princess Tove of Denmark.

The dimple goes behind a cloud,
the greying eyes mean danger,
but beams will break through clouds anew,
and the eyes are blue waves playing.
Princess Tove of Denmark.

For as I look her in the face
those eyes will weaken warmly
and hold me in a rapt embrace
as close as soft arms round me.
Princess Tove of Denmark.

after poem by Helge Rode, 1920 – CN 1920

Healthy Blood

I carry my burden with a smile,
I pull my load with a song,
I am like the primitive herdsman
leading his cattle to graze.

Look, from the north dew is drifting
in waves over the yielding corn,
while the sun rises from the ground
between the oxen’s horns.

I look across glistening fields
and far out towards the lightening fiord,
I gaze at the sailing clouds
 – how could all be put into words?

I take the shawm to my mouth
and draw out a tone so long
that springs in the wood will chuckle
and the rams will bleat overjoyed.

How can anyone brood or wail
with a sky as blue as this!
My heart trembles with joy
at the dew dropping on a straw.

after “Sundt Blod” by Jeppe Aakjær, 1906 – CN 1915

Homesickness

Magical evening breeze!
Where do you beckon me?
Cool and mild scents of flowers:
Tell me, where are you waving now!
Will you pass white shores
and go to my beloved country?
Will you there with your waves
express what my heart conceals?

Hazy sun! behind the stony mountain
you sink away flaming red.
And now I am sitting alone
in my dark solitude.
At home there was no mountain!
Alas, so must I be outside?
Shall not sleep as a child to-night
in my Hertha’s green groves. (Hertha = Zealand)



Do not take my song for more
than an involuntary sigh.
Longingly the (river’s) water hurries by,
the evening is so soft and beautiful.
Many such an evening
I was in my dear grove.
Memory comes back now;
that is the cause of my lament.

after “Hjemve” by Adam Oehlenschläger. 1805 Halle,
Germany – CN 1914
(note: Nørby and Brems choose another, though different,
last stanza)

Song behind the Plough

In the sun I walk behind my plough.
I nod and greet the green trees
where you, my happiness, are hiding.
My heart laughs and hides itself
and hides its bliss
till sunset comes, till sunset comes.

My happiness wakes up young and new
as singing larks at dawn.
Every evening it adorns itself.
But just for me you adorn yourself.
And the blissfulness of nights
is the golden secret of the day.

I am ploughing up the good mould.
But nobody sees the gleaming gold
which is hidden in my heart.
I am hiding me. I am hiding you.
I am hiding our blissfulness
till sunset comes, till sunset comes.

after poem by Ludvig Holstein, 1894 – CN 1894

To-night.

The golden-white twilight from above. The silent, dark
woods.

And in the garden the trees are standing in quiet sleep.
And the dew falls coolly-mild, moistening cheek and

forehead –
to-night it would be well, my soul, to head for the shores of

death.

To-night it would be well, my soul, to glide
on soft and quick wings towards the sea of light, the white!
And fade in quiet light and golden peace within,
and die in this light – freed from dream and memory!

after poem by Ludvig Holstein. 1894 – CN 1894
(note: “I Aften” is CN’s name for the song)

Adam Oehlenschläger



Summer Song

Full of blossoms blushes
the branch on the apple-tree.
The sky is blue once more,
deep and warm and pure.
Over flowers in the field
the bumble-bee is buzzing
honey-loaded, dizzy – –
Ah summer has come!
Do you walk along the path
dreamy as before?

Soft fragrance of flowers
is smelt near and far.
From distant woods the cuckoo
calls all day long.
Did you hear in the dale
how clear springs
ripple through the thicket,
song from the nightingale,
long runs of trills
in the twilight night?

A western breeze rustles
through corn and grass.
Waves on level country
promise rich loads.
Mild showers from the sky
give a golden harvest
everywhere in sight – –
Pollen from the flowers
meets you as a sweet smell,
a burst of pollen from the rye.

Ah summer has come.
The dream of beauty
once more rises wistfully
towards clouds and sky.
White as a swan it swims
as a lovely jewel
in the deep blue – –
All nature is dreaming
of a happiness deeper
than can be reached.

after poem by Ludvig Holstein. 1894 – CN 1894
(note: “Sommersang” is CN’s name for the song)

April Song

Green is springtime’s hedge,
cloaks are cast aside,
maidens enjoy the sun on the green mound.
The air is so nice,
their longing sighs
can be seen on their silk dresses.

Ludvig Holstein



The lapwing now has eggs,
the willow grows its beard,
and violets on the mound are peeping.
The goose is teaching
her young ones to walk,
The magpie is busy moving its tail up and down.

The swain walks his bride
into the garden,
her green shoes seem to be dancing.
Ah how light she is!
Such a pretty foot!
The boy sells them green garlands.

Evening gets close,
while the beauties walk,
hopefully they won’t catch a cold!
What a lovely stream,
the breast feels so sore,
my heart is felt outside the waistcoat.

In the silent night
as a big ducat
the moon sprinkles gold on all the branches.
Alas, the beauties left
from everywhere in sight!
It is sad walking home alone.

after “Aprilsvise” by Poul Møller. 1819 – CN 1924
(note: the mound was the city limit of Old Copenhagen.)

Off!

On the road appears a ruddy peasant boy, singing heartily.
The boy is kicking his hat like a ball before him, while he
sings the following words in a penetrating voice:

Farewell, dear village where I was born!
My mother’s food lets steam in the air,
my father’s heifer is munching in stall,
my sister’s cockerel is asleep on the shelf.
I will run away!

Stamped floor of clay where in baby shirt
I learnt how to crawl and then how to walk!
Now I am bored by such a restricted life,
and the house is much too narrow for me.
I must run away!

So now the steaming porridge I flee
and sing in the sky at the top of my voice.
Hurrah, you Danish lad in blue vest!
Hoist the rag in the air, and bail out the tub!
Soon we’ll fly our way.

after “Af Sted”, stanzas 1, 3, 8, by Poul Møller. 1819
– CN 1914

The gentle day is bright and long
and full of sun and birds in song,
and in a way all’s fine again,
but when, but when, but when,
but when will neighbour’s Ilsebil
desire what I so dearly will,
to lay her cheek against my cheek
in spirit warm and meek,

will let me hold her little hand,
so sweet consent I’ll understand,
will close her eyes in silent bliss,
give me her mouth to kiss.
The day is ever bright and long
with quite enough of birds in song,
but I’m afraid that Ilsebil
will not do as I will.

Behind the hedge comes Ilsebil,
can such a smile mean what I will?
She carries milk in broken dish
to please the cat’s best wish.
But look, just now she smiles again,
my Ilsebil, my own true friend –
it is as sunshine’s golden spell
into my heart just fell.

after “Fynsk forår” by Aage Berntsen. 1921 – CN 1921



The Danish song is a fair young woman,
she’s humming about in Denmark’s house,
a child she is of this sea-blue nation
where beech trees listen to the sound of waves.
The Danish song has from the deepest well
a ring of bells and of sword and shield.
Towards us comes, as solemn wing-strokes,
a saga music from heathen time.

The grace of Zealand and the might of Jutland,
the pair of strains sounding soft and strong,
must be in the song if it shall be true
as to what we are, and to what we hold.
And ages pass, and customs soften,
though art and struggle still need steel.
The beacon where our minds burn purer
has hottest fire in “Bjarkemål”.

So, Denmark, sing, let the heart speak freely,
for hearts come out well in verse and song,
and we can learn from nightingales,
from the rising lark over meadows green.
The wind will blow its wild ballad,
and the beach will sound its solemn tale,
from Jutland’s heather, from city asphalt
our song shall rise, joyful and young.

after poem by Kai Hoffmann. 1924 – CN 1924
(note: “Bjarkemål” is an early heroic epic)

Genre-painting

The page was in the turret high
gazing far away,
composing a love poem
about his heart aches,
could not collect the pieces,
was fumbling
now with stars, now with roses,
nothing would rhyme with roses –
in despair he reached for his horn,
gripping his sword in anger
blew out his desire
over the hills and far away.

after “Genrebillede” by J. P. Jacobsen. 1875 – CN 1891



Irmelin Rose

Once upon a time there was a king,
many treasures did he possess,
the name of the very best,
as everyone knew, was Irmelin,
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin all that was lovely.

All the knights’ helmets mirrored
the gay splendour of her colours,
and with every rhyme and rhythm
the name had made a pact:
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin all that was lovely.

Large crowds of suitors
arrived at the king’s castle,
courted with tender gestures
and with flowery words.
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin all that is lovely.

But the princess scared them away
(the heart was as cold as steel),
criticized the carriage of one,
mocked the diction of the next:
Irmelin Rose,
Irmelin Sun,
Irmelin, all that is lovely.

after “Irmelin Rose” by J. P. Jacobsen. 1875 – CN 1891

Homage to Denmark

Denmark, a thousand years,
ancient as saga stem
our heritage,
harried and prosperous,
homeland and ocean gate,
give us grandly to rule
rich heritage!

after “Hymne til Danmark”,
1st stanza, by Valdemar Rørdam. 1917 – CN 1916

J. P. Jacobsen



[14] Jens, the Roadman

Who’s there behind the screen
with rags tied round his hand,
with eye-patch and with one
wooden shoe in bad repair?
Why, that is Jens, the Roadman,
from dire necessity
with his hammer he must change
the hard stones into bread.

And if you wake one morning
at earliest break of day
and hear the hammer-clicks,
again, again, again,
why, that is Jens, the Roadman
on old and tired legs,
who is hewing wild sparks
from morning-wet stones.

And if you drive to town
behind the farmer’s well-fed pair,
and if you pass a greybeard
with watery old eyes,
why, that is Jens, the Roadman,
with straw round leg and knee,
who knows not how to find
some shelter against the frost.

And when on your return
through hail and gusts of wind,
while the evening star shivers
with cold in south-west,
and if you hear the hammer,
when the carriage comes near,
why, that is Jens, the Roadman,
who is still sitting there.

And so he paved for others
the difficult road.
But when it was near Christmas
his arm would not obey.
For that was Jens, the Roadman,
the hammer fell from hand,
across the heath they took him
one cold December night.

On the churchyard can be seen
an old and rotten board.
It is tilting rather badly,
and the paint cannot be read.
Yes, that is Jens, the Roadman’s.
His life was full of stone,
but on his grave they gave him
not even one, his own.

after poem by Jeppe Aakjær. 1905 – CN 1907
(note: Herold omits 2nd stanza)

Jeppe Aakjær



Jeronimus’ Song

There used to be peace in the street
before the nightwatchman called out Nine.
The light was put out, the shop closed,
evening porridge was steaming all over town,
decent people went to bed
straight after supper.
No tea or cocoa,
no coffee assembly.
Mascarade! Mascarade!
Peace is gone.

There used to be a solid ladder:
master, mistress, son and daughter,
servant, boy, and virtuous maid.
To rock that ladder and deviate
from the straight road to Heaven,
neither bribe nor persuasion would help.
None of the young got into trouble,
one asked first: “What says Father?”
Mascarade! Mascarade!
Now all are equal.

after textbook for “Mascarade“ by Vilhelm Andersen. 1904
– CN 1905

Song of the Sea

The sea around Denmark, our motherly sea,
blue as our eyes and soft as our dreams,
– streams rich in memories
mildly stroking the beaches. –
Longing you have laid in our breast!
We wander your way, we obey your law.
We plough your meadows with straightest keel.
You cradle us through the world, as far as we will. –
We love you, o sea, and we belong to you.

after “Havets Sang”, first stanza, by L. C. Nielsen. 1908 –
CN 1908

Patriotic Song

Sing, Danish man, of all your might,
in our old mother’s praise!
Of sea and fiord a garland was
laid round this house of hers:
’gainst green and winding shorelines
go rough and salty waters,
and over golden corn sheen
a viking stone on watch.

after “Fædrelandssang”, 1st stanza, by Holger Drachmann.
1906 – CN 1906

Have a look some summer day,
see the busy farmers:
land in front and town at back,
larks in song and hop-poles,
barley ears and berry bloom,
children’s play by wooden pump,
burst of pollen from the rye
drifting around broad gables.

Denmark is a smallish land,
stretched from north to south, – still
there’s bread for all of us,
townspeople and farmers.
The rye with its swollen knee
is growing far in hilly lee.
Hop-pole and pear-tree
get sun against the chalk wall.



The ferry with its broad chest,
clad in steel and plate,
ploughs its way from coast to coast
over shiny straits.
Copper spire and roof of tile
see themselves reflected.
Far away white, broad sails
swell against green islands.

The train moves with a heavy breath,
steam is rising far up,
the colt at lea gate will react,
gets restive and snorts some.
Cows returning from the graze,
evening sighs in rush and reed.
From the open smithy door
emerge long sparks in twilight dusk.
If the town, you Danish man,
too much wears out your jacket,
take a measure of your land
from its own hills:
The view – closed by distant heights –
is open towards strait and bay
– a mood as strong as heron flight
at night, when sun is setting.

after poem by Jeppe Aakjær. 1904 – CN 1916

Albumleaf, for a Youth on his Going Out in
the World

Life’s journey is before you now.
Use life, I say, abuse it not!
In adversity, as when in luck,
put trust in Heaven, not yourself!

Suspect no-one without good cause!
But be not trusting to a fault!
Be quick to see and listen well!
Be slow and wise in answering!

Avoid the fight as well as you can!

If forced to, you must fight as man!
Keep clean of vice at any time!
Of secret guilt you must feel free!

The heaviest burden ever known
that is a heavy conscience load.
So go with God now on your road!
You shan’t be lost, you will come home.

after “Stambogsstykke” by Steen St. Blicher. 1829
– CN 1914

My Jesus, let my heart and soul
delight so much in you
that day and night you always are
the one I never lose.
Then shall the hour set for grace
be sweet and pleasurable,
for you will kiss me with your mouth
and take me home with you.

Into the grave in which you lay
till Easter morning red
you take my heart when darkness comes,
to rest and smile at death.

And take me wretched sinner home
with your good justice, Lord,
to yours, the New Jerusalem,
to all your glory there.

after N. F. S. Grundtvig. 1846 – CN 1916

A wonderment to speak of
and strange to think about:
the Lord of God’s Kingdom
in a stable must be born,
and Heaven’s Light and Glory,
the Living God’s Word,
must homeless be among us
as son of poverty!



Why should not kingly halls
be there, adorned for you?
You just had to command it,
just let your finger point,
why did you not bring forward
from the rich womb of earth
a cradle, gold all over,
with roses on its top?

The sparrow has its nest
where it can build and live,
a swallow need not seek for
a shelter for the night,
wild animals in caves,
they, too, a corner have,
must then my Saviour hide
on foreign stable’s straws?
No, here come! I will open
my heart, my mind and soul,
Yes, pray and sing and sigh:
Come, Jesus, come in here.
This is no strange abode,
you have it dearly bought,
here you shall rest in quiet
in swaddling-clothes of love.

after N. F. S. Grundtvig 1837, adapted from H. A. Brorson
1732 – CN 1916

God’s angels in flock! sing sweetly together,
as the first Christmas,
about the God-child who was born onto earth:
about Jesus, our hero and our Lord!

God’s people on earth! embrace the child,
as the first Christmas,
with peace came our saviour in the name of the Father:
our Jesus, our hero and our Lord!

All the glory is God’s over highest sky
for the happy Christmas,
in his image he created us anew,
with Jesus, our hero and our Lord.

after N. F. S. Grundtvig. 1849 – CN 1916

Hunter’s Song

The kite dives from the craggy mountain
with sunshine over its red feathers.
The wing is as fire, the beak as amber,
so it sails over the salty sea.
The small fish plays and shows its fin,
glides so free through the water –
the kite’s sharp claw is ready
and bores into its side.

Some must play and some must strike,
the big birds must eat the small.
The kite stretches its feathers
and sails over village farm.
The pigeon in suitor’s rapture
walks circling round his wife –
the kite comes in lightening rush,
Mrs pigeon is now a widow.

Some must coo and some must strike,
the big birds must eat the small.

N. F. S. Grundtvig



The kite stretches its feathers
sailing proud over heath-land.
The lark chimes for sunset,
the trill is heard so far.
The kite arrives for vespers
and then the singer was silent.

Some must twitter and some must strike,
the big birds must eat the small.
The kite obeys his own law,
he wrote it to suit his needs.
Lark and pigeon and small fish,
each has its own lot and habit.
Kite cock acts as a kite
and victory follows his flight.

after poem in play “Tove” by Ludvig Holstein. 1898
– CN 1908

On the plain ground, on the plain ground!
 – not in the blue sky! –
That is where life will confront you,
that is where you are tested!
Any splendour to think of,
for whatever you may aspire,
must down here on the plain ground
strike its roots in real life.

Coming down, that is what matters.
Coming down from the air as the bird
when, still singing, it lowers its wings
– not falling down hard as lead!
Come here and enter our ring,
be happy, at nightfall as at daybreak,
love the world, bear hate to nobody,
feel as if you’re born anew!

On the plain ground you must build,
on the plain ground you must live!
Not a cripple, not on crutches,
not as a sluggish animal!

With your wants and with your happiness,
with your hope and with your faith
you must build on the plain ground
a bridge reaching to the stars!

On the plain ground, on the plain ground!
This always sounded in my soul
when on the wings of imagination
I boldly rose from earth.
Illusions will come back with a vengeance,
are but discord and defeat.
– On the plain ground, on the plain ground!
That is life’s victorious song!

after poem by H. V. Kaalund. 1872 – CN 1920

The cry rises at dawn:
Come on now!
It goes as a wind by rush and fen,
murmurs by pane in willow’s lee,
Come on, you smallholders!

The yoke cowed your father and mother –
come on now!
it oppresses yourself, child, brother,
is waiting for the little one in the cradle,
Come on, you smallholders!

The land lights up with corn and cattle,
come on now!
Your woman must milk a goat
behind walls of mud and clay –
Come on, you smallholders!

Lazy they suck the marrow of the land,
come on now!
Thousands of acres for the good of fools!
What they spurned is your sole heritage –



Come on, you smallholders!

Don’t stand tied, helping your tormentors,
come on now!
Clasp your spade and hew yourselves free!
You are a thousand, they are but ten!
Come on, you smallholders!

after text in play “Ulvens søn” by Jeppe Aakjær. 1908 – CN
1909

Ask those out there –

“Ask Vitus Bering in his deserted grave:
Where were your thoughts when you lay dying?”
(Bering, the explorer, and many travellers and settlers in
distant parts of the world, would – so the poet believes –
have their home-land in their thoughts many a time.)
(The piece ends:)
“It is sacred to rest at the hills of ancestors,
yes, when the heritage has been made new.”

after “Spørg dem derude – ” by Valdemar Rørdam. 1934
– CN 1917

Evening Mood

The wood is darkening,
a golden star glimmers
from the pure and soft sky.
Nature demands its right,
and white evening mist
floats over the meadow.

In calm the earth is resting
behind the veil of night
and smiles so mild and summer-warm.
It is like a quiet room
wherein all daytime misery
is forgotten in the arms of sleep.

after “Aftensang” by Carsten Hauch. 1842, adapted from
Claudius 1779 – CN 1908
(note: “Aftenstemning” is CN’s name for the song)

Apple Blossom

You apple blossom fine and white!
Who gave you such a happy gleam?
Ah, I’m the sweetheart of the sun!

Where did you get such a purple glow
which in your skin is burning so?
Ah, I’m the spring bride of the sun!

Blessed by my bride-groom’s kisses,
I live and breathe in his warming breath
some spring day, short and and rapturous.

And when his last and fervent kiss
in evening red so touches me
I whisper to him, I love you!

And close myself and bow myself
and shed upon the garden’s grass
my blossom white, my wedding dress ––

after poem by Ludvig Holstein. 1894 – CN 1894
(note: the song ends with a quote from the beginning)



Bow, friendly flower, your head,
lower it into your leaves,
await with closed corolla
night’s calm and blissful peace.

Dark night, so mild and silent,
comes now, so bow for sleep.
Sleep under golden star sky,
sleep for your rest and health.

Sleep as a child who, rocking
softly in mother’s arms,
wakens but half and sighing
smiles and speaks mother’s name.

after poem by Johannes Jørgensen. 1903 – CN 1903

Spring Song

Now spring has arrived here
with sheltering bushes.
And the nightingale’s sweet tones
are heard from the green tree.
And in beauty young roses
stand close to one another.
And clear and round waves
move in the silvery brook.

The evening star is smiling!
It arouses sweet desire.
O see the slim girl yonder
with her full breasts!
And see how little wind gods,
see how they noiselesly
remove the thin veil
that covers her bosom.

O girl! sweet girl!
Now I have closed my book.
I am staring no longer
at the old words.
What life was found there
blossoms here now.
So come my beloved.
How long must I wait?

All-nature, alive, come here
and join this young singer
as his strains are heard
behind these beeches!
About love’s rose chains
he will sing in ecstasy.
Come, all living nature,
and kiss him for his music.

[See time goes back
when the green comes forward,
the young old days
rise from their dark home.
In my girl’s embrace
nothing is lacking:

Ludvig Holstein



in the wood fauns are springing,
naïades in my lake.

And, boldly before the wood
suddenly Pan appears,
chasing away the coldly sensible
who must flee in panic fright,
those who will kill my nymph,
my playful faun,
those who will,
coldly, mock love.]

after “Vaar-Sang” by Adam Oehlenschläger. 1804
– CN 1917
(stanzas 5 - 6 are not sung in the recording)

Biblical Fisher-ballad

A fisherman listened pensively
to the wonders the Lord was teaching,
like that sounded in his ear not silver and gold,
nor singing in mermaids’ palace,
Our Lord was sitting on a boat
and flocks of people as blossoms and leaves,
from land to the Word they listened.

Now Simon, then spoke God the Father’s Word
when his teaching well had ended,
take all your oars at once aboard,
they steer so well your vessel,
on deepest water you throw your net,
it is about time if I am right,
I wish to go there with you.

He did his work, and nets he hauled,
but he did not have the strength for it,
the vessel rolled, and the nets burst,
so heavy was the catch,

then Simon called true friends,
two fishing-boats had such a load of fish
that both were nearly sinking.

So Simon followed the calling of his Lord,
he went to school with the Word,
and people he caught by the thousands
(they are shining brightly now as suns),
and it is not over yet
that great man-fishing job
which was founded by the Lord and Simon.

(after “Aandelig Fiskervise” by N. F. S. Grundtvig, 1838
– CN 1919

Now leaves are shining brightly,
greenclad is Denmark’s land
between the shiny straits,
a shield with silver rim.
White blossoms on fruit-trees
against the rich green field,
while twilight nights unfold
their tall summer tent.

Now bird tongues are released
from winter’s deadly jail,
they sing a sunshine chorus
in the freedom of the woods; –
they are calling us, those voices,
to leave our city cage,
to find you, nature,
where every man is free.

The freedom that we miss
behind city wall and roof,
in open field we embrace it
a sunglad day in June.
The cheeks are as tender
as apple blossom’s leaves,



and pearly dewdrops string
themselves around the hair.

You bright, fresh summer!
our freedom’s young bride,
we came from dust and noise
to elect you as our god.
Change our lives into joy
on this day’s sunny field,
and stretch high over us
the tent of twilight nights.

after poem by Johannes Jørgensen. 1891 – CN 1920

I go to sleep as confident
as little birds in forest,
for you, dear God, are keeping watch
over me while I am sleeping!
I thank you for the happy day,
for all the gifts of daytime!
help everyone who is in pain,
comfort all who are crying.

Hold me in your protection, God,
myself and all my dear ones –
and give me strength so I can be
obedient and faithful!

after verses by unknown author. Printed 1872 – CN 1924

I know about a lark’s nest,
but I will say no more.
It is on a heath, though,
a place nobody sees.

And in the nest are young larks
and young larks they have downs.
They peep, and they have tongues
and the nest is so warm.

And those two old larks,
they fly so close about.

I think that they must feel
I will not do them harm.

I watch behind a blackthorn,
there I can be so close.
I stand on tiptoe
and I hold my breath.

For the fox he will bite,
and the boy will berries take.
But nobody shall know
where the lark’s nest is.

after poem by Harald Bergstedt. 1921 – CN 1924

The Vocalise is wordless.

Quiet, heart, the sun goes down,
sun sets on the heath-land,
cattle have come home from graze,
on its nest the stork looms.
Quiet, heart, the sun goes down.

Silence on the empty path
and on winding heath roads.
A belated bumble-bee
far away is buzzing.
Quiet, heart, the sun goes down.

The lapwing makes a lonely tour
circling over the heath-pond,
till it under rushy roof
folds its wings together.
Quiet, heart, the sun goes down.

Faraway windows in the east
flare up in the last glow,
on the heath wee tiny ponds
mirror the evening red.
Quiet, heart, the sun goes down.

after poem by Jeppe Aakjær. 1912



Three Motets op. 55

 Afflictus sum et humiliatus sum nimis;
Rugiebam a gemitu cordis mei.
(Ps. XXXVII, 9)

I am feeble and sore broken:
I have roared by reason of the disquietness of my heart.
(Ps. 38:8)

Dominus regit me,
In loco pasquae ibi me collocavit.
Super aquam refectionis educavit me.
(Ps. XXII, 1-2)

The Lord is my shepherd;
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures;
He leadeth me beside the still waters.
(Ps. 23: 1-2)

Benedictus Dominus,
Quoniam mirificavit misericordiam suam mihi.

(Ps. XXX, 22)

Blessed be the Lord:
for he hath shewed me his marvellous kindness.
(Ps. 31:21)

Carl Nielsen, the Song-man

A selection of some 30 different songs form a small part of
Carl Nielsen’s many songs. Obviously some of the most
popular are here, but at least as many are among his very
best, often sung in Denmark. However, the selection makes
a fair cross-section. And with listening texts at hand it
should be possible for the listener to enjoy the songs, not
despite their Danishness, perhaps even because of it. Some
of the poetry may surprise you, hopefully pleasantly so.

Evolutionist Poets

Jens Peter Jacobsen (1847-85) was one of the important
Scandinavian writers of the period. A biologist, translator of
and follower of Darwin, he made his mark by novels in
which people are ruled by sexuality. His prose, most
musical, depicts characters as part of nature.

Two J. P. Jacobsen volumes came out late, the short
stories in 1882 and the poems in 1886, posthumously. Not
surprisingly music student Carl Nielsen was struck by those
books. With texts drawn from them, ten of his J. P. Jacobsen
settings were published (op. 4 and op. 6). These songs,
some of them quite experimental, were composed before J.

Thomas Laub



P. Jacobsen was discovered by other European composers.
Two of the songs met with immediate and lasting

success, “Irmelin Rose” and “Genre-painting”. Both poems
are set in some distant age of chivalry, both are obviously
modern in their ambiguity. Though Irmelin behaves as an
unnatural (“spoilt”) child most people seem to agree that
she is excused by her natural looks. “She is a princess, isn’t
she? And lovely, naturally! What else is there?” Below the
swaggering tune (“Marziale. In high spirits.”) CN makes
the piano express the irony.

“Genre-painting” is really a miniature tone poem. The
point and colouring of the sparse poem come out very well.
Turning the back on Beckmesser, natural feeling finds its
way by natural sound. Prophetic, indeed. Carl had been a
military hornblower, so he knew how to blow his horn. To
make the tones sound and, eventually, have them dissolve
in space. (The dissolving note figure is echoed on the
clarinet in the 5th symphony. You cannot miss the place.)
Ludvig Holstein (1864-1943). He, too, was an evolutionist,
like Jeppe Aakjær, Johannes V. Jensen, and so many of his
generation. As a motto for his poems he wrote, “I am
indeed a believer. I believe in what is growing” (Ja jeg er
troende, jeg tror på det groende.) First, after the motto,
came “Apple Blossom”. There are many apples and apple
trees in Holstein’s poetry, you smell and taste them, as a
sign of summer and of happiness, so full that it must flow
over.

As in “Song behind the Plough”. Why a ploughman?
Because it was a colleague’s plough which, in 1734, hit a
drinking-horn of gold with runes from the 5th century. Thus
the persisting imagery of hidden golden treasure. Jubilation
bursting through shyness.

The Holstein songs op. 10 are from 1894, so soon after
the publication of the poems that one wonders if CN had an
early knowledge of his friend’s poems.

The later “Hunter’s Song” has none of the usual heigh-
ho in the green wood. It is pure Darwin. Survival of the
fittest. Which is also a law for songs and the songwriter’s
lot. Carl Nielsen had, with the Holstein songs, found his
source of melody, a golden gift.

Let’s Make a Danish Song!

In 1906 CN was really found out. A popular summer show
needed a patriotic song to go with the plot. Holger
Drachmann, the poet, would help out. He invited CN for a
good lunch. When the mood had become favourable
Drachmann suddenly said, “You know, Nielsen, why don’t
you and I make a damn good patriotic song! That’ll show
them!” On the back of the menu he sketched metre and
form. CN was game and delivered. Drachmann then grafted
words to the tune. The text is sloppy. But what had been a
joke gave CN a big success, when it was found out who
wrote the anonymous song, which is “Sing, Danish Man...”

The year after CN had an even bigger hit with “Jens,
the Roadman”. Before long he was drafted to do his bit for
the “folkelige” movement.

“Folkelig”, a word easily misunderstood, means in this
country: “of high democratic quality”.

N.F.S. Grundtvig (1783-1872), non-conformist Lutheran,
romantic poet, arch-democrat. No other Dane has, for two
centuries, influenced his country as he. What is good about
a democratic constitution, if it means power just for
professors and the wealthy? Grundtvig asked. He had an
idea of a “university for the people”, in Danish:
“Folkehøjskole” (no similarity to high schools).

The right kind of people warmed to the idea and made
it work. It was a success beyond expectations. Young men
and women of the land population would come to live and
learn at a folkehøjskole. There would be education in
improved farming methods, but even more important would
be history, government by the people, literature and other
subjects that could build up a cultural consciousness. As to
method the keyword was “the living word” – the spoken
word and the sung word. And when these young people
returned to their part of the country, the inspiration would
continue to work: rural sports clubs, song groups, debate
evenings at the village school, and more.

With all these activities there would be singing. So
there was a demand for many Danish songs, new songs,
songs easy to learn and sing. So there must be songbooks,
and corresponding books with the music for teachers and
leaders. Carl Nielsen saw it as his duty to help. So he made



tunes, edited song books, wrote to other composers for
contributions. At one time he wrote to Thomas Laub, asking
him to do some tunes.

Thomas Laub, pron. –ow– (1852-1927) was a church
musician and a reformer in that field. Taking old masters
for his example he would free the Lutheran church of
unsuitable romantic tepidity. (For the record: he succeeded
very well, though not without discord.) CN had given Laub
public support. They formed a friendship based on
professional sympathy, though their characters differed. CN
was broadminded, which Laub wasn’t. He was a musical
puritan and detested most music after 1815. He never
pretended to like CN’s music, except for the folkelige
songs.

But that was exactly what they could collaborate on in
a most fruitful way. Laub proposed a joint venture, reviving
an 18th century ideal for folkelige songs: quality by
simplicity. Only the very best is good enough for the
people!

If Laub held a generally narrow view of music, there
could be no doubt about his literary good taste. He was a
connaisseur of Danish Golden Age poetry, something CN,
with his village school background, was not. So it was Laub
who could propose poems that deserved to live on in the
people as songs. They discussed the possibilities and
divided those texts between them they agreed upon. –Later
they would meet again and discuss their homework. Details
of such discussion are not known, of course, but there are
reasons to believe that both composers benefited from the
partnership.

The best evidence is “A Score of Danish Songs” Vol. I
1916, and vol II 1919. Score meaning “a good twenty”,
there were in all 45 songs, 23 of them by CN.

Golden Age Poets

The majority of texts chosen were written a hundred years
earlier.
Adam Oehlenschläger (1779-1850), the Boy Wonder of
early Danish romantic poetry. CN wrote extended stage
music for his fairy play “Aladdin”. That and the early

poetry prove him to be indeed Adam, with an extraordinary
instinct for graphic and sensuous expression. “Magical
Evening Breeze” is an uneven poem, drifting into
sentimentality, though the elements of nature come alive, in
true romantic spirit. After false tries CN hit upon his
flowing, unsentimental tune, which has become a classic. –
“Spring Song” is fully characteristic of the author. (In this
case it is necessary to quote the last two stanzas, though not
sung here because of the original limited playing-time.
Without them the song becomes nonsense.) From the
seemingly innocent beginning you may not detect what the
young radical poet aims at. But you will soon see that this is
no harmless ditty. Should CN compose music with tonal
shifts and lurid harmony, to underline what “the playful
faun” is up to? Certainly not. The easy style of the poem is
reflected in an oldfashioned type of tune, including last line
repetition, radiating smiling youthfulness.

Poul Møller (1794-1838) was to become Søren
Kierkegaard’s professor of philosophy. As a young poet he
was observant, wise, humorous. There is a nice distinction
between the “Spring Song” and this “April Song” (which,
by the way, was composed by CN a decade later, perhaps
because there was also an endearing tune by Niels W.
Gade). Whimsical rhythms make CN’s settings pointed and
delectable.
Steen St. Blicher (1783-1848) was Jutland’s poet before
Aakjær (see below). “Life’s Journey” must be taken
seriously. This text does not reflect Blicher’s lyrical
qualitites, but CN made a good tune for it, not fanciful, but
honest and direct, as it should be.
N.F.S. Grundtvig (1783-1872), who is already in these
notes, is represented in “A Score...,” but not with the texts
heard here. However, it is as good a place as any to
comment briefly on the Grundtvig settings included:

During the years 1912-16 CN wrote no less than 49
“Hymns and Spiritual Songs”. Laub was dismayed and put
it to CN that something was missing in those tunes. Rather
bluntly he told CN that he was an outsider. CN took it well,
but did not budge. Laub may have been right after all. If
CN had been a professional organplayer, for which you
don’t have to be a believer, he would perhaps not have been



so polite, or even faceless, in many of these tunes. As it is,
Nørby’s choice of three of them is a good one. The listener
will recognize the theme CN used for the variations in the
Woodwind Quintet.

Grundtvig, the Christian poet, may cause some raised
eyebrows. In Denmark we are used to him. The broad,
earthy style, with puns and all, is part of the passionate
humanity of the man. He is one to be watched, or he will hit
you below your emotional belt.

Peasant and Poet

Jeppe Aakjær (1866-1930) is the one contemporary poet to
be significantly present in the CN/Laub collections. But two
earlier songs must be mentioned first:

“Jens, the Roadman” of 1907 became a “smash hit”
and was to remain nearly so for 30 or 40 years. Only the
deaf did not know the song. Obviously Aakjær and CN
intended to stir up social conscience. We can’t tell if
popularity helped or hampered their purpose. People
waltzed and polkaed merrily to the tune. One such dance
was recorded and included (in appendix) as evidence.

CN could be irritated at this kind of success. At 60 he
told an interviewer that successes did not really prove that
you had achieved something worthwhile. He also said that
the arts did not measure up to real and honest work. It may
well be the example of Aakjær that provoked such
sentiments.

Aakjær, the Jutlander, had a background of near-
poverty not unlike CN’s. He went to Folkehøjskole, became
a socialist and wrote novels of indignation, attacking
unworthy conditions for hired help and for the
smallholders. A short-lived play of 1909 had songs with the
same message. CN, no revolutionary himself, wrote music

for them, and one of the songs, later to be adopted as a
fighting song for the smallholders’ union, appears in our
collection. In Fønss’ recording it sounds appropriately dark
and heavy.

Aakjær’s literary agitation had political effect. There
was to be no revolution of spades. Legislation introduced
radical changes. The small holders were given land. – In
1907 Aakjær was able to settle down as a farmer in Jutland.
He called himself a “bonde” (peasant), gratified to live by
honest work of his hands. He had exceptional success as a
lyrical poet. Real, grown-up people would go out of their
way and buy “Songs of the Rye” by Aakjær. Even by
translations you can see that these poems do not belong
with great poetry. But they are bright-eyed and sincere. And
perfect texts for folkelige songs.

Aakjær/CN songs would always come out well. CN
shared with the poet an intimate feeling for the countryside.
“I love Aakjær’s poems beyond reflexion and critical eye”,
CN admitted. And in a letter to Aakjær, “My tune gently
holds your poem, like a simple man taking a newborn
animal in his arms, carrying it into the house to his wife and
children.”

In “A Score...” the CN song “Have a look some
summer day” rubs shoulders with “Quiet, Heart”. Thomas
Laub must be credited for the latter, for he wrote it, moving
on CN territory. But it can hardly be disputed that CN is
somehow present in Laub’s fine melody.

The Quest for Simplicity

For all their committed partnership, Laub was a
conservative, Carl Nielsen a radical, artistically. The years
of CN’s many folkelige songs were also the years of his
mature music in bigger forms: the great evolutionist
symphonies (nos. 3, 4, 5), the late piano works, the music
for woodwind. It was a period when he was on his own, let
free to explore frontiers. It was a musical search for what is
elemental – elemental in nature, in himself, and in music as
such. CN was convinced that music is the most primitive of
the arts. Music is, other arts must represent.

It would be a mistake to imagine that CN wrote songs
as a form of relaxation. He did have a gift for pure melody



– as Laub put it, “He has tunes up his sleeve”. But he did
not make it easy for himself. He was as radical in his search
for elemental musical truth in his songs as he was in his
other music.

The poem must make good sense to himself as well as
to everyman. Not excessively subjective, but genuine, in
style and spirit. As the poem, so the music.

No “durchkomponieren”, as the Germans call it. There
should be no gesticulation, nor pawing on emotional words.
The general character of the tune was the thing. Roomy and
flexible, so that the words breathe easily. And, of course,
not in stiff observance of the poem’s basic metre. That
would rule out rhythmical aliveness of the song and at the
same time compromise that living breathing found in good
poetry. Most of the time there is one note for one syllable.
Sometimes the composer must break that habit, not so
much for expressive purposes as for the sake of musical
architecture.

It must not be forgotten that the purpose is to satisfy
the customers, little ones and big ones. There should be
character to the tune, but not in such a way that it becomes
difficult to grasp it and sing it. No indeed, the character of
the tune should make it easy to learn it and make it a feast
to sing it, regardless of how good a singer you are. In later
collections of folkelige songs CN decided to drop
indications of tempo and p/f, leaving it to the singers to
adjust to what is in the text.

It is known that CN happily left it to Laub to finish or
make accompaniments for his songs. So he was busy with
symphonic work. But that is not the point. The point is that
CN considered the bare tune a finished composition. And
on top of that he would make remarks about the
counterpoint (!) needed in a tune.

It cannot be doubted that what he had in mind was the
architecture of the tune. Intervals, more than anything. For
instance, the way a sparing use of (relatively) high notes
will be effective throughout. The Aakjær songs illustrate
this well. In “Healthy Blood” CN does not flinch from
putting his high note on the first syllable, even though it is
an unstressed one. In “Have a look some summer day” we
are aware, from the very beginning, that the tune will end
with a short climbdown from a top. Beginning and end of a

tune with character are in the singers’ minds at the same
time.

Carl Nielsen had a cheeky side to him, Pan playfully
following his own whim and getting away with it. It is
daring to use a downward scale at the beginning of “Irmelin
Rose”, and a rising one for “Jens, the Roadman”. (Aakjær’s
daughter, Solvejg Bjerre, told about the latter that CN had
the idea on a tram-car, noticing the starting noise-sounds.
Remembering those sounds I believe the story.)

Working according to a recipe, even if you made it
yourself, will eventually tire the best of cooks. So there are
some of CN’s folkelige songs which seem to be without a
whim, so a little dull. How could it be otherwise? But then
it must be remembered that the proof is in the eating. CN
did not compose folkelige songs for listening. They are for
participating.

I must also make a sexist observation. Carl Nielsen
was very male. His tenderness is never sentimental or

“The Lark’s Nest” may be one of those inexportables
every people has. Even so, as an important part of the
composer, it has to be here, for no work of his has
penetrated the Danish people as this one. Among many
recordings I chose one for naturalness – a woman playing
the piano to her own singing. A realistic one is not possible.
For this song, with the text for once not patronizing and
with a tune devised just for mother and child together,
belongs to that sanctuary, the nursery.

Denmark is a Woman

Any listener who knows how the finale of the “Espansiva”
goes, will recognize the style of some Carl Nielsen songs:
broad, warm tunes moving with the easy stride of a farmer
on his own land. Such tunes are felt to sound Danish, but
the style is an invention of CN’s. To call them patriotic
songs might be misleading. In the first place the sex is
wrong – land or sea, Denmark is female in those songs. In
the second place CN’s tunes are not martial or strutting,
happily so, even though the songs often have a background
in history.

 “On the plain ground” is a much hated song nowadays. The



Danish words “På det jævne”
have come to mean “mediocre”.
So any Dane who is really
mediocre is offended by this
song. However, the text
describes a healthy reaction in
this country after the defeat in
1864 (Second Slesvig War).
Romantic illusions gone,
sleeves and morals must come
up.

One not so positive effect
of 1864 was a stubborn Tory
regime based on a
parliamentary minority. This
persisted until 1901. “Now
leaves are shining brightly” is a
song for constitution day, June
5th, in 1891 for a meeting of the
left-wingers of the majority
party. The poet, Johannes
Jørgensen, makes subtle use of
an idea popular with authors a
hundred years earlier, praising
freedom in nature, and also
meaning democracy.

CN’s tunes are from 1920.
That was a year for celebrating.
After a plebiscite Southern
Jutland, with its population of
Danes, was reunited with
Denmark. The happy event led
to an occasional play by Helge
Rode, “The Mother”, a curious
mixture of symbolism and a
school pageant. But CN’s music
for it lives on. A selection
appears in vol 2. Two songs are

Dybbøl Mølle



included here. The “big tune” is “As a fleet...” It should be
mentioned that Dybbøl Mill is a national symbol. For many
weeks an outnumbered Danish force put up a defence here
in 1864. The mill was shelled to a gravel pile.

“My girl is fair as amber” may be heard as a love song.
However, the girl is described by Danish landscape, Danish
weather, and Danish shifting humours. And her name is “Tove”.
If she ever existed Tove was once a king’s mistress. Not a
princess. During a century a host of poets – and composers
– built her up as a national symbol of true love and of inde-
pendence. Heard as a patriotic song, with CN’s utterly simple
tune it is surely the loveliest patriotic song in existence.

CN’s straight and roomy tune for “The Danish song is
a fair young woman” has, especially since 1940, become
one of his most popular. The text may be a piece of rhetoric,
written to be declaimed as a prologue for a folkelig song
group meeting in 1924. But when crooked crosses crept
over Denmark on April 9th, 1940, Danes would meet,
sometimes as large crowds, and sing together. “The Danish
song” was a favourite on these occasions and helped to
build up that “inner fortress” needed.
Choral and Encores

“Denmark a thousand years” was at first a “Shakespearean”
choral song. In commemoration of Shakespeare’s death
Helge Rode wrote an appropriate text to the tune of “God
save the King”. The year being 1916 Rode got political cold
feet and asked Carl Nielsen to make a new tune to fit the
words. (It is very curious, because the Kaiser anthem, too,
went to “God save”.) Delighted with CN’s majestic tune
another poet, Valdemar Rørdam, wrote his text for it, and in
1917 this concludes the “Cantata for the Merchants’ Guild’s
Centenary”.

This information may be of nuisance value, but I must
go on, because Rørdam went on recycling. In 1934 he
wrote new words for CN’s introductory music of the
cantata, the occasion being an emigrants’ meeting in
Copenhagen (“Ask those out there– ”). The music will be
“new” to many listeners, as it has never before been offered
in a record shop. (But the whole of the cantata should be
available. It is full of lyrical and joyful music.)

The most important choral work here is, of course, the

“Three Motets” from 1929. Wöldike and his Palestrina
Choir were the direct inspiration. CN was present at a
concert where he could admire both fine madrigal music
and the performance of it. It was not difficult for Wöldike
to tempt the composer. CN was already of the belief that
inspiration from old masters was a way to avoid a cul-de-
sac for classical music. He went home and studied
polyphonic techniques. He did not intend to compose a
pastiche. Melody and harmony are CN’s own. To my ears
the “sound” is more archaic than that of his “examples”, as
he called the old masters. “Please do not hold back from
making it difficult”, Wöldike is reported having said to CN
(“De må meget gerne gøre det svært”), which sounds very
like him. I do not think CN tried hard to make the work
dificult to perform, but it is demanding. It is also full of
beauty and character.

So is the “Vocalise”. This does not seem to fit in
anywhere else in the notes, being a fine chamber work for
soprano and piano. It has a beginning, a middle (quicker),
and an ending, though all of a piece. The music seems
related to the flute concerto from about the same time
(1926/27). This, too, seems to include fauns and nymphs in
an Arcadian climate.

Notes and translations © by Arne Helman 1996.
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NIELSEN’S SWEDISH PROPHET

The conductor Tor Mann is unique in the
music history of Scandinavia. As musical
director of two famous Swedish orchestras –
the Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra
during the 20s and 30s and as supervising
musical director for Gothenburg plus the
Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra in
all its radio activities in the 40s and 50s –
he personally took responsibility for keeping
alive all the traditions that had been
handed down to him.

Mann learnt to interpret Franz Berwald’s
(1796-1868) music from his main teacher
in chamber music and conducting – the
court music director Conrad Nordqvist
(1840-1920) – who in his youth had played
chamber music together with the composer.

As a member of the orchestra, Mann was
playing violoncello when Georg Schnéevoigt
(1872-1947) introduced Jean Sibelius in
Stockholm. Wilhelm Stenhammar (1871-
1927) and Ture Rangström (1884-1947)
were not only his predecessors as musical
director in Gothenburg but for him very
important composers. He in fact canonised
their works and brought them to the current
repertory as contemporary Swedish classics.

But what about his relation to Carl Nielsen,
who between 1918 and 1922 had served all
together sixty weeks in Gothenburg as a
conductor of the orchestra during
Stenhammar’s vacancy?

On November 7, 1918, Mann had played
cello under Nielsen’s baton in Symphony No
4 - a performance that in his memory grew
worse and worse; for him Nielsen as a
conductor was the worst thing possible. His
point of view didn’t change between 1927
and 1930 when the composer, who was
suffering from heart problems at the time,
returned to Gothenburg to perform his
latest works – it was in fact further
reinforced. On the other hand, Mann’s
respect for Nielsen the composer grew
bigger and bigger, believing him to be a true
genius, and he continued to perform his
works as often as possible; Symphony No 4
not less than eighteen times!

For the listeners of Gothenburg, Nielsen
was principally a sympathetic conductor,
whose music didn’t annoy them very much
because they liked him as a person. For
Stockholm, he was exclusively invited to
conduct his own music. Thus the body of
music critics was split into two camps, of
which the negative dominated, also in its
view of his conducting.

Carl Nielsen performed almost all his
symphonies with Swedish orchestras: No 1
in Helsingborg (1927) and with the radio
orchestra in Stockholm (1928); No 2 in
Gothenburg (1920); No 3 with the Royal
Orchestra (1913) and two times in
Gothenburg (1914, 1929); Nos 4 and 5 were
performed in Gothenburg and Stockholm –
No 4 in both cities in 1918 and No 5 first in
Gothenburg (1922) and long afterwards in
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Stockholm (1928). From the still unfinished
6th Symphony he performed the first
movement with the Royal Orchestra (1925).
Thus, Nielsen’s ability to keep up to the
standard of Mann’s demands was indeed
limited because of lack of time for rehearsals.
Mann on the other hand, had many opportu-
nities through the years to improve his
interpretations as the leader of the orchestra.

The conclusion is that Mann probably
didn’t take that much notice of Carl
Nielsen’s music by listening to the compos-
er’s performances, but took more notice of
his own musical experiences and studies of
Nielsen’s scores. His critical eye for the slip
of a composer’s pen was legendary.
Throughout his whole life he collected his
discoveries in order to publish a book,
similar to Felix Weingartner’s “On the
Performance of Beethoven’s Symphonies”
(1906-28). Thus he spent several years
writing articles on his findings with the
music of Sibelius, Beethoven, Brahms,
Schubert and Nielsen. Only his manuscript
on Sibelius was published, but posthu-
mously. The other manuscripts are lost.
Concerning his remarks on Nielsen’s
symphonies, which in total he performed
forty-four times (a Swedish, perhaps
Scandinavian or even world record?), only
four pocket scores of the symphonies are
preserved in the library of his second wife,
the conductor Ortrud Mann (born in 1916).
His rapid markings are difficult to read,
apparently intended for his lectures as a
professor of conducting at the Royal College

of Music 1939-61. Among his pupils we find
Folke Abenius, Karl Birger Blomdahl,
Herbert Blomstedt, Lennart Hedwall, Josef
Helperin, Hans Leygraf, Ingvar Lidholm,
Siegfried Naumann, Lennart Nerbe and Stig
Westerberg.

Very little of his Nielsen output is preserved
in the programme archive of the Swedish
Radio. All his recordings for the Royal
Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra are
being published here.

During his last years as an official at the
radio, Mann took advantage of his know-
ledge of Berwald’s, Sibelius’s and Nielsen’s
music by recording their symphonies in
cycles. With regards to Nielsen’s sympho-
nies, he was the first Swede to conduct
them all. Nevertheless, his employers
allowed the tapes to be erased, thus
ignoring their great historical importance.
His interpretation of the Fifth Symphony
also seems to be lost, despite its late date of
broadcast on July 24, 1959.
Except for the First Symphony the other
three are preserved only on imperfect
acetates, full of crackles, clicks and
screeching from the cutting of the tape
head. An accident while recording on waxes
left the Second Symphony on metal masters
unfinished.

In spite of those shortcomings, the
reasoning behind publishing the recordings
becomes obvious to anyone who listens to
them. They belong to the most liveliest,
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generous and congenial interpretations of
Nielsen’s music ever. The spirit of blessed
moments appears despite age and the
technical shortcomings.

The recording of Saul and David is a
discovery, which stands for itself, thanks to
Mann’s observations during the fifteen
performances of the opera in Gothenburg
throughout the autumn of 1928. The cast is
ideal with the court singers Sigurd Björling
and Joel Berglund as the prominent
characters Saul and Samuel, with Uno
Ebrelius as a boyish sounding David and
Marianne Öhrn as David’s love, a gifted and
amiable talent from the legendary opera
school whose career was fatally cut.

©Carl-Gunnar Åhlén

ABOUT THE RADIO ORCHESTRAS

The radio orchestras of Denmark, Germany
and many other European countries
usually had their own musicians. But not
in Sweden where the situation was so
complicated that it deserves an explanation.

In fact there were not less than three
different radio orchestras in Stockholm, all
called Radioorkestern (The Radio
Orchestra) but with different crews. This
is due to the fact that during its initial
decades, the broadcasting company
[Radiotjänst] was obliged to borrow

musicians from other orchestras in the
Capital, rather than employing its own
musicians. Radioorkestern [No 1] started
January 1, 1925, with ten members. After
two years, its leader, the concertmaster
Charles Barkel, was replaced by a young
conductor from the Royal Opera, Nils
Grevillius (1893-1970). The number of
musicians quickly grew to 27 – almost the
same size as when Carl Nielsen conducted
his single radio concert in December 7,
1928.The strings were picked from the
Orchestra of the Concert Association
[Konsertföreningens orkester, today
Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orches-
tra] and the winds and brass from the
Royal Orchestra. Mostly its activities took
place in the Royal Academy of Music.
Radioorkestern [No 2] was the conse-
quence of an important musical revolution.
Initially most professional musicians were
unemployed during five months of the year,
from the 1st of May until the 30th of Septem-
ber. For many of them summertime meant
starvation.

Thanks to the so-called ‘Triangle Agree-
ment’ – signed on the 1st of October 1937 by
the radio, the orchestra of the Concert
Association in Stockholm and the
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra – their
musicians were paid for the full year. In
return they had to deliver at least two
concerts a week, sometimes for attending
listeners in the hall and sometimes only for
the microphone. In 1939 the symphony
orchestras of Malmö, Helsingborg,
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Norrköping and Gävle were also linked into
the radio network, but with inferior
conditions – that is, they were forced to play
live whenever asked for: early in the
morning, before lunch, after lunch, late
afternoon and late evening. But few of their
regular concerts were broadcast. Because of
their small size, they were obliged to play
popular music with almost no preparation.
No wonder that their confidence and
technical level constantly sank until the late
60s when they started to produce their own
records and grew in number. Today they
can compete with any international
ensemble of medium size.

Just having finished his long service in
Gothenburg, Tor Mann was appointed to
take responsibility for two of the three new
radio orchestras in Stockholm. In those
days the Orchestra of the Concert Associa-
tion in Stockholm consisted of 88 musi-
cians. When all of them played for the radio
the ensemble was called Radiotjänsts
symfoniorkester. But sometimes the
orchestra was split into two groups – one
bigger with 53 members designated
Stockholms Radioorkester and one
smaller of 35 named Radiotjänsts
underhållningsorkester with Lars-Erik
Larsson as its regular conductor.

Later Stockholms Radioorkester confusingly
was called only Radioorkestern, thus
becoming the second one [No 2] in the
history of three different ensembles with the
same denomination.

Since 1937 Nils Grevillius had been the
artistic leader and regular conductor of the
two bigger radio ensembles in Stockholm –
Radiotjänsts symfoniorkester and
Stockholms Radioorkester. On the 1st of
May 1939 he was succeeded by Mann, who
as the general coordinator for the network
of all radio orchestras in Sweden could also
decide which composers should be
performed on the radio. He used this
privilege to its utmost. As Carl Nielsen’s
prophet in Sweden, he inspired his
successors in Gothenburg, Sixten
Eckerberg and Issay Dobrowen, to follow in
his footprints.

In June 1957 the Orchestra of the Concert
Association changed its name to Stock-
holm Philharmonic Orchestra. For its
radioactivities, Mann remained conductor
until his retirement on February 25, 1959.
Sometimes he also conducted
Radioorkestern [No 3], which was founded
on the 1st of Juni 1936 as a 15-piece dance
band. This was in fact the embryo of the
present Swedish Radio Symphony
Orchestra.

©Carl-Gunnar Åhlén
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TOR MANN ON NIELSEN

Carl Nielsen’s closest friend in Stockholm
was professor Bror Beckman, the director of
the music conservatory at the time, and my
extraordinary adviser in musical matters
during my studies at the conservatory. As a
great admirer of Nielsen, he had already
very thoroughly told me about the greatest
composer of Denmark, about his art and life
and also planted in my hand the score of his
First Symphony. […]. A new world appeared
to me, and I was almost bursting with joy
when I, as pupil in the conductor’s class,
was allowed to programme the symphony
with the orchestra.

Suddenly it happened. One day when
rehearsing with sweat on my brow, the door
opened and Carl Nielsen entered! Was this
the man who for months had stirred my
heart and my brain? I was on the point of
dropping my baton (so flustered was I and
wishing to take a break), but he beckoned to
me to continue. His face was alight with a
kind smile, his eyes sparkling with interest
and we played the movement to the end.
Later I was permitted to take his hand,
and that moment was one of the greatest
of my life.

Some time afterwards I was playing
violoncello under his baton when he
performed his Fourth Symphony, the
‘Inextinguishable’, at one of the concerts of
the Concert Association of Stockholm. Hardly
anyone of us musicians then comprehended

completely this masterpiece, and the public a
good deal less. Nielsen was not a conductor
in the real sense of the word. The pure
manual matter was rather difficult to him
and he often overlooked the details. [. . .]. He
didn’t care too much about what people
thought of him as a composer – he was firm
as a rock in his belief. But an unfavourable
criticism of his art of conducting would hit
him deeply. However, his lack of technique
with beating time was superseded by his
wholehearted enthusiasm, and it was a
great experience to play with him. His love
towards the musicians of the orchestra and
appreciation of their work was touching.

Tor Mann
(“Röster i Radio”, 1944)
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Facsimile of a letter by
Carl Nielsen to Tor Mann
concerning the overture to
the opera Maskarade:

Most conductors are
playing the overture too
slow; I how you will bring
life to it, yes, I K n o w it!
The second theme may
easily go a little quicker
than the beginning
[example] but after
‘furioso’ (which only
means marcato) is the first
tempo turning back. The
end cannot be lively
enough and the accents in
the strings are very
effective if they are done
with pleasure [example].
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FACTS ABOUT TOR MANN

Born February 25 1894, died March 29
1974. Studies at the Royal College of Music
in Stockholm 1910-19 (violoncello with
Anton Andersén and Carl Lindhe, counter-
point & composition with Ernst Ellberg,
playing in ensemble & conducting with
Conrad Nordqvist, Georg Schnéevoigt and
Olallo Morales).
Orchestral practice as a cello player in
Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra
(former Orchestra of the Concert Associa-
tion in Stockholm) 1915-19, and also in the
Royal Orchestra 1917-18.
Debut as a conductor in Stockholm
(February 9, 1919), Berlin (September 22,
1921), Vienna (December 5, 1921), Prague
(December 12, 1921), Dresden (February
24, 1922), Gothenburg (April 5, 1922),
Malmö (February 24, 1924), Bergen
(January 5, 1928), Helsinki (April 10, 1930),
Oslo (February 12, 1934).
Appointed as a second conductor of
Gothenburg Symphony Orchestra (October
18, 1922), later first conductor (October 1,
1925) until April 30, 1939.
Conductor of Malmö Symphony Orchestra
1924/25 and Gothenburg Chamber
Orchestra 1930-37.
Arranged the Nordic Music Days in
Gothenburg 1937-39 and Stockholm 1941-
42.
Teacher of conducting at the Royal College
of Music 1939-61, professor in 1945.
Teacher of conducting at the Music High
School of Ingesund from 1961.

In his lifetime Tor Mann gave more than
three thousand concerts. His working
capacity was tremendous, but in those days
the music profession expected rapid results
with minimum preparation. Back then, a
broadcast concert used to have only half of
the rehearsal time allotted nowadays.

Mann was a scrupulous score reader and a
sensitive listener, but pressure of time
forced him to take short cuts through
creating a good working climate at the
beginning. His funny stories and jokes might
have made a wrong impression as if he lacked
depth and sincerity, which he definitely did
not. To the contrary, he was an artist of
rare integrity and perfection. He knew many
composers personally, for instance Jean
Sibelius, Carl Nielsen, Wilhelm
Stenhammar and Ture Rangström, and he
studied their conducting. He read their
works but also works of other composers
with such a degree of analytical perception,
that he became famous for spotting their
slips of the pen. He also conducted his own,
corrected versions of the symphonies by
Beethoven, Schubert and Brahms.

As art director in Gothenburg and, later on,
as a director of the broadcasted concerts,
he became a determined educator of the
public, widening its frame of references.
Without him, it is doubtful if Franz Berwald
or Wilhelm Stenhammar ever would have
been Swedish classics, and if Jean Sibelius
or Carl Nielsen at all would have gained
such a general acceptance in Sweden.
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Few of his colleagues — if anyone — could
come up to Tor Mann’s capacity concerning
Nielsen’s music, whose First Symphony he
performed four times (1919-58), Second five
times (1938-53), Third six times (1938-53),
Fourth eighteen times (!! 1924-60), Fifth five
times (1940-59) and Sixth six times (1934-54).
Altogether this comes to forty-four perform-
ances including one cycle of all the sympho-
nies for the Swedish radio in 1953/54.

FACTS ABOUT THE PERFORMERS

JOEL BERGLUND (1903-1985), bass/
baritone, court singer. After studies with
Oscar Lejdström and John Forsell he made
his debut in the Royal Opera in 1929 as
Monterone in Rigoletto, then became a
member until 1956 and from 1949 served
also as general manager. Last appearance
in Royal Opera 1968. He also appeared in
Vienna, Berlin, Bayreuth, New York and
Buenos Aires. He sung around some 60
parts, mostly Wagner roles, as Hans Sachs,
Wotan, Hagen and Gurnemanz.

LARS BILLENGREN (1931), tenor. Debut
in 1957 at the Jutland Opera in Aarhus
after studies with Ragnar Hultén. 1958-60
Royal Opera, 1960-65 at the Gothenburg
Opera, then freelancer and concert singer.

SIGURD BJÖRLING (1907-1983), baritone.
Court singer. Studies with Louis Condé,
John Forsell and Henry Jackson-Norris,
debut in 1933 as Alfio in Cavalleria

rusticana at the Royal Opera, member
1936-61, guest appearances until 1974.
Sang 2,400 performances in Stockholm as
well in Vienna, New York, London, Milan,
Paris and Bayreuth. Many Wagner roles as
Wolfram, Hans Sachs, Wotan and Amfortas.
Last part the prior in Petrus de Dacia by
Friedrich Mehler.

PALLE BRUNIUS (1909-1976), producer
and director. Announcer at the Swedish radio
1935, leader of its theatre section 1957-66,
later supervisor of the programmes.

UNO EBRELIUS (1918-1988), tenor.
Studies with Joseph Hislop and Dagmar
Gustafsson, opera debut in 1955 at the
Jutland Opera in Aarhus. Also Cosí fan
tutte in Drottningholms Court Theatre
1956. Royal Opera in Copenhagen 1960-61
and professor there. In St. Matthew Passion
he sung the Evangelist but also took part in
broadcast operas.

BARBRO ERICSON (1930), contralto.
Court singer. Studies with Arne
Sunnegårdh and at the Royal College of
Music, debut in 1956 in Don Carlos at the
Royal Opera, member until middle of the
80s. Wide repertory, from baroque music to
Stravinsky, Blomdahl and Ligeti. Also
concert singer. Appearances in Bayreuth,
New York, Edinburgh, London, Moscow.

ERIC ERICSON (1918). World-renowned
choir leader. Church musician in Bromma
1943-49 and St. Jacob Church in Stock-
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holm 1949-74. Founder and leader of his
own Eric Erickson’s Chamber Choir 1945
and Stockholm Choral Society’s small choir
1947. Conductor of Orphei Drängar in
Uppsala 1951-91, choir master at Swedish
Radio 1952-83, professor in choral
conducting 1979.

BO LUNDBORG (1932), bass-baritone.
Studies with Arne Sunnegårdh and Käthe
Sundström 1954-59, debut in 1958 in The
Magic Flute at the Royal Opera, to which he
belonged until his pension in the 80s. Wide
repertory, also concert and church
performances.

HANS NERBE (1924-93), baritone. Studies
with Ingeborg Berling. Though accepted to
study at the Opera School in 1955, he had
to remain in his job as elementary school
teacher, later speech therapist in
Stocksund. Member of the church choir of
Danderyd.

MARIA RIBBING (1911), soprano. Born in
Vienna where she studied for M. Singer-
Burian. After moving to Sweden in 1939 she
continued her studies until 1941 with John
Forsell, Joseph Hislop, Gerda Lundequist
and Adelaide von Skilondz. Concert debut
in 1940, song recitals in 1948. Tours in
Denmark, Austria and Czechoslovakia.
Married to the Swedish pianist Stig Ribbing
in 1940.

INGA-LILL SANNFRID (1930), soprano.
Studies with Ragnar Hultén. Concert singer
and singing master of the Music high school
of Malmö 1975-95.

CLAES GÖRAN STENHAMMAR (1897-
1968), bass-baritone. Studies with Gillis
Bratt, Ivar Andrésen, Halldis Ingebjart,
Esther Ruhrseitz. Member of the opera
houses in Zurich (1925-27), Nuremberg
(1927-29) and Sondershausen (1929-30),
after that a concert singer and singing
master and professor of the Royal College of
Music 1949-63.

TORA TEJE (1893-1970), actor. Royal
Dramatic Theatre and the Swedish Theatre
in Stockholm during 1913-23. One of the
greatest Swedish actors of the century.

MARIANNE ÖHRN-NERBE (1925),
soprano. Working initially as a civil servant.
After winning a prize for singing studies in a
youth competition in 1945, she toured in
amusement parks of Sweden and took parts
in operettas. Studies with Martin Öhman at
the Opera School in Stockholm 1950-53.
When she married in 1953 (Lennart Nerbe,
conductor) she gradually gave up her
career. Later she was employed as an
official at the church of Vantör, working
with national registration.
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A NOTE ON THE RECORDINGS

Only the Oriental Festival March, the First
Symphony and the opera Saul and David
are kept on professional tapes, though they
were later copied to lower speed. The
Swedish Radio in the past practised the
(stupid) rule of mainly preserving Swedish
music in its programme archive. The
recording of Saga-Dream, deleted in 1961,
happily survived on an amateur recording
from the broadcast, but on a four-channel,
low speed, very noisy tape.

Symphony No 2 was recorded on profes-
sional vaxmasters for processing on to
regular shellac records, probably intended
as a surprise for Mann at his 50th birthday.
Unfortunately the absorber of the shavings
failed when recording the tenth side, leaving
the last movement incomplete.

The other symphonies were preserved on
extremely scratchy professional long-
playing 14-inch acetates. The last 120 bars
of the Inextinguishable are missing, due to
the fact that the fifth side was impossible to
play, when taping for the archive. The
acetates were later destroyed. Luckily, a
fragmentary radio recording, also by Tor
Mann (from 1954) was found some years
ago in Uppsala, leaving the possibility of
completing the symphony.

More problematic are the creaking sounds
sometimes appearing in faint passages in
Symphonies 4 and 6. They cannot be

removed with present techniques, only be
reduced.

Many hours have been spent together with
different digital tools like Waves, Oxford and
Soundsoap to get rid of the worst disturbances.

But the best filters are, as always, in the
ears of the listener.

©Carl-Gunnar Åhlén
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Carl Nielsen at a rehearsal of Saul and David in Gothenburg 1928
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SAUL OG DAVID, opera i i fyra akter av
Carl Nielsen (1898-1901)

Libretto: Einar Christiansen.
Svensk text: Sven Lindström (1928)

Wilhelm Hansens musikförlag.

CD 3 [ 6 ] Introduktion till akt 1 2:14

BERÄTTERSKAN: Då konung Saul regerade
över Israel på andra året, dräpte hans son
Jonathan filistéernas fogde i Geba.
Därigenom blev Israel förhatligt för
filistéerna. Och folket bådades upp att följa
Saul till Gilgal. Domaren Samuel hade sagt
till Saul: »Sju dagar skall du vänta i Gilgal.
Så skall jag komma ner till dig och
förkunna för dig vad du skall göra.« När
Saul hade väntat sju dagar, men Samuel
likväl icke kom till Gilgal, begynte folket gå
ifrån honom. Då frambar Saul själv
brännoffret. Men just när han hade slutat
frambära det, kom Samuel och sade: »Vad
har du gjort?  Därför att du icke hållit det
bud Herren din Gud har givit dig, och
förkastat Herrens ord, så har han ock
förkastat dig!« Men Sauls tjänare sade till
Saul: »Eftersom en ond ande från Gud
kväljer dig, må du tillsäga dina tjänare att
de söka upp en man kunnig i harpospel på
det att han må spela på harpan, när den
onde anden från Gud kommer över dig! «Så
kom David till Saul och den onde anden vek
ifrån Saul. Och Sauls dotter Mikal hade
David kär.
(1 Sam. 13:1-14 & 16:15-21 & 18:20)

AKT 1 34:21
CD 3 [ 7 ] Sauls väntan 5:33
Sauls hus i Gilgal. Krigsfolk och präster är
församlade, de flesta spejar ut över
omgivningen. Saul och Jonathan, båda i
rustning. Saul går oroligt fram och tillbaka .
Utanför ses män och kvinnor i förväntan
och spänning.
SAUL: Kommer han? Kommer profeten?
JONATHAN: Kommer han?
KÖREN: Kommer han? Kommer han? Tom
är vägen till Rama. Samuel dröjer ännu!
JONATHAN: Samuel dröjer ännu!
SAUL: Sju dagar bjöd han oss bida, sju dagars
väntan har gått. Samuel! Israel ängslas!
KÖREN:Samuel, Israels folk ropar till dig i
nöd!
ABNER:Folket skingras, kung Saul, modlöst
strövar det kring. I hålor och klyftor det
gömt sig av skräck för filistéerna, tallösa
som sanden i havet.
SAUL: Innan offret är gjort må vi ej bryta upp!
ABNER: Trettio tusen på stridsvagn drogo
från Gath och sex tusen till häst!
SAUL: Kommer ej Samuel? Se, om han
kommer!
JONATHAN: Kommer han?
KÖREN: Kommer han? Tom är vägen till
Rama, Samuel dröjer ännu.
SAUL: Är offret redo? Vin och mjöl? Och
ryker blodet ur oxens strupe?
KÖREN: Brännoffer, tackoffer, allting är redo!
SAUL: Välan då! För Israels nöd vill jag våga
det själv!
JONATHAN:Fader, vad gör du? Herren skall
vredgas?
SAUL: Folket skingras och fienden närmar sig!
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JONATHAN:Dröj. Blott en timme!
SAUL: Är jag då Samuels dräng, att han
ensam skall råda? Akta sig skall han den
gamle, som frestar mitt tålamod och eggar
till avfall mitt folk! Har han ej själv mig
smort till konung?
JONATHAN: Hör, jag besvär dig! Röken
skall dragas mot jorden. Gud skall förakta
ditt offer! Hör, jag besvär dig! Dröj blott en
timme ännu.
SAUL: Blev jag då smord till träl? Fick jag
då spiran i hand . . .för att bryta den över
mitt knä? Konungen är Jahves återglans på
jord! Då må väl vid altaret jag honom möta,
anlet mot anlet!
JONATHAN: Gjut allsmäktige vredens skål
över mig, men skona den smordes huvud!
SAUL & KÖREN: Herre, tag sköld och
vapen! Res dig till Israels hjälp! Satt upp!
Var redo, o Herre!
KÖREN: Våldsmän du ser omkring oss!
Blod såsom vatten de spillt och fruktan bort
i vårt bröst. […]
SAUL: Härskarornas Gud vars lyftade hand
faller tungt på Israels ovän.

CD 3 [ 8 ] Samuels bestraffning 9:25
SAMUEL: Mot dig, o Saul, mot dig hans
hand är lyftad!
SAUL: Ha! Samuel!
SAMUEL: Förty du bidat ej, men vågat själv
att bringa Herren offer!
SAUL: Du kom ej hit på den bestämda tid.
SAMUEL: Jag kom med Herren, Saul, då
Han så ville.
SAUL: Men fienden drogo upp från Gath.
Jag därför vågat det; jag offrat själv.

SAMUEL: Befästa ville Gud ditt rike till evig
tid och göra Israel mäktigt i din hand; men
nu, o Saul, skall det ej bestå, då du brutit
Herrens bud!
SAUL: Skall jag ej värja riket som han gav mig?
SAMUEL: Vad Herren gav det kan han taga
åter! Och nu skall riket givas till din nästa,
till mannen efter Herrens sinn!
SAUL: Ej vredgas Herren av mitt offers rök,
ty efter lagens ord blev det fullkomnat!
SAMUEL: Men lydnad, lydnad, Saul, är
bättre offer än oxars fetma och det röda
bergvin. För det du ringa aktat Herrens ord.
Han aktar dig för ringa nu som konung!
SAUL: Så borttag du min synd. Och jag vill
kasta mig för Herrens fötter!
SAMUEL: Idag har Herren rivit riket från
dig och Herrens härlighet kan icke ljuga!
Han är ej människa, att han sig ångrar.
SAUL: Jag ångrar, jag i stoftet inför Gud!
Jag fattar i din mantelflik och beder: Tag
bort min synd!
JONATHAN & KÖREN:Tag bort hans synd,
vänd om till oss!
SAMUEL: Frukten eder ej! Ty Herren Gud,
den starka, er beskyddar. Och han vill göra
stora ting med er! Men Saul, han har
förkastat från sitt anlet! Då du förbundet
bröt, skall härskarstaven falla ur din hand,
och Herrens ande vika från ditt sinn!
SAUL: Samuel!
SAMUEL: En ande, fylld av hat och skräck,
förtära skall din själ som torka och brand;
Så talar Herren till dig genom sin tjänare.
KÖREN: Nu slocknar det rykande offret,
Samuel lämnar sitt folk, Herren är vred på
sitt folk.
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JONATHAN:Kung Saul, min Fader! Herren
vår Gud är en nådig Gud! Grip om hans
knä under tårar, släpp ej ditt tag om hans
länd förrän han stillar ditt ve! Herren är
nådig! Låt från ditt hjärta ångern droppa
som blod, att han glömmer din  synd!
SAUL: Herren känner mig icke! Mitt hjärta
är slaget som gräs och min kraft är ett
visset strå, som hans stormvind har brutit!
JONATHAN:Herren är nådig. Tänk på ditt
folk, som lider med dig för din synd!
SAUL: Må folket dö ut! Må fienden täcka de
blomstrande fält, som en gräshoppssvärm
förtära de rodnande frukter! Må tistlar växa
där honungen flöt, må öknen lägga sin
stenhårda hand över ängarnas rinnande
vatten. Se, jag lämnar mitt land i
filistéernas våld!
ABNER: Krigsfolket väntar. Nytt har oss
spejaren mält!
JONATHAN: Kungen är sjuk! Men kom! Ty
hos Gud finnes råd!

CD 3 [ 9 ] Sauls monolog 4:34
SAUL: Kunde jag resa mig mot dig, du
konungarnas konung! Ormen har sagt det
en gång: I skolen bliva som Gud! Herren är
ond! Och ond är jag själv! Ty ond han mig
skapat! Här står vrede mot vrede! Här står
hat emot hat! Hans hand mig hotar och min
mot honom är knuten! Det hot som han
spyr på mitt huvud, det hotet det sänder
min flammande mun tillbaka, tillbaka med
hån! Men se, men se! Då drager han
dödsängelns svärd och jag sjunker på knä!
Hämnden är Herrens, ty hämnden är
döden. Döden är Jahves ära; döden gör

Jahve stor! Ingen kan resa sig mot dig, du
konungars konung! Ormens tal var lögn!
Ingen kan bliva som Gud!
JONATHAN: Ack, David, se där! Se kungen
gömmer sitt huvud, modlös, sorgsen. Grip
din harpa, giv honom tröst som du givit åt
mig! Giv Israel dess konung tillbaka!

CD 3 [10] Davids sång 7:14
DAVID: Jag kommer från Betlehems ängar
från vattubäckar där friden bor,
med hälsning från blomstersängar,
från jublande fåglarnas kor!
Jag bringar dig dagens glädje
och nattens regn över gräs och strå,
jag bringar dig himlapällen
med alla stjärnor på!
SAUL:Vad nu? Vem sjunger här?
DAVID: Känner du hur natten bryter
dina tankars blommor av,
hur, när vinterstormen ryter
djupt den bäddas, deras grav!
Herrens dag dig låter hoppas
strålar ljus i hjärtat in,
ty i morgonrodna’n knoppas
rosor för ditt sjuka sinn’!
SAUL:Ja sjung! O sjung! Nu blev här ljust
och stilla! […]
DAVID: Gläd dig över livet, det är som en
lek över blomstergårdarnas tuvor.
Gläd dig över solen, vars strålande glans till
mognad driver kungsgårdens druvor!
Gläd dig över mannens arm,
Gläd dig över kvinnans barm!
Gläd dig! Ty Herren är god;
jag i allt hans barmhärtighet skådar!
SAUL: Det är som hörde jag bergen sjunga
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och strömmarna jubla av fröjd! Vem förde
dig hit?
DAVID: Jag är Jonathans vän! […]
SAUL: Ditt anlet är skönt av glädje, man
tänker på allt som är gott, när man möter
din blick. Vad heter du?
DAVID:David!
SAUL: David, o David, jag ligger och ropar i
stoftet dit onda makter har kastat mig ned.
Stenen är vältad för graven, den sluter tätt
som en mur och ingen i världen kan rubba
dess port utom du, utom du! Ty du blåser
den bort, som ett fjun, när du sjunger.
Kom, hugsvala min själ! Kom och bliv i mitt
hus! Du skall bära mina bästa vapen och
sitta högst vid mitt bord. […]
DAVID: Jag vaktar vid bäcken min faders
får, men är god en kämpe tillika. Gärna jag
tjänar kung Saul, ty käck är hans son och
skön är din dotter!
SAUL:Så tackar jag Gud för idag att du kom
i mitt hus.
ABNER:Krigsfolket väntar.
SAUL: Herre, tag sköld och vapen och res
dig till Israels hjälp.
JONATHAN: Tung som aska låg Jahves
vrede på kungens sinn’! Nu flammar han
åter av kraft! Herren har sänt dig, Herren
skall älska dem som vandra med dig!

CD 3 [11] Davids och Mikals kärleksduett
7:33
DAVID:Jag har sett dig förut, ljuva Mikal, i
aftonsvalkan på Virakshöjden. Där stod du
bland dina tärnor, skönast av alla! Vinden
bar över bäcken till mig Viraks doft från ditt
hår. Det var som kysste jag tusen blommor,

ja tusende blommor. Vinden bar över bäcken
till mig din stämmas skälvande klang. Och
sedan … sedan, o Mikal, har längtan varit
mitt läger och natten har varit mig lång.
MIKAL: Jag såg också dig, du skuggade
pannan och såg mot den dalande sol, eller
såg du på mig? Som guld var ditt hår, din
växt som en ceder som spejar mot Gileads
berg. Då tänkte jag tyst för mig själv: stolt
som han stod skall han möta vår fiendes här!
DAVID: Vad tänkte du mer?
MIKAL: Vad tänkte du själv?
DAVID: Jag tänkte då solen gick ned: Ack
om hon kom över bäcken, om hennes lockar
som glittra av dagg finge kyla min kind! Om
hennes armar som dofta av myrrha, låg om
min hals! Det tänkte jag, då solen gick ned.
MIKAL: Jag önskade vandra i trädens skugga
med dig! Där skulle vi dröja vid källan, din
hand skulle ösa dess vatten åt mig att jag
finge dricka därur, vid fåglarnas sång, vi
vore då själva som vilda duvor i skogen.
DAVID: Du drömde du gav mig din mun, så
giv mig den nu. O Mikal!
MIKAL: O David, o David!
MIKAL: Min längtan går endast till dig, du
är ett lås till mitt hjärta!
DAVID: Min arm är en mur om ditt liv!
Allena för mig är all din blomstrande fägring!
MIKAL & DAVID: Som döden är kärleken
stark!

CD 3 [12] Förspel till akt 2: Allegro
marciale  5’06
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CD 4 [ 1 ] Introduktion till akt 2 1:58
BERÄTTERSKAN:Men filistéerna församlade
på nytt sina härar till strid. Ur deras skaror
trädde en kämpe vid namn Goliath fram.
Han var sex alnar och en tvärhand hög.
Och David sade till Saul: »Må ingen låta sitt
mod falla. Din tjänare vill gå åstad och
strida mot denne filisté.«. Med sin slunga i
handen gick David fram mot Goliath. Och
stenen från Davids slunga träffade filistéen
i pannan och slog honom till döds. Men
Israels och Juda män stodo upp och höjde
ett härskri och förföljde filistéerna ända in
till Ekrons portar.  Och Israels kvinnor
sjöngo sålunda: »Saul har slagit tusen, men
David tiotusen«. Då blev Saul mycket vred
ty det talet misshagade honom, och han
sade: »Åt David hava de givit tiotusen. Åt
mig hava de givit tusen. Nu fattas honom
endast konungdömet!«Och Saul såg med
ont öga på David från den dagen och allt
framgent.
(1 Sam. 17: 1-4 & 32 & 50 & 18:7-9)

AKT 2 20:23
CD 4 [ 2 ] Hotet 6:48
KÖREN: [….] Kung Saul! Vak upp!
SAUL: Drev icke Gud genom Jonathans
hand våra fiender tillbaka?
ABNER: Sjufalt starkare komma de nu!
KÖREN:Sjufalt starkare!
ABNER:Framför vandrar en kämpe, sex
alnar lång och en tvärhand! Hans pansar är
tungt som en vagn. Som en vävbom väldigt
hans spjut. Och dess blad som ett svärd.
Goliath han heter!
KÖREN: Goliath! Goliath!

ABNER: Han ropar till Israels skaror: »I
trälar till Saul, välj till tvekamp mig en
man! Fäller han mig skall vårt land bliva
ert! Men dräper jag honom, skolen I vara
Askalons trälar!« Han hånar vår här, o
konung! Och Israel är slagen av skräck! […]
SAUL: Herren sig vänt från mitt hus, hans
ande mig lämnat i vrede, och spiran han
slår ur min hand […]
DAVID: Konung, låt icke din själ bliva
modlös för Goliaths skrävel! Jag vågar mitt
liv mot hans hot![…]
SAUL: Du! För ojämn kamp mellan dig, en
tjugoårs man, och honom, som är kämpe
från ungdomens dagar!
DAVID: O kung, jag vaktat min faders får, när
björn och lejon rövat hans lamm! Men gick
jag efter och rev dem ur vilddjurets käftar.
Grep det i skägget och slog det till jord!
KÖREN: David hell!
MIKAL: Ej skall de gå filistéen bättre …
KÖREN:David hell!
MIKAL: … som vågar att håna den krigshär
Herren har valt!
MIKAL:För vår kärleks skull.
DAVID: Herren som frälsat sin tjänare ur
lejonens och björnars gap skall frälsa
honom ur Goliaths händer!
MIKAL: Fader, han får icke gå! Ty se: den
dotter du älskar har givit sin själ i hans hand.
KÖREN: Herren är skölden!
SAUL: Israel kräver din arm!
KÖREN: Upp då till striden! Till kamp!
SAUL: Ej folket tål något dröjsmål! Gå då
med Herren, min son! Och bringar du
Goliaths huvud, då skall Mikal bli din.
KÖREN: Hell David! David hell!
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MIKAL & DAVID: Min Fader! / Min konung!
[…]
DAVID: Med slungan i hand vill jag möta
vår ovän!
MIKAL: Han stöter dig ned med sitt spjut!
DAVID: Vid bäcken jag söker mig stenar,
som klyva luften som pilar. Var lugn! Jag
träffar först!
SAUL: Förkunna för fiendens män att David
är redo!
KÖREN:Herren har korat sin man!
MIKAL:O dö ej från mig, du livets ljus. Jag har
dig hos mig blott än en stund! Tårar döljer
dig för mig och ångest förmörkar min blick!
DAVID: Herren skall blåsa från hjärtat din
ångest!
SAUL & ABNER:Kom, det är tid!
MIKAL: O dö ej från mig, du livets ljus. Min
make!
DAVID:Lev väl!
KÖREN: Herren har korat sin man!

CD 4 [ 3 ] Mikals glädje 4:19
MIKAL: Flickor såg ni? Såg ni min älskade?
Solbränd som bergens druvor! Stolt som en
stad under vapen! Seger gror i hans fjät.
FLICKORNA:Lycklig är du, lycklig är du
bland jungfrur, lycklig är du! […]
MIKAL:Lycklig är jag, när han kommer i
nattens dunkel till mig! Som dagg är hans
andedräkt och hans kärlek en
myrrhabuske, som vilar vid mitt bröst.
Lycklig är jag när han kommer i nattens
dunkel till mig!
FLICKORNA: Lycklig är du, lycklig är du. O
Mikal, lycklig är du! […]
MIKAL: Nu står han därute, nu går han ur

ledet fram och kallar högt på kämpen! Han
står där med slungan i hand! Men Goliaths
spjut är en grip, som med rasande näbb
slår ner på den springande råbock. Se, han
böjer sitt huvud och väntar det dräpande
slag. Han blöder! Min älskade dör! […]
FLICKORNA:Mikal, du Benjamins ros med
doftande nardus i natt vi ditt läger beströ,
ty din älskling är när, du hör i sanden hans
steg. Lycklig är du, lycklig är du, o Mikal,
lycklig är du!
MIKAL: Systrar, till hjälp! Låt oss söka
honom! Flygen kring dal och kring höjd!
Vifta med slöjan! Kalla med rop, som när
fåglarna varna varandra.
EN UNG FLICKA: Se
MIKAL: Vad ser du?
FLICKAN:Se, genom dalen en ryttare
spränger!
FLICKORNA: En ryttare?
MIKAL: Vem?
FLICKAN: Nu ser jag det! Ja, det är
Jonathan!
FLICKORNA & MIKAL: Jonathan!
FLICKORNA: Knappast han red så raskt
vore budet ej gott!
MIKAL: Jonathan! Broder!
FLICKAN:Han svingar i handen en palmkvist!
FLICKORNA: Han svingar en palmkvist!
MIKAL: Ja, det är fröjd som bevingar hans
häst! Ja, dammet som virvlar i spåret
dansar av glädje! Jonathan! Jonathan!
Broder! Jublen med mig för min älskling!
Jublen med mig! Fruktansvärd är han i
kamp! Gud har omgjordat hans länd!
JONATHAN: Seger åt Israel gav Davids
hand! Dräpt är filistéernas kämpe!
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CD 4 [ 4 ] Davids seger 5:07
MIKAL & FLICKORNA: Herre, blott du är i
evighet Gud!
JONATHAN: David gick fram som en man!
Då Goliath såg honom, skrek han med spe:
»Himlens fåglar och markens djur vill jag
giva ditt kött!« Men David svarade: »Herren
skall giva idag ditt liv i min hand; ty striden
är Herrens!«  Han grep i sin ränsel,
slungade stenen. Och stenen satt fast i
filistéens panna. Goliath störtade till
marken, men David sprang fram, drog hans
svärd och högg hans huvud från kroppen!
KÖREN: Halleluja!
JONATHAN: Hör det är Israels folk…
KÖREN: Halleluja!
JONATHAN: … som prisar Herren för segern!
KÖREN: Halleluja! Halleluja! Loven Gud
Herrens namn. Det är ljuvligt att sjunga!
Starka kämpar han fäller och giver till arv
åt Israels barn, deras män och gods!
Ja, han låter tecken och under ske för sitt
folk! Loven Israels Gud!
De oomskurna drabbar hans arm och hans
spjut bespottarens bröst! […] Halleluja!
Loven hans namn! Loven Gud! Loven
Herrens namn!  Det är ljuvligt att sjunga!
Halleluja!

CD 4 [ 5 ] Sauls raseri 1:22
SAUL: Av Davids hand blev riket frälst i
dag! Ja, underbara äro Herrens vägar! Se
med ett stenkast gossen fällde kämpen. Pris
vare Jahve för hans verk! Nu kommen hit
med pukor och med lyror! En dubbel fest
skall smycka denna dag! I segerns krans
skall bröllop fläta blommor; min egen dotter

vara hjältens lön!
KÖREN:[…] Glädjesång! Pukors klang!
Dansande kvinnor, slöjornas fläkt! Nakna
armar i jublande virvel! Saul slog tusende!
David tiotusende slog!
SAUL: Tusen slog jag! Tusende mygg mot
Davids tiotusende lejon, och beskare hån är
att vänta! Lever han länge, då bliver mitt
land förvisso hans.
KÖREN: Glädjesång! Pukors klang!
SAUL: Bjud dem att tiga! Mitt huvud värker!
KÖREN: Glädjesång …
JONATHAN: Tyst, hållen inne!
KÖREN: Saul slog …
JONATHAN: Stanna. Kungen är sjuk!
KÖREN: Kungen är sjuk!
JONATHAN: Hans gamla svårmod
fördunklar hans panna! Tag harpan, David,
och sjung honom ro.
SAUL: Ja, rör dina strängar! Men varsamt,
son! Riv ej i såret härinne! Ve dig om jag ser
blod på din hand!
DAVID: Han talar i yrsel!
SAUL: Sjung!

CD 4 [ 6 ] Davids löfte 2:45
DAVID: Herre, jag går i din boning in
med blicken sänkt och blott dig att ära.
Ej sysslar med tecken och under mitt sinn’
och högmod stod aldrig mig nära.
Min heta själ har jag tystat till vila,
den är som barnet i moders famn,
Allt, o Gud, vad din tjänare önskat,
det bad han om i ditt namn!
SAUL: Du ljuger! Hycklare! Du prisar
Herren men menar dig själv!
Falskhet bor i ditt öga och lögn i din mun.
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[…] Du stämplar ont mot mitt liv och
smyckar ditt namn med en seger som tillhör
din konung!
MIKAL: Fader! Fader! […]
SAUL: Aldrig skall konungens dotter pryda
ditt hus och din bädd! Fredlös du vare! Bort
från mitt hus! […]
DAVID: Hämnden är Herrens! Vi mötas
igen, kung Saul!

CD 4 [ 7 ] Introduktion till akt 3 2:17
BERÄTTERSKAN: Då bröt Saul upp och
drog mot öknen Sif med tretusen män för
att söka efter David i öknen Sif. Men David
kom med Abisay om natten till Sauls läger
och såg Saul ligga och sova i vagnborgen.
Med spjutet nedstött i jorden invid
huvudgärden och Abner och folket lågo runt
omkring honom. Och David tog spjutet och
vattenkruset från Sauls huvud. Och sedan
gingo han och Abisay sin väg.
Sedan, när David hade kommit över på
andra sidan, ställde han sig på toppen av
berget långt ifrån, så att avståndet var stort
emellan dem, och ropade: Då kände Saul
igen Davids röst och sade: »Det är ju din
röst, min son David!« David svarade: »Ja,
min herre konung! Se här är spjutet, o
konung, och vattenkruset som stodo vid din
huvudgärd.« Då sade Saul: »Jag har syndat.
Kom tillbaka, min son David.« Och Samuel
smorde David mitt ibland männen. Och
Samuel dog, och hela Israel höll dödsklagan
efter honom. Men den onde anden kom på
nytt över Saul. Och David flydde med Mikal
åter ut i öknen.
(1 Sam. 26:2, 7, 12-13, 17, 21-22 & 25:1)

AKT 3 23:54

CD 4 [ 8 ] I öknen Sif. Sauls läger 6:19
DAVID: […] Ser du hans vagnborg! Svart
som en ensam klippa i vida öknen, och alla
sova, i lägret är tyst! Vart andedrag höres i
natten. Kom! Låt oss närma oss.
ABISAY: David! Vad vill du?
DAVID: Se honom! Visa att jag ej är rädd,
säga honom att jag trots allt har honom kär.
ABISAY: Han slår dig till döds!
DAVID: Vän, om du fruktar, så gå! […] Där
ligger kungen! Pannan rynkas av drömmar!
Ja, i sömnen knyter han häftigt sin hand!
ABISAY: Kom, låt oss nagla vid jorden hans
kropp med mitt spjut.
DAVID: Stanna! Gåves han tusenfallt i min
makt, trygg skall han vara för mig! Men nu:
tag spjutet som står vid hans huvud och
vattenkrukan. Och sedan bort! […] Djup är
Sauls och hans krigares sömn. Men nu må
de vakna! Abner! Var är du? Abner! Abner!
ABNER: Vem kallar? Vem där?
DAVID: Illa vaktar du kungen din herre! […]
Ty se, var är kungens spjut? Och var är
hans bägare. En man kom hit för att dräpa
Saul och i hörden det ej! […]
SAUL: David! Jag känner hans stämma!
Säg, är det David?
DAVID: Ja, jag är David!
MIKAL, JONATHAN & ABNER: David, min
älskling/broder/David!
DAVID: Med spjutkast jagades jag ur ditt hus
och ditt hat går på rov i mitt spår. Men i natt
var ditt liv i min hand och jag rörde dig ej!
MIKAL & JONATHAN: David!
SAUL: David! Min son!
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DAVID: Aldrig, hjälpe mig Gud. fanns där
ont i mitt sinn mot dig eller ditt. Ej en tanke
på hämnd. ej tanke på fejd! Säg mig, vi blev
jag då fredlös, kung Saul, på ditt bud?
KÖREN: Stilla, se konungen gråter!
SAUL: David, min son!
DAVID: Här ställer jag spjutet, att en av din
skara kan taga det bort! Det var blodigt förr
men i natt har jag tvättat det rent! Guds
fred med Dig och farväl!
MIKAL: David! Bed honom stanna.
JONATHAN: David, vänd om! Kungen har
kallat dig son! Han har ångrat sin skuld!
Se, han öppnar sin famn, av gråt hans
lemmar ju rycka!
SAUL: David!, min son, du är bättre än jag.
Illa jag handlat emot dig! Ont har du lönat
med gott! Jag välsignar din hand som
skonat mitt liv, välsignar vart fjät av din fot
om du vänder tillbaka!

CD 4 [ 9 ] Försoningen 6:35
DAVID: Konung! Min fader!
SAUL: Här vid mitt bröst i min famn, här
under min kyss och min gråt som kväver
min stämma! David, min son, o gör ej ditt
öra dövt för min ånger idag!
DAVID: Herren är vittne! Trognare tjänare
har du ej i ditt hus!
MIKAL & KÖREN: Herre du ser det, nytt är
deras/vårt förbund, och famn mot famn stå
David och konung Saul, bägge Israels
furstar, bägge Israels hopp.
MIKAL, DAVID, JONATHAN, SAUL, ABNER,
KÖREN: Blomstra skall konungens hus och
blomstra hans land i skydd av de mäktiges
vänskap. Tvist och strid och krigets nöd de

jagat bort för evigt. Herre, du ser det, nytt
är deras förbund. Nytt är förbundet. Och
famn mot famn stå David och konung Saul!

CD 4 [10] Samuels död 9:10
ABISAY: Vakter hitåt, hitåt! Hitåt! Fram
över öknen sig slingrar ett tåg, långsamt
skridande närmar det sig.
SAUL: Se, vad det är!
ABISAY: Vitklädda män gå i krets om en
åldring, som blek som ett lik vilar mot en
bärstols kuddar.
KÖREN: Samuel! Samuel!
SAUL: Herrens profet! Kommer han hit att
förnya förbannelsen nu? Skall Herren evigt
mig straffa?
KÖREN: Samuel närmar sig! Böj knä för
domaren Herren har satt till ett ljus för sitt
folk!
SAMUEL: Var är jag?
ABNER: I kungalägret vid Hakila berg!
SAMUEL: Är David från Betlehem här, den
yngste av Isai söner?
DAVID: David är här. Herre, jag hör dig!
SAMUEL: Döende låg jag i Rama. Då hörde
jag Herrens röst vid min bädd: »Samuel, res
dig!« Så bjöd han, »Tag oljehornet i hand
och drag med ditt följe mot syd! När sol går
upp över Hakila berg,skall du möta den
man jag har utsett til Israels konung. David
av Betlehems stad!»
SAUL: Har icke Israel en konung? Själv har
du smort mig därtill!
SAMUEL: Länge låg Herrens sorg över dig,
din härskartid är till ända.
SAUL: Huggen bespottaren ned! Han hånar
förbundet. Herrens förbund med den smorde.
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SAMUEL: Frukta och tig! Jorden skall
öppna sin mun och sluka envar som
knorrar mot Herren.
SAUL: Här skulle stilla jag då stå och se på
min smälek.
SAMUEL: Herrens hand skall hålla dig fast
och böja till jorden ditt knä. Böjen er alla
och döljen ert anlet, hör Herrens budskap!
Till dig och David talar Herren, Israels Gud!
Han smörjer dig till furste för sitt folk, han
lägger sina ord på dina läppar och täcker
dig med sina händers skugga, att du må
grunda jord, plantera himmel och dela arvet
ut ibland hans folk!
KÖREN: Israel hoppas på Herren nu och
evinnerlig!
SAMUEL: Så har det då skett! Fulländat
mitt verk och min strid är kämpad ut. Tag
mig då till dig, o Israels härlighet! Lös nu
min själ ur det spruckna, bräckliga kärl och
låt mig fara i frid, i ditt heliga namn.
DAVID: Samuel! Fader!
KÖREN: Herren har tagit hans själ!
DAVID: Låt mig sluta hans ögon.

CD 4 [11] Sauls högmod 1:49
SAUL: Ja! Han är död! Ej öppnar han mera
sin mun för att slunga sitt spe mot den
smordes huvud. Makten är min! Min allena
den är! Så gripen då honom i svenner,
uppviglaren David, som vågar i åsyn att
röva hans namn!
MIKAL: Rören den smorde ej! Helig är David!
SAUL: Grip också henne!
MIKAL: Ja, om I våga! Samuel ser er ännu.
Ja, från hans vita anlet lyser Herrens vilja,
vars ord han förkunnat er nyss! Här lägger

min hand jag i din och följer dig trygg, jagad
och fredlös som du.
SAUL: Dräp honom! Grip dem!
DAVID: Intet rövar jag från dig, kung Saul!
Varken namn eller brud! Båda självmant ha
kommit, skänkta av Herren.
SAUL: Dräp honom! Grip dem!
MIKAL &  DAVID: Farväl!

CD 4 [12] Introduction till akt 4 2:13
BERÄTTERSKAN: Så lägrade sig filistéerna
vid Sunem. Och när Saul såg deras läger,
förskräcktes han högeligen i sitt hjärta. Och
om natten gick Saul till andebesväjerskan i
Endor. Och Saul sade till henne: »Mana upp
Samuel åt mig!« Kvinnan svarade Saul: »Jag
ser ett gudaväsen komma upp ur jorden.
En gammal man, höljd i en kåpa.« Och
Samuel sade till Saul: »Varför har du stört
min ro och manat mig upp?« Saul svarade:
»Jag är i stor nöd, och Gud har svikit mig! «
Men Samuel svarade: »Herren har efter sitt
behag ryckt riket ur din hand och givit det
åt David! Herren skall giva både dig och Is-
rael i filistéernas hand! Och i morgon skall
du med dina söner vara hos mig!« Och
filistéerna stridde mot Israel och dödade
Jonathan. Och Saul själv tog sitt svärd och
störtade sig därpå. Men Israels stammar
kommo till David och han slöt ett förbund
med dem. Och de smorde David till konung
över Israel. (1 Sam. 28:4-5,11, 13, 15, 17,
19 & 31:2, 4 & 2 Sam. 2:4)
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AKT 4 23:20      [….]
CD 4 [13] Andebesvärjerskan i Endor 6:31
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Vem bultar?
ABNER: Vägfarande folk, låt upp!
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Min hydda är
intet härbärge.
ABNER: Så sant vi är handfaste män,som
kunna spränga din dörr, släpp oss in!
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Så vänta. Låt mig
tända min lampa! Vi kommen I här vid
nattetid och skrämmer en ensam kvinna?
ABNER: Säg, är det du som kan spå och
mana ur graven de dödas andar?
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Mana och spå? Vet
du inte att konungen bjudit sanningssägare
fly ur sitt land, och manare ock! Vi vill du
då fresta min själ och vålla min död?
SAUL: Så sant som Herren är till skall
denna gärning ej räknas dig till ondo.
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Du svär det vid
Gud! Svär det vid dödsriket ock!
SAUL: Vid dödsriket ock, där vi alla skall
mötas en gång.
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Välan då! vem
skall jag mana?
SAUL: Samuel!
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Samuel!
SAUL: Honom du mane fram!
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Hyddan skall
darra i fogarna. Golvet skall glida som sand
under Samuels fjät.
SAUL: Tag! Här är guld!
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: Gott! Jag är redo!
Men själv du må ej skåda hans anlet. Vänd
er mot väggen och böj er mot jord. Scheol!
Scheol. evige Scheol! Släpp ur din famn
Samuels ande och stoft. Giv honom jordisk

gestalt och människotunga i mun. Och låna
till flykt dina ljudlösa vingar. Samuel!
Samuel! Samuel fram! Ve! Vi bedrog du
mig? Du är ju Saul!
SAUL: Räds icke! Vad ser du?
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: En gud!
SAUL: Hur är han klädd?
ANDEBESVÄRJERSKAN: En gammal man
stiger upp, svept i en mantel!
SAUL: Samuel! Samuel!

CD 4 [14] Samuels ande 3:44
SAMUEL: Saul! Vi lyfter du svetteduken
bort från min panna och löser svepningens
band från min trötta kropp? Vi vållar du
ofrid på nytt?
SAUL: Var nådig och hör mig. Filistéernas
här är stor och bringar mig fruktan.
Herrens ande mig lämnat; förgäves jag
ropar; han svarar mig icke; genom profeter,
ej genom drömmar. Då kallade jag dig att
du skulle giva mig råd och säga, var hjälp
är att finna?
SAMUEL: Vi spörjer du mig då Jahve är
vorden din ovän? Han håller det ord han
har sagt till sin tjänare. David skall ärva
ditt rike då du dig förhärdat i trots mot din
Gud. Hör mig då, Saul, när dagen gryr,
filistéerna skall plundra ditt läger och du
och din släkt skola samlas med mig i
dödsriket innan sol gått ned.

CD 4 [15] Sauls död 8:27
KÖREN: Kung Saul!
ABNER: Nu fort!
KÖREN: Kung Saul!
ABNER: Herre konung!
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KÖREN: Var är du. Kung Saul!
ABNER: Fienden är över oss!
SAUL: Samuel! Hjälp mig att dö!
[Krigsmusik saknas …]
KÖREN: Till hjälp! Hugg ned! Vi äro dödens.
ABNER:  Blott mod! Framåt! Framåt!
KÖREN: Vi är förlorade. Låt oss fly!
Tillbaks! Tillbaks! Låt oss fly!
JONATHAN: Är slaget förbi?
ABNER: Fienden tagit vårt läger. Mellan
bergen här har vår splittrade här sökt skydd!
JONATHAN: Var är kungen?
ABNER: Ingen har sett honom!
JONATHAN: Mina bröder fallit och även
han. Och förr’n den sky som driver med
vinden därborta har snuddat vid Gilboas
topp, är jag död. Vad spejar du efter?
ABNER: Så sant jag lever! Upp över
bergstigen flyktar kung Saul, blodig, med
vacklande  steg.
JONATHAN: Där kommer en efter honom en
som står fast: David, befriaren! Riket är
hans! Giv honom min kyss, och säg: »Med
hans namn tar jag avsked från livet.«
SAUL: Samuel! Samuel! Hjälp mig att dö!
ABNER: Kom! Låt mig stödja dig!
SAUL: Abner! Du här? Var är Jonathan?
ABNER: Se där!
SAUL: Dräpt! Dräpt! Se, hur girigt jorden dricker
hans blod. Dit ned i det nattliga mörkret all
min släkt och mina stridsglada söner och jag
med dem! Snart skall jag ligga med mullens
stentunga port på min mun! Abner! Kom
hit! Stöt mitt svärd i min sida, att ej mina
fiender finna mig här och sarga min kropp.
ABNER: Ej må jag lyfta min hand mot den
smorde.

SAUL: Träl! Träl! Så gör jag det själv! Du
Herre och frestare, som alltid mig hånat
från höjden! Du mig pinat med eviga plågor,
du själv dock har skapat mig! Åt mina kval
du nu ler, du gamla bespottare. Se, nu
sprutar mitt blod mot din himmel! Tvätta
dig ren från min synd om du kan! (dör)

CD 4 [16] Israels hopp 4:35
DAVID: Abner! Säg, är det du? Var är
kungen, din herre?
ABNER: Kungen är död!
MIHAL: Min Fader! Min Fader!
ABNER: Han föll för sitt svärd!
DAVID: Död! Vid Jonathans sida! Israels
stolthet dräpt på Israels höjder!
ABNER & KÖREN: Till dig står nu Israels
hopp!
DAVID: Israels döttrar, begråten Saul! Saul,
eder konung, begråten Saul! Saul, eder
konung, vars modiga svärd aldrig kom åter
besegrat! Även Jonathan! Hjälten Jonathan,
vars båge var fiendens död.
KÖREN:David! Till dig står nu Israels hopp!
[…]
DAVID: Herren är kungen, höjd över alla!
Äran är hans i all evighet och makten och
domen! Människors barn äro bräckliga kärl
i hans hand.
KÖREN: David! Du skall grunda ett nytt
Herren Guds rike på jord/jorden!
MIKAL & DAVID: Herren är konung, höjd
över alla folk! Herren är konung, hög över
alla.
ABNER: Till dig står Israels hopp! David!
David! David David!
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